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Abstract
Cardiovascular Disease is the number one cause of death in the world,
with a mortality rate, globally of 35.1% representing 17.6 million lives lost
annually. The majority of these deaths are related to vascular diseases, such as
atherosclerotic plaques, which can obstruct blood flow perfusion of organs and
tissue causing serious injuries or even death. In the heart, in order to prevent
heart failure, blood flow to the tissue must be restored as quickly as possible,
ideally via minimally invasive interventions such as stenting or other types of
angioplasty as the gold standard. However, this is not always suitable, thus,
blood vessel bypass grafts may be required. Tissue-engineered vascular grafts
has being aimed as a product that has the capacity to be repopulated with the
patient’s own cells to reduce immunogenicity and increase graft patency. A
particular importance of tissue-engineered vascular grafts using degradable
biopolymers is for clinical paediatric cardiothoracic surgeries. This thesis uses
porcine carotid decellularized arteries as degradable biopolymer scaffolds.
Currently, although significant progress has occurred, recellularisation process is
not optimised due to the complex structure of the artery wall or for issues related
to the biochemical and physicochemical cues from the arterial vessel surface
that can lead to thrombus and stenosis formation. Tissue engineering is a highly
multidisciplinary field that combines a number of areas of science and
engineering to study new possibilities for repairing and regenerating tissues and
organs. This thesis is focused on current essential requirements as well as some
strategies for future developments of tissue-engineered blood vessels, involving
tissue engineering and nanomedicine. Chapter 2 is devoted exclusively to tissue
engineering. The studies were performed to overcome the barrier posed by the
dense/layered architecture of porcine carotid decellularized arteries thus
improving tunica media repopulation, using a cost effective microneedle-based
device developed to modify the physical structure in a minimally invasive
manner. This was achieved by creating radial microchannels, which enhanced
the radial cellular repopulation while preserving the biomechanical properties and
the extracellular matrix integrity. Moreover, repopulation by assessing two
different seeding methods, injection technique and cell seeding bioreactor were
carried out and presented successful radial tunica media repopulation. Chapter 3
3

relates to nanotechnology, where a thermal stimulus-responsive hybrid
magnetic-nanomedicine with theranostic potential for biomedical applications
from cancer therapy to tissue engineering were developed, by synthesising and
engineering superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles, magnetic mesoporous
silica nanoparticles and thermosensitive phospholipid bilayers. Chapter 4
merged nanomedicines and tissue engineering, encompassing the modification
of the surface of the decellularized arteries with nanomedicines of modular
design and with theranostic potential developed in chapter 3, thus initiating a
new generation of tissue-engineered vascular grafts, that could potentially be
studied to enrich the grafts balancing of microenvironmental cues to promote
optimal immunomodulation, wound healing and tissue formation/remodelling with
the delivery of chemical and biological agents. In summary, this PhD thesis has
led to the development of new strategies to aid progress in tissue engineering
and regenerative medicine, such as 3D ECM-derived scaffolds with potential
controlled and triggerable release of cargos and theranostics.
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DOPS

Dioleoylphosphatidylcholine

DOTAP

1,2-dioleoyl-3-trimethylammonium-propane (chloride salt)

DPPC

1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine

DPPC

Dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine

DSC

Differential scanning calorimetry

DSPE

Distearoylphosphatidylethanolamine

DSPE-PEG2000

1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N[amino(polyethyleneglycol)-2000]
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E

Elastic modulus

EC

Endothelium

ECM

Extra cellular matrix

EDTA

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid

EDTA

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid

EDTA

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid

EDX

Energy dispersive x-ray

EEff-Exp

Entrapment efficiency - Experimental

EEff-Th

Entrapment efficiency - Theoretical

EGFR

Epidermal growth factor receptor

EGTA

Ethylene glycol tetraaceic acid

Erk,

Extracellular signal-regulated kinase

EPC

Endothelial progenitor cells

ePTFE

Expanded polytretrafluoethylene

EtOH

Ethanol

F

Force

f(t)

Amount of drug released at time t

f(t0)

Amount of drug released at time zero

FDA

Food and drug Administration

FGF

Fibroblast growth factor

FITC

Fluorescein isothiocyanate

FOLCH

Cloroform 2:1 methanol

FPSC

Fat pad derived stem cell

FTIR

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

GAG

Glycosaminoglycan

GF

Growth factor

GP

β-glycerophosphate

H&E

Haematoxylin-Eosin

HCl

Hydrocloric acid

HGF

Hepatocyte growth factor

HNO3

Nitric acid

HPLC

High-performance liquid chromatography

HSPC

Hydrogenated soybean phosphatidylcholine

K0

Zero-order constant of release

K1

First-order constant of release

KH

Higuchi-model constant of release

KKP

Kors-Peppas-model constant incorporating structural and geometric
characteristics
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LCap

Theoretical loading capacity

LDL

Low-density lipoprotein

LMax

Loading maximum theoretical

LMax-TTf

Loading maximum of sample triton at time final exp.

LMax-TTI

Loading maximum of sample triton at time 0

LTSL

Lisolipid thermally sensitive liposome

MAPK

Mitogen-activated protein kinase

MBV

Matrix-bound vesicles

MCM-41

Mobil composition of matter No. 41

MDSC

Muscle-derived stem cell

mg

milligram

ML

Membrana limitans

ml

millilitre

MRI

Magnetic ressonance imaging

magMSN or MSN

(Magnetic) Mesoporous silica nanoparticle

MSPC

Monostearoylphosphatidylcholine

mT

milli-Tesla

MTT

3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazoliumbromide

N

Newton

n

Release exponent

NaOH

Sodium hydroxyde

NCD

Non-communicable disease

Ni-NTA

Nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid

NO

Nitric Oxide

NTA

Nanoparticle tracking analysis

P4HB

Poly-4-hydroxybutyrate

Pa

Pascal

PBS

Phosphate buffered saline

PCL

Polycaprolactone

PDGF or -BB

Platelet-derived growth factor (subunit B)

PE

Phosphatidylethanolamine

PEG

Polyethilene glycol

PEG2000

Poly(ethylene glycol)2000

PET

Polyethylenetereftalat

PEUU

Poly(etherurethane urea)

PG

Phosphatidylglycerol

PGA

Polyglicolide

PGS

Poly(glycerol sabacate)
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PI3K

Phosphoinositide-3 kinase

PLA

Polylactic acid

PLCL

Poly(lactide-co-caprolactone)

PLLA

Poly l-lactic acid

PLM

Polarised light microscopy

POPC

1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine

PU

Polyurethane

QD

Quantum Dot

R0h-RT

Amount released at time 0 for the group RT

R3h-37C

Amount released at time 3h for the group 37C

R3h-RT

Amount released at time 3h for the group RT

RGD

Cyclic aginylglycylaspartic acid

RM

Regenerative medicine

rMSC

Rat mesenchymal stem cell

RT

Room temperature

SAED

Select area electron diffraction

SATA

N-succinimidyl S-acetylthioacetate

SB

Sulfobetaine

SD

Standard deviation

SDC

Sodium deoxycholate

SDS

Sodium dodecyl sulfate

SEM

Scanning electron microscopy

SH

Sulfhydryl

SLRP

Soluble low density lipoprotein receptor-related protein

SMC

Smooth muscle cells

SPION

Superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticle

SPS

Sulfonated poly(styrene)

SSA

Specific surface area

t

Time

TA

Tunica adventitia

TBP

Tributyl phosphate

TE

Tissue engineering

TEBV

Tissue-engineered blood vessel

TEM

Transmission electron microscopy

TEOS

Tetraethylorthosilicate

TEVG

Tissue-engineered vascular graft

TGA

Thermogravimetric analysis

TGFβ

Transforming growth factor beta
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TI

Tunica intima

TM

Tunica media

UTS

Ultimate Stress

UV

Ultraviolet

VEGF-A

Vascular endothelial growth factor A

VEGFR-2

Vascular endothelial growth factor receptor

VFGF

Vascular endothelial growth factor

VSM

Vibrating sample magnetometer

XRD

X-ray diffraction

α-Gal

Galactose-alpha-1,3-galactose

β-GP

Beta-glycerophosphate

μg

microgram

μl

microlitre

ε

Strain

η

Viscosity

σ

Stress
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1 CHAPTER 1 - Literature Review
This chapter is devoted to providing an overview of the state-of-the-art
background that informed this PhD thesis. Herein it was structured to
fundamentally understand the limitations and the resulting needs for advances in
tissue-engineered blood vessels (TEBVs), thus focusing in current essential
requirements as well as some strategies for future developments.

1.1 INTRODUCTION
The human body is a machine: a complex biological machine,
consequently, a bioengineered machine. Regenerative medicine aims to
engineer human tissues or organs in order to restore or establish normal
function. Although this is still an emerging field in the discipline of human
medicine, it holds much promise for the development of products which may
transform patients’ lives. Specifically, regenerative medicine may reduce the
enormous waiting lists for organ transplants, as well as possibly providing
innovative cures for chronic diseases. Regenerative medicine is not solely based
on interactions in the macroscopic level (Figure 1.1), but must also take into
account nanoscopic interactions between the chemical and molecular levels of
organisation within an organism and how these relate to the function and
structure of cells, tissues and indeed the organism as a whole. Regenerative
medicine reaches beyond cells, tissues and organ growth in laboratories; it also
involves the possibility of using patients’ own cells to regenerate or substitute
parts of tissue or even a whole organ. The success of regenerative medicine
requires the integration of various professionals from different disciplines:
clinicians, physicists, chemists, biologists and mainly engineers. Proposing an
analogy, it is possible that in 50 years or much less regenerative medicine
resembles what is done today with automobiles: “Is there something wrong? Buy
a new part and change it”.
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Figure 1.1 – Levels of structural organisation of the Mammalian Species.

Regenerative medicine in the cardiovascular system revolves around
repairing or reconstructing blood vessels or heart tissue, which may have been
damaged due to injury or disease. Cardiovascular Disease (CVD) is the number
one cause of death in the world. As observed in Figure 1.2, CVD represents 45%
of non-communicable diseases (NCD) and is associated with the highest
mortality globally: 35.1%. In total, this represents 17.6 million lives lost annually
(data from 2015). According to the World Health Organisation (WHO), in the year
2000 the number of deaths from heart conditions was approximately 14.5 million
and this number increased 22% over the next 15 years reaching 17.6 million in
2015 (Wilkins et al., 2017, WHO, 2015, WHO, 2016). The situation is so alarming
that in 2013 members of WHO agreed on global mechanisms to reduce deaths
by NCD which includes cardiovascular diseases – "Global action plan for the
prevention and control of NCDs 2013-2020" – the main aim being to reduce the
number of premature deaths from NCDs by 25% by 2025. If no action is taken, it
is expected that by 2030 the number of premature deaths will exceed 23 million
worldwide, representing a further increase of 13% since 2015. While genetic
factors, gender and age represent non-modifiable risk factors for cardiovascular
disease, excessive consumption of food high in saturated fat, smoking and
stressful lifestyles so prominent in the developed world means that the number of
deaths due to heart conditions has dramatically increased in the past 17 years.
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Figure 1.2 – A systematic analysis of global causes of mortality based on (WHO, 2016).

Coronary artery disease is typified by the formation of an atherosclerotic
plaque in a blood vessel which can obstruct, at least partially, the supply of
oxygen-rich blood to the heart. While the obstruction remains incomplete i.e.
some blood flow is maintained, the patient may experience the clinical symptoms
of angina. A complete blockage of the coronary vessel can occur over time,
leading to myocardial infarction, which can be fatal. In those patients who survive
the myocardial infarction, often the heart tissue has been irreparably damaged
resulting in a reduction in the strength of contraction of the heart and less
efficient blood supply to the organs. In order to prevent heart failure, blood flow
to the tissue must be restored as quickly as possible. While angioplasty
represents the gold standard of treatment in this regard, not always this is
suitable or sufficient for many patients who, instead, require blood vessel bypass
grafts. Autografts are not always applicable; thus, patients must rely on the use
of allografts or xenografts. However, these can present problems in terms of
rejection, while synthetic bypass grafts also have limitations since the lumen
needs to be anti-thrombogenic. As an alternative for example, the lumen of such
grafts has been physicochemically modified or coated with endothelial cells to
avoid thrombus formation. The combination of cells and scaffolds is an emergent
type of bypass graft, called tissue-engineered vascular grafts (TEVGs, or also
namely tissue-engineered blood vessels, TEBVs). So far, these scaffolds, based
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mainly on natural materials, have shown positive results in preclinical trials (Dahl
et al., 2011, Thomas et al., 2013).
The research in this PhD thesis involved tissue-engineered vascular
grafts, nanomedicine and the integration of these two fields; where materials
science

engineering,

biology,

nanotechnology

and

pharmacology

were

considered to create a hybrid product that would enrich the currently available
technology for the creation of engineered blood vessels. Biomimetic material
obtained from a decellularized artery was used to potentially aid regeneration of
the vascular system since it is essentially the blood vessel skeleton, and its
properties are comparable to those of a native artery. Additionally, such
decellularized arteries can contain some natural biochemical cues that can
therefore facilitate cell adhesion and proliferation throughout the scaffold. The
initial part of this PhD thesis involved the identification of a new method to
enhance recellularization of the tunica media of the decellularized carotid artery
wall. The second part of this research related to the development of a
multifunctional hybrid nanomedicine platform that can be also applied in
bioengineering and tissue engineering (TE). The third part encompassed the
modification of the surface of the decellularized arteries with this nanomedicine
platform. Therefore, this chapter is divided into two main sections representing
the some research fields covered in this thesis: Part 1 focuses on tissue
engineering with a particular emphasis on blood vessels & Part 2 focuses on the
design of advanced nanomedicines with application in drug delivery.
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1.2 TOPIC 1 - TISSUE ENGINEERING
1.2.1 Cardiovascular System
The cardiovascular system is the first organ system formed in the embryo,
allowing the delivery of O2 and nutrients to the developing tissue, thus
emphasizing the importance of this system to human life (Levick, 2009). The
circulatory system begins with vasculogenesis in the yolk sac and embryo, when
the VEGF-A receptor from angioblastic cord derived-mesodermal cells is
expressed (Levick, 2009). In summary, VEGFR-2 cells promote the systematic
formation, connection and remodelling of endothelial tubes thereby developing
the heart and blood vessel plexus. The derivation of a blood vessel as either a
vein or artery is determined by the expression of the protein ephrin B (Levick,
2009, Cleaver, 2010). Essentially, the cardiovascular system is composed of the
heart, blood and blood vessels. In order to better understand how and where
regenerative medicine (RM) can be used in the cardiovascular system, more
specifically in the vasculature, a brief introduction on blood vessels is included.
1.2.1.1 Blood Vessels
Blood vessels are anatomically classified as elastic or muscular arteries,
arterioles, capillaries, venules and veins; with the estimated 100000 km of blood
vessels being functionally designed for many different applications (conductance,
resistance, exchange and capacitance) (Fagan and Sunthareswaran, 2002). The
circulatory system as observed in Figure 1.3, contributes to homeostasis as the
blood pumped by the heart flows through the elastic arteries to the muscular
arteries and arterioles that disseminate to all body parts including the extremities,
reaching the semi-permeable capillaries where nutrient, waste and gaseous
exchange can occur (Fagan and Sunthareswaran, 2002). Following this, the
blood flows through venules and veins back to the heart, via the superior and
inferior vena cava into the right atrium. Deoxygenated blood from the right ventricle is carried to the lungs and returns, as oxygenated blood to the left atrium via
the pulmonary vein. This freshly oxygenated blood is then pumped around the
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body to supply all cells and tissues with nutrient-rich oxygenated blood.

Figure 1.3 – Simplified circulatory scheme (Junqueira and Mescher, 2010), reprinted
with permission.

The function of each type of vessel is directly dependent on both the
biological composition of the wall and the mechanical properties of the vessel
(Junqueira and Mescher, 2010). This thesis worked with porcine common carotid
arteries, which are classified as elastic arteries. These blood vessels, as shown
in Figure 1.4, are composed of three layers which are identical in both pigs and
humans: tunica intima, tunica media and tunica adventitia.
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and encompasses the goals of translational research. The following section will discuss
material choices for TEVGs and a brief explanation of research leading to these material
suggestions.
Tunica adventitia (TA) Tunica media (TM)

Membrana limitans (ML) interna
Endothelium (EC)

Tunica intima (TI)

ML interna
TI

vasa vasorum

TM5

TM externa
TA

basement membrane:
collagen IV, XV, XVIII
laminins, nidogen,
perlecan, vWF
collagen VI, VIII

fibrillar collagens
versican, fibroblast
smooth muscle cells

elastin, fibrilins,
fibulins, emilins,
microfibil-associated
proteins

collagen I, III
proteoglycans
(SLRP, versican)

Muscular artery

Elastic artery

Figure 1.1. Representation of the three tunics native to a blood vessel. Intima – ECs, media – VSMCs,

Figure 1.4 – Structure of blood vessels, adapted from (Junqueira and Carneiro, 2005),
adventitia –with
FBs.permission.
(B) Structural differences between muscular arteries (left) and elastic arteries (left); note
reprinted
differences in elastin content dependent on the artery type. Taken from [20].

1.2.1.1.1 Tunica Intima

This has two main components
5 (i) endothelium and (ii) basement
membrane. Endothelium in blood vessels refers mainly to an endothelial cell
monolayer that coats the internal surface, tethered to the basement membrane
by integrins and the adjacent cells by junctional protein strands (i.e., VECadherin and tight junctions) (Levick, 2009). Possessing a unique organelle
(Weibel-Palade, Von Willebrand factor), the endothelial cells present many
physical and biological vascular functions, for example: (i) the direct contact
lumen can have both a physical and a biochemical (i.e. with angiotensinconverting enzyme, Von Willebrand factor, NO and prostacyclin) influence on
blood flow, (ii) production of a semi-permeable barrier by junctional strands
breaking (i.e. nutrient, waste and gaseous exchanges), (iii) aid in secretion of
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locally acting chemical mediators (vasoconstrictor peptide and vasodilator
agents), (iv) act in recruiting smooth muscle cells by PDGF-BB growth factor and
(v) participate in the inflammatory defence against pathogens (Levick, 2009,
Tortora and Derrickson, 2009). The basement membrane is a thin elastic fibre
that provides a physical support for the endothelial cells, as well as a structural
support for the blood vessel (i.e. resilience), aids the repair of the tunicae and the
diffusion of materials through the tunicae (Tortora and Derrickson, 2009)
Additionally, a series of proteins such as glycoproteins, proteoglycans,
glycosaminoglycans and laminin can also be found in the tunica intima. Together
with collagen type IV and VII, laminin forms the most commom component of the
basement membrane, assisting in cell adhesion by providing specific
biochemical cues (Costa et al., 2017). Indirectly, laminin is also responsible for
skeletal muscle contraction because it plays an important function on dystrophin
– glycoprotein (Gao and McNally, 2015).
1.2.1.1.2 Tunica media
This is mainly composed of (i) proteoglycans, (ii) collagen, (iii) elastin and
(iv) smooth muscle cells (SMCs). Proteoglycans are polysaccharides that
increase water absorption in the tunica media, whereas collagen and elastin
provide structural support and binding sites for cells (Rhodes and Simons, 2007,
Lindahl et al., 2009). Collagen type I is the most common protein in blood
vessels, providing strength and load-bearing capacity (Costa et al., 2017). SMCs
present a significant denotation in vasoconstriction and vasodilatation, which are
important processes for maintaining arterial pressure. The active tension of
arterial pressure is primarily derived from the vascular muscle cells, whereas the
passive tension comes from connective tissue (Tortora and Derrickson, 2009).
SMCs also help to produce the elastic fibres within the tunica media that allow
the vessels to stretch and recoil under the applied pressure of the blood.
1.2.1.1.3 Tunica external or adventitia
This is composed of: (i) fibroblasts (well-known to have the capability to
synthesise and aid in remodelling the ECM), (ii) elastin-collagen, which together,
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work to prevent over-expansion due to the pressure that is exerted on the walls
by blood flow, (iii) vasa vasorum and (iv) nerves. The function of this tunica is to
anchor and to protect the blood vessel (Tortora and Derrickson, 2009).

1.2.2 Vascular Diseases and Treatments
As previously mentioned, cardiovascular disease is the most frequent
cause of death worldwide, responsible for 35% of all deaths. Vascular disease
(Gupta, 2011, Qiu and Fratiglioni, 2015) is not limited to that affecting the heart
muscle due to coronary artery diseases but can also involve blood vessels in all
areas of the body including the brain - carotid artery or cerebrovascular
diseases, the kidney - renal artery stenosis, as well as the arms, legs and other
extremities - peripheral vascular disease, the eyes - diabetic retinopathy and
glaucoma. Additionally, there are many other types of vascular diseases, such as
Raynaud's Syndrome, Buerger's Disease and Varicose Veins.
Atherosclerosis, which is a chronic inflammation due to lipid build-up in
the internal part of the tunica intima of the blood vessels (Figure 1.5), is one of
the most common and serious of the vascular diseases. The low-density
lipoprotein (LDL) produces oxygen radicals that injure the artery wall (Agius,
2007, Badimon et al., 2012). The resulting inflammation provokes SMCs to
migrate to the affected area, breaking up the internal basement membrane and
collagen (Libby, 2002, Libby et al., 2011), which leads to the production of
fibrous and calcified plaques (Naghavi et al., 2003), as obseverd in Figure 1.6.
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Figure 1.5 – The progression of the atherosclerosis: A) The normal artery, B) The initial
steps of atherosclerosis, C) Lesion in progression, D) Thrombosis, the ultimate
outcome of atherosclerosis (Libby, 2002, Libby et al., 2011), reprinted with permission.

Figure 1.6 – Different types of atheromatous plaques (Naghavi et al., 2003), reprinted
with permission.

As mentioned previously, several conditions can occur due to blood
vessel obstruction (Chin and Sumpio, 2014). In order to choose the best
treatment, individual patient characteristics must be considered e.g. symptoms,
anatomical factors, blockage location and hardness of the plaque. In clinical
prospect, strategies employed for treatment of atherosclerotic disease are
preferencially medical therapy and minimally-invasive surgery (Aboyans et al.,
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2017); nonetheless, below are briefly reported existing strategies (Fagan and
Sunthareswaran, 2002, Tortora and Derrickson, 2009):
v Reduce or eliminate modifiable risk factors such as: cholesterol,
diabetes mellitus, obesity, smoking, etc;
v Pharmacological Treatment: mainly assists in the regulation of
vasodilation and reduction of coagulation to prevent thrombus formation;
v Minimally-invasive surgery: (i) atherectomy involves removing the
plaque within the vessel, which can be done by transluminal, rotational or
directional atherectomy catheters and Lasers. This method is generally
used in peripheral arterial disease of the lower extremities. (ii) Angioplasty
involves the use of an inflatable balloon catheter; attached to a stent. The
catheter balloon does not directly remove the plaque but press it against
the wall of the blood vessel. This category also includes cryoplasty, which
uses the same principle as discussed above, however using low
temperature to freeze the plaque and break it for extraction;
v Invasive surgery: (i) endarterectomy is a technique that consists of
making an aperture in the constricted blood vessel to remove the plaque,
and is often used in carotid surgery. (ii) Bypass surgery is a procedure
that uses a vascular graft to redirect blood flow around an area of
blockage, thereby creating an alternate channel for blood flow. Graft
material can be synthetic, natural or biologically-based. This includes: (1)
autografts – from the patient, (2) isografts – from a different, but
genetically identical patient, (3) allografts – from the same species or (4)
xenografts - from different species.

1.2.3 Vascular Grafts
Autologous bypass grafts are ideal vascular replacements because they
reduce immunogenicity and increase graft patency, but often they are not an
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option for patients due to disease-associated vascular damage or their clinical
history. Moreover, even if autologous grafting using vein source is possible,
failure can occur within 10 years due to the disparities between arteries and
veins (Krawiec and Vorp, 2012). Isografts or allografts are another option; these
can experience all of the issues common to autologous grafts noted above and
further problems related to harvesting. Alternatively, manufactured vascular
grafts are used as substitute blood vessels and are derived from synthetic or
natural material, as reviewed in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1 – Biopolymers often employed to manufacture scaffolds for vascular grafts.
Cryopreserved
Biological
Source

MATERIALS

Natural

Degradable

Cell seeding-based
Decellularized Tissue

ECM-based Material

Purified
Collagen, Fibrin,
Source
Elastin, Hyaluronic
(Commercial) Fibronectin
Nature-based Material Chitosan, Silk fibroin

Synthetic

Non-degradable ePTFE, PU, PET
Degradable

Hybrid

Non-degradable
Degradable

PLA, PCL, PLLA, PGA, PLCL, PEUU, PGS, P4HB
Combination between 2 or more biopolymers

Vascular grafts can be classified in 3 different ranges of diameters: (i)
large calibre (greater than 8 mm), (ii) medium calibre (between 8 and 6 mm), and
(iii) small calibre (smaller than 6 mm). This last one is required most commonly
for

treatment

of

obstructed

coronary,

carotid,

peripheral

arteries

and

arteriovenous shunts for hemodialysis. However, this graft size also presents the
most challenges with regard to clinical performance, because small diameter
grafts (< 6 mm) exhibit increased thrombogenicity due to the surface cues of
materials used for their construction. Additionally, these grafts can present
further limitations when synthetic materials, such as non-degradable polymers
are employed, these can make endothelialisation more difficult and promote
platelet attachment. The paucity of a suitable, safe, effective graft has prompted
research into the feasibility of tissue-engineered vascular grafts (TEVGs), which
involve the combination of cells with a scaffold to enhance graft performance.
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1.2.4 Tissue-Engineered Blood Vessels
About 20 years back, one of the first books about Principles of Tissue
Engineering was published by Lanza et al. (2000); and in their words: “tissue
engineering is an interdisciplinary field which applies the principles of
engineering and life sciences towards the development of biological substitutes
that aim to maintain, restore or improve tissue function”. Basically, tissue
engineering integrates cells, scaffolds and biochemical and physicochemical
factors to produce viable tissue substitutes. In practical terms, it is a field that
uses theories and practice from many diverse fields such as engineering and
biology to produce products that can be translated from the laboratory to the
clinic to improve patients’ quality of life.
A particular importance of tissue-engineered blood vessels (TEBVs or
TEVGs) application is for clinical paediatric cardiothoracic surgeries. Children
with cardiovascular diseases often require multiple surgeries as they grow and
the original implants become too small. TEVGs manufactured using degradable
biopolymers have the potential to match remodelling to the child’s growth, thus
possibly preventing the requirement for multiple surgeries (Kurobe et al., 2012,
Keane and Badylak, 2014). This is still an emergent topic and has been
discussed at length by (Keane and Badylak, 2014).
TEVGs of synthetic or natural origin have undergone in vitro and
preclinical testing (Pashneh-Tala et al., 2015, Kurobe et al., 2012, Ravi and
Chaikof, 2010, Pankajakshan and Agrawal, 2010, Thomas et al., 2013), as well
as in initial clinical grade TEVGs, where these have shown promising clinical
data (Pashneh-Tala et al., 2015, Gui and Niklason, 2014, Thomas et al., 2013,
Lawson et al., 2016). For example, Shin'oka et al. (2001) performed the first
human clinical trial of a TEVG using PCLA/PGA or PCLA/PLLA scaffolds in 25
patients (pediatric and young age) for high-flow low-pressure pulmonary venous
system. 7 years later, no mortality related to TEVGs has been reported, but it
was described that the conduits with internal diameter < 18 mm, presented
stenosis in 16% of patients which were later treated with angioplasty and
stenting. The overall limitations found for the clinical trial were long-term graft
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stenosis and suboptimal mechanical properties. Later, another clinical trial by
L'Heureux (2013) was carried out using autologous cell sheet-based TEVGs for
hemodialysis in 10 patients with end-stage renal disease and previous
hemodialysis failure. The overall limitations found for this clinical trial were: 3
TEVG failures due to thrombosis or aneurysm during the safety phase, 1 patient
showed a TEVG aneurysm correlated with acute immune response. Recently,
other clinical trial were performed for hemodialysis access for 60 patients using
human acellular vessels, which has being reported as a suitable conduit and was
well tolerated (Gui and Niklason, 2014, Lawson et al., 2016). However, although
much progress has been reported, an optimal TEVG still does not exist. The
main issues with TEVGs at present include the potential side-effects (clot
formation and stenosis have been reported) and the feasibility of large scale
manufacturing and processing of these agents. The ideal TEVG must at least
possess the essential criteria for all immediate, short, middle and long time
applications, as summarised in Table 1.2.
Table 1.2 – Essential requirement for an ideal TEVG.
Attention direct to

Essential criteria

Aim

Term

Manufacturing

Low cost,
repeatability

Medical grade, less invasive, less
processing time, possibility of
sterilization, variability of product range
size and length, prompt and off-theshelf products and safety product

Immediate

Structural and
Mechanical
properties

Similarity to native
vessel

Suitable mechanical properties to match
with physiological vasoconstriction and
vasodilation without leaking, stenosis or
permanent deformation

Immediate
to long

Immunogenicity and
Inflammatory
responses

Non-immunogenic
and
anti-inflammatory
surfaces

Thrombogenicity

Non-thrombogenic
surface

Remodelling

Prosthesis and
native tissue
integration

Biocompatible scaffold-based material,
ideally with ECM characteristics and
ideal cell source, to increase
prosthesis/patient interaction, by
avoiding rejection and anti-inflammatory
responses
Lumen surface presenting anti-blood
clotting and stenosis mechanism;
usually internal tubular surface treated
physically or chemically, as well as
adding endothelial coating
Appropriate anti-inflammatory surface,
aiding the healing, preventing intimal
hyperplasia;
Matching of the scaffold-based material
degradation to cellular remodeling
(mainly of the tunica media) for
physiological vasoconstriction and
vasodilation mechanism.
EC (Short-Mid) and SMC (Mid-Long)
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Immediate
to long

Short to
mid

Short to
long

Different materials and approaches have been applied in the rush for
manufacturing tissue-engineered blood vessels. Distinct studies reviewed and
discussed the materials, methods of fabrication, cells employed and translational
progress of TEVGs (Naito et al., 2011, Krawiec and Vorp, 2012, Rathore et al.,
2012, Thomas et al., 2013, Cittadella et al., 2013, Dukkipati et al., 2013, Tara et
al., 2014, Catto et al., 2014, Pashneh-Tala et al., 2015, Vellayappan et al., 2015,
Wang et al., 2016, Zou et al., 2016, Elomaa and Yang, 2017); as electrospun
scaffolds with potential for TEVG applications (Hasan et al., 2014), nanoscalled
strategies to improve and facilitate therapies (Tu et al., 2015, Xing et al., 2017),
and historical and future perspectives (Dimitrievska and Niklason, 2017). Based
on the state-of-the-art, the two main topics that require special attention for future
studies are: (i) regeneration of blood vessels, encompassing a good match
between scaffold degradation and remodelling to avoid mechanical failure
(usually, this limitation of TEVG remodeling using decellularized artery is
associated with bad tunica media repopulation); and (ii) non-thrombogenic, nonimmunogenic and anti-inflammatory surfaces. The latter topic was mentioned by
Catto et al. (2014), who discussed the idea of introducing anti-inflammatory cues
in TEVGs. Similarly, the work carried out on this thesis has connection with these
two topics: enhancing of the medial repopulation and functionalisation of
decellularised blood vessels aiming to enhance surface cues.

1.2.4.1 ECM-derived scaffolds: Decellularised Arteries
As previously mentioned in Table 1.1, many are the biopolymers often
employed to manufacture scaffolds for vascular grafts. Regarding the
requirements for an ideal TEVG, as discussed in the Table 1.2, ECM-derived
scaffolds from biological sources are promising in vascular regenerative
medicine, because they are usually derived from blood vessels that are
subjected to a decellularisation process. This process involves the extraction of
cellular and genetic material (DNA residue concentration less than 50 ng
DNA/ECM dry weight) (Crapo et al., 2011), leaving behind an ultra-structural
extracellular matrix rich in collagen, elastin and among others, proteins and
peptides, as well as biochemical cues that can help to maintain homeostasis and
contribute to mechanotransduction, thus having remodeling and wound healing
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properties (Kshitiz et al., 2016, Miron et al., 2017).
All the materials that may be applied for TEVG possess both advantages
and disadvantages. In the case of decellularised scaffolds the disadvantages are
mainly concerned with the possibility of antigens remaining on the surface which
can generate an adverse immune response, for example the presence of α-gal
epitope (Galalpha1-3Galbeta1-(3)4GlcNAc-R). The α-Gal epitope, traced to the
early mammalian evolution (>125 million years ago) prior to marsupials and
placental divergence, is a carbohydrate abundant on the cell surface in some
mammalian species, including porcine; however, throughout the evolution in
humans is absent, but still has the antibody in the body. Consequently, this is the
main cause of rejection in xenografts, which with any attempt to reinsert this
carbohydrate generates inflammatory response, leading to a cascade of events
and culminating a hyper acute rejection (Galili, 2005, Padler-Karavani and Varki,
2011). However, this reaction can be prevented by treating the scaffolds with
anti-gal (Badylak and Gilbert, 2008, Daly et al., 2009, Dziki et al., 2017, Zhu et
al., 2008). The use of an ECM-derived scaffold in tissue engineering is
favourable due to the exciting clinical prospects of appropriate remodelling
promoted by the microenvironment formed with the possible remaining
cytokines, chemokines, growth factors and matrix-bound vesicles (MBVs)
(Huleihel et al., 2017). Although it is of common concern that quality control
issues can remain to ensure that the scaffold has the same biochemical cues
remaining (other weakness of decellularized-based materials), these biochemical
cues can have a strong influence on host responses following implantation and
counting on the cryptic peptides phenomena (ECM proteolysis) (Banerjee and
Shanthi, 2016). Furthermore, what really defines the best biomaterial is its
behavior after implantation. In the case of vascular grafts, one particular effect
that must be considered is the Vroman effect (Neves, 2013, Brewster et al.,
2014, Londono and Badylak, 2015), which is followed by immune system
activation. This will direct signals to activate polarization of M1 or M2-like
macrophage phenotypes (respectively, pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory).
Many investigations have been conducted to test multiple methodologies
to decellularize different biological tissues (Teebken and Haverich, 2002,
Teebken et al., 2000, McFetridge et al., 2004, McFetridge et al., 2007, Badylak,
2007, Amiel et al., 2006, Gilbert et al., 2008, Yazdani et al., 2010, Wilshaw et al.,
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2012, Pellegata et al., 2015, Keane et al., 2015, White et al., 2017). Although
there is no perfect method for decellularization of biological tissues, many
optimised protocols for various different approaches to decellularization exist.
The extracellular matrix will never be fully preserved, however, in most protocols,
there is a fine balance between scaffold preservation and decellularization.
Crapo et al. (2011) presented the paper titled: An overview of tissue and whole
organ decellularization processes and created a table summarising the different
decellularization processes, as presented in Table 1.3. In summary, it is rare that
only one method of decellularization is carried out, and normally a combination of
them is used to achieve the desired result. In this work, the decellularization
process used to obtain biological scaffolds from ECM-based material was based
on the procedure adopted by Sheridan et al. (2012): an enzymatic digestion,
followed by a detergent extraction coupled with mechanical agitation and
finalised with collagen digestion aided by sonication.
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Mode of Action

Effectively lyses cells, but does not effectively remove
cellular residues

Effects on ECM

May damage collagen, GAG, and growth factors

Solubilize cytoplasmic components, disrupts
nucleic acids, tend to denature proteins
Cell lysis by osmotic shock, disrupt DNA-protein
interactions

Table 1.3 – Comparison of decellularization processes (Crapo et al., 2011, Costa et al., 2017), reprinted with permission.
Agent/Technique
Chemical Agents
Acids and Bases
Hypotonic Solutions &
Hypertonic Solutions

Remove nuclear remnants and cytoplasmic proteins from
dense tissues, tend to disrupt structure, damage
collagen, remove GAG and growth factors

Solubilize cell, nucleic membranes, and tend to
denature proteins

- Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate
(SDS)

Efficacy dependents on tissue thickness, some
ultrastructure disruption and GAG removal

Ionic Detergents

- Sodium Deoxycholate

Effectively remove cells from dense tissues and
inactivates pyrogens, but crosslinks and precipitates
proteins, including collagen
It presents mixed results with efficacy dependent on
tissue, dense tissues lost collagen but impact on
mechanical properties was minimal

Effectively remove cells with mild disruption of
ultrastructure in thin tissues

Efficacy according to tissue, effective cell removal from
thin tissues, some disruption of ultrastructure, removal of
GAG and less effective than SDS

- Triton X-200
Disrupt DNA-protein interactions; disrupt lipidlipid and lipid-protein interactions, with a lesser
degree protein-protein interactions

Cell lysis by dehydration, solubilize and remove
lipids

Exhibit properties of ionic and non-ionic
detergents

Effectively removes cells from thin tissues, however with
greater disruption of structure compared to other
detergents

Non-ionic Detergents
- Triton X-100
Zwitterionic Detergents
- CHAPS
- Sulfobetaine-10 (SB-10)
- Sulfobetaine-16 (SB-16)
Solvents
- Alcohols
- Acetone
- Tributyl Phosphate (TBP)

Forms stable complexes with metals, disrupts
protein-protein interactions
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Table 1.3 – Continued …
Biologic Agents

Physical and Miscellaneous
Agent
Temperature (freezing and
thawing)

Chelating Agents (EDTA,
EGTA)

- Dispase

Removal of tissue eliminates cells and force can
burst remaining cells

Disrupt cell membrane due intracellular ice
crystals

Chelating agents bind metallic ions, thereby
disrupting cell adhesion to ECM

Cleaves specific peptides, mainly fibronectin and
collagen IV

Cleaves peptide bonds on the C-side of Arg and
Lys.

Catalyze hydrolysis of ribonucleotide and
deoxyribonucleotide chains

Force can directly damage ECM

Ice crystal formation can disrupt or fracture ECM

Under prolonged exposure can disrupt ECM
ultrastructure, and removes ECM components, such as,
fibronectin and collagen IV
Typically used with enzymatic methods (i.e. trypsin) but
can be used with other agents, ineffective when used
alone

Under prolonged exposure can disrupt ECM
ultrastructure, removes ECM constituents, such as:
collagen, laminin, fibronectin, elastin, and GAG; slower
removal of GAG compared to detergents

Difficult to remove from the tissue, could invoke an
immune response

Enzymes
- Nucleases

Direct Application of Force

Pressure can disrupt ECM

- Trypsin

Pressure

Electrical field oscillation can disrupt ECM

Aggressive agitation or sonication can disrupt ECM

Pressure necessary for supercritical phase can disrupt
ECM

Pressure gradient can disrupt ECM

Pressure associated with perfusion can disrupt ECM

Pressure can burst cells and aid in removal of
cellular material

Facilitates chemical exposure and removal of
cellular material
Facilitates chemical exposure and removal of
cellular material

Pulsed electrical fields disrupt cell membranes

Electroporation
Techniques to Apply Agents
Perfusion
Pressure Gradient Across
Tissue
Supercritical Fluid

Agitation

Pressure can burst cells; supercritical fluid
facilitates chemical exposure and removal of
cellular material
Can lyse cells, however commonly used to
facilitate chemical exposure and removal of
cellular material
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1.2.4.2 Recellularization
One of the biggest limitations associated with biological scaffolds for
TEVGs is the tunica media recellularization process. Cellular migration through
and repopulation of the decellularized vascular tissue is difficult due to the high
density and configuration of the vascular extracellular matrix (Sheridan et al.,
2014b). They studied various techniques that could improve recellularization of
bioscaffolds: (i) injection-seeding (Sheridan et al., 2012); (ii) application of a
thermoresponsive chitosan/β-GP Gel (Sheridan et al., 2014a); and (iii) seeding
by injection-needle with the addition of a pulsatile flow bioreactor system
(Sheridan et al., 2014b). However in all of their studies, the cells were only
migrating in the circumferential direction, and not in the radial direction of the
scaffolds, as demonstrated in Figure 1.7. This emphasises a major hurdle to be
overcome in the homogenous recellularization of decellularized scaffolds.

Cell migration in the
circumferential direction

Figure 1.7 – Longitudinal injection-seeding of decellularized arteries with cell migration
in the circumferential direction (Sheridan et al., 2014b), reprinted with permission.

Table 1.4 shows some recellularization methods employed in TEVGs, with
a brief explanation of each one, as well as the associated advantages and
disadvantages. Further comparison of methods is shown in Table 1.5 (Villalona
et al., 2010).
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Collagen
Digestion

(Sheridan et al.,
2012)

(Kasyanov et al.,
2009)

(Bergmeister et
al., 2005)

(Sheridan et al.,
2012)

Author

Growth factor (GF) delivery using a
thermoresponsive hydrogel within
the scaffold functioned
Medial injection of chitosan/β-GP
HGF gel with albumin cell seeding

Injected cells via medial injection
channels allowed for the rapid bulk
seeding of decellularised scaffolds

Similarity with the above, but also
applied centrifugal seeding with cells
encapsulated in hyaluronic hydrogel

Enhancing cell infiltration by laser
perforation of tissue-decellularised

Increasing the scaffold porosity by
collagen fibre digestion

Note

-Repopulation
-Increased host cell infiltration

-Adherence
-Retention
-Cell migration

-Circumferential repopulation
-Mechanical properties - no
significant alteration
-Low cost

-Efficient
-Cell retention
-Uniform distribution

-Small diameter achieved
-In vivo test presented
repopulation in 6 months

-Porosity
-Cell infiltration

Advantage

Seeding of the tunica media
only in the circumferential
direction

-Preparation;
-Possibility of
damage to the
structure

-No in vivo test
-Force can be damaging to
the cells

-Scaffold is porous and
cauterised in the radial
direction

-Elastin can be damaged

Disadvantage

Methods

Channels
Transversal/
Laser

(Sheridan et al.,
2014a)

Use of basic fibroblast growth factor
(bFGF)

-Growth factors can improve
cell seeding and repopulation

Growth Factor

InjectionChannels
Longitudinal/
Needles

(Simionescu et
al., 2006, Kurane
et al.)

Similarly, GF and bFGF have been
coated onto decellularised scaffolds
to enhance reendothelialisation

Table 1.4 – Some examples of methods of recellularization.
Stimulus
Physical
Modification

Biochemical

(Conklin et al.)

Decellularized arteries were coated
with the protein CCN1

-Cell migration in response to
a growth factor
(Boer et al., 2013)

-Complete repopulation with
ECs and SMCs, reduced
leukocyte infiltration and
fibrosis, neovascularisation,
biocompatibility, scaffold
remodelling, immunotolerance
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Table 1.4 –
continued …
Stimulus
Dynamic

Centrifugal
Seeding

Rotational
Seeding

(Kim et al., 1998)

(Godbey et al.)
(Roh et al., 2007,
Roh et al., 2008)

(Hsu et al.)

Author

Similar method - rotation seeding but
at higher rotational speeds forcing
cell infiltration into scaffolds

In a spinner flask with a cell
suspension the scaffold is rotated

Note

-Enhance exposure and
increase cell
adhesion density
-Produce a more homogenous
cell distribution

Advantage

Methods

Biomimetic/
BiomechanicalBioreactor

One of the first to demonstrate an
increase in ECM gene expression
and organisation and thus
mechanical properties of a tissue
engineered construct by exposing
seeded SMCs to cyclic strain in vitro

-Cell seeding
-Mechanical properties by
increased ECM synthesis
-↓contaminations
-Seeding of the tunica media

- To all types reduce the
contamination
-High seeding efficiency

(Williams and
Wick)

(Zhao and Ma,
2005)

Injected cells to dynamic culture
using a pulsatile flow bioreactor

Willian et al describe a perfusion
bioreactor whereby a syringe pump
reciprocally pumps a cell suspension
within the lumen of a PGA scaffold
for 24 h
Zhao et al. utilised a peristaltic pump
to perfuse a cell suspension in
culture media through the wall of a
PET scaffold by blocking the flow
distal to the scaffold
(Sheridan et al.,
2014b)
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Disadvantage

-High retaining cells
-Centrifugal forces undesired
changes to cell morphology

-Limitation of use
-Prolonged times
-Bioreactor systems are
complex and may be difficult
to conduce the no infection
-Scale up for large-scale
production for clinical use
-Expensive

-Expensive
-Pulsatile flow creates shear
stress
-Cell concentration
-Time
-Seeding of the tunica media
only in the circumferential
direction

Table 1.4 –
continued…
Stimulus
Static

Semi-Static

Physical
Magnetic
Force

Vacuum
Seeding

Seeding

(Shimizu et al.,
2007, Martino,
2011, GonzalezMolina et al.,
2012, Martino et
al., 2010, Perea et
al., 2006)

(Soletti et al.,
2006)

(Niklason, 1999,
McFetridge et al.,
2004, Cho et al.,
2005, Roh et al.,
2007, Brennan et
al., 2008, Yazdani
et al., 2010,
Villalona et al.,
2010, Zhao et al.,
2010, Quint et al.,
2011, Tillman et
al.)

Author

Cell seeding via manipulation of the
electrostatic properties of vascular
scaffolds

Use of cells labelled with magnetic
nanoparticles seeded onto a
decellularised scaffold under
magnetic force

The scaffold is infused with a cell
suspension and the vacuum applied
to the outside of the scaffold draws
the cells outward toward the
albuminal side.
It has been successfully tested in
vivo

Studied by different groups Involves
the simple application of cells
directly onto the scaffold allowing
gravitational forces to adhere cells to
the scaffold surface

Note

-Repopulation
-Cheap
-Easy

-Time
-Seeding efficiency
higher than 90%
-Reproducible; grafts for
clinical applications

-Fast
-Reproducible method
-Uniform repopulation
-Cell morphology and viability
appeared unaffected by the
vacuum process

-Easy technique
-Low cost

Advantage

Seeding only in the tunica
intima

Seeding only in the tunica
intima

Limited process to scaffolds
with similar porosity and
certainly is not viable for
highly dense heterogeneous
decellularised scaffolds

-Accumulation of cells
-Limited Penetration
-Time
-No-homogenous cell
distribution
-Poor cell morphology
-Contamination risks

Disadvantage

Methods

Electrostatic

(Stankus et al.,
2007)
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Electrostatic

Hydrogel
based

Rotationalvacuum

Table 1.5 – Comparison of different Cell-Seeding Techniques by Villalona et al. (2010), reprinted with permission.
Magnetic

UV light
exposure,
untested
in vivo

Bioreactor
based

Cell sheet
based

Not shown

Rotational (low Centrifugal
Vaccum
speed)
(high speed)

90%

Static

90%-99%

60%-90%
75%-94%
Hemocytometer,
Hemocytometer DNA assay, MTT
assay
EC, SMC, EPC,
BMSC

Seeding
technique
N/A

Picogreen,
histology

EC, MDSC,
BMPC

38%

SEM

SMC,
fibroblast

Excellent

90%

WST-1 assay,
hemocytometer

EC

Good

10%-25%
Histology

EC, SMC

Good

Yes

Efficiency

EC, SMC,
fibroblast

None

None

60%-90%
Picogreen,
SEM,
histology,
EC, MDSC

Good

None

Hemocytometer,
Picogreen,
Hemocytometer
DNA assay
MTT assay
BM-MNC
N/A

Yes

Quantification
method
EC
Gooda

Yes

EC, SMS, BMMNC
Good

Yes

Production
Yes

Cell type
None
Not shown

None
No

Minimal
None

Production
Yes

None

None
No

None

Production
Yes

Production
Yes

¯Production Production
Yes
Yes

¯Production
Yes



¯Production
Yesb

















In vivo (animals)



Scaffold
ingrowth
Phenotype
differentiation
Matrix
Reproducibility
Costeffectiveness

In vitro

In vitro

In vitro

In vivo (human)

Only for
endothelial
cells, longterm adverse
effects
unknown

Complex, high
risk of
Complex, costly contamination,
prolonged culture
times (weeks)

Good seeding
efficiency,
morphological
maturation

In vivo
(animals)

Clinical use

In vivo
In vitro
In vitro
(human)
High seeding
High pressure
efficiency,
High seeding
systems, such
increased
efficiency,
as fistulas,
cell
rapid simple
arteries
penetration

Complex,
prolong
culture times

Adverse effects
on cell
proliferation,
long-term
adverse effects,
prolonged culture
time

High seeding
Scaffold
High seeding
High seeding
efficiency, simple,
characteristics efficiency,
efficiency, fast
cell specific fast
manipulation
reproducible

In vitro

Advantages

High seeding
efficiency

Slow (~24h),
risk of
contamination

Simple, rapid,
well established

Variable,
Disadvantages operator
dependent

Adverse
effects on
cell
morphology

Culture for
days to
weeks,
untested
in vivo

a
Graft material dependent.
b
Operator dependent (regulatory issue).
EC, endothelial cells; SMC, smooth muscle cells; BM-MNC, bone marrow mononuclear cells; MDSC, muscle-derived stem cells; BMPC, bone marrow progenitor cells; EPC, endothelial
progenitor cells; BMSC, bone marrow stem cells; UV, ultraviolet.
N/A, non applicable
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Analogous to the decellularisation processes discussed at length earlier,
where a unique, defined, gold standard method does not exist, recellularisation
processes often vary with regard to number of repeats etc. and a combination of
methods must often be applied. With regards to tunica media repopulation of
decellularized arteries, Sheridan et al. (2014b) proved that independent of the
recellularization method applied, if the issue of poor layer interconnections of the
tunica media is not overcome, then the cell migration in the radial direction will
not occur, thus compromising full repopulation of the tunica media. Based on
this, it is clear that microchannels to interconnect the tunica media layer are
potentially required to produce a free path for cell migration throughout the
scaffold. Chapter 2 of this thesis was devoted to physical modification of
decellularized arteries to enhance medial recellularization of vascular bypass
grafts; possible, techniques that could be suitable to create microchannels in the
radial direction were inspected in the literature and are reviewed in Table 1.6.
Table 1.6 – Techniques suitable for micro-channel creation.
Techniques

Advantages

Disadvantages

References

Laser

-Possibility of working
with small diameter
-Short production time

-Modification of the material cues,
affecting negatively cell-surface
interaction
-Problems with sterilisation

(Bergmeister
et al., 2005,
Kasyanov et
al., 2009)

Drilling

-Cheap
-Easy removal of
material

-Not previously reported in the
literature, but preliminary tests in
this thesis showed: reduced
precision of diameter and space,
due to the drill vibration
-The diameter size increases more
than 3 times that the original drill
diameter size
-Compromised mechanical
properties
-Problems with sterilisation

Microneedle
Device

-Clean method;
-Cheap;
-Short production time
-No aggressive forces
on structure

-No reported in literature
(therefore is not an automated)
-Could partially create the holes
(what could be not
disadvantageous for the
mechanical property)
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1.3 TOPIC 2 – NANOMEDICINE
1.3.1 Pharmacology in Tissue Engineering
Distinct from standard pharmacotherapy, Christ et al. (2013) described
regenerative pharmacology as the term to encompass pharmacology, tissue
engineering and regenerative medicine. This term is defined as “the application
of pharmacological sciences to accelerate, optimise and characterise the
development,

maturation,

regenerating

and

restoring

of

bioengineered

tissue/organ”. Physical modification of decellularized arteries could aid
recellularization by assisting the cells to reach a previously inaccessible region,
but

other

factors

such

as

the

biochemical

and

physicochemical

microenvironment can cause recellularization regression and thus complications
with TEVG-patient integration after surgery. As summarised in Figure 1.8, the
mechanisms to improve the tissue regeneration associate the microenvironment
cues, as well as their capacity to promote cell survival and impact on different
steps during the remodelling process. Usually the central component that
influences the microenvironment cues on cell behaviour has strong relationship
with the scaffold properties and the biomaterials used to manufacture the
framework. While the scaffolds employed must have the porosity/structure and
mechanical

properties

required

to

express

cellular

responses,

the

physicochemical and biochemical cues from the biomaterial employed define:
the biocompatibility, cell attachment and migration, as well as morphogenesis
and proliferation in the tissue remodelling process. Hence, the physicochemical
and biochemical microenvironment define, in the first instance, the potential for
rejection and thrombogenesis, which are critical for the translational clinical
application in vascular grafts (Wissing et al., 2017). However, pharmacotherapy
using either biologics or small molecules has aided in overcoming this in tissueengineered vascular grafts by trying to enhance scaffold surface cues, as
reported in several studies (Janairo et al., 2012, Li et al., 2016, Ren et al., 2015,
Tosun and McFetridge, 2013, Boer et al., 2013, Prichard et al., 2011).
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Differentiation/
Morphogenesis
Inflammation

Microenvironment
Cues

Cell Migration

Cell Survival

Proliferation

Figure 1.8 – Cell survival within scaffolds, the main factor to improve tissue
regeneration.

Biological agents and small molecule drugs can affect different signalling
and activation mechanisms in cells. Growth factors are usually protein-based
biomolecules with a large molecular weight (10,000 to >100,000 g/mol), while
more traditional ‘drugs’ are small chemical molecules with a molecular weight of
<500-800 g/mol. A comprehensive review about the effect of different growth
factors on survival and proliferation of cells has been published by Rodrigues et
al. (2010). Table 1.7 presents a summary of this review. Several groups have
achieved promising results in their quest to improve re-endothelialisation (SalehiNik et al., 2017, Hsia et al., 2017, Guo et al., 2017, Li et al., 2016, Choi et al.,
2016c, Adipurnama et al., 2016, Ren et al., 2015, Pfeiffer et al., 2014, Boer et al.,
2013, Kerdjoudj et al., 2007, Grabenwoger et al., 1998) of bioscaffolds (Cho et
al., 2006). For example, the application of VEGF, PDGF and fibroblast growth
factor (bFGF), among others, have provided improved results (Rhodes and
Simons, 2007, Ye et al., 2013, Antonova et al., 2016). Coated decellularized
arteries with the protein CCN1 have also been shown to improve recellularization
with promising results in the tunica intima (Boer et al., 2013). Similarly, Sheridan
et al. (2014a) showed that improved recellularization was achieved by the
injection of a chitosan/β-glycerophosphate (GP) gel loaded with HGF and
albumin in the tunica media of decellularized arteries.
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Table 1.7 – Effects of different growth factors on cell proliferation and survival of the
MSCs (Rodrigues et al., 2010), reproduced with permission.

1

2

Growth
Factor family

Growth Factor

Receptor/Signaling modulator

TGF-β

TGFβ3
BMP-2

ALK-1, ALK-2, ALK-3, ALK-6
ALK-4, ALK-5, ALK-7
Erk

MP-3

ALK-4/SMAD 2, SMAD 3

FGF-2

FGFR/Erk

FGF-4

FGFR/Erk (putative)

FGF

Effect on
Proliferation/survival/morphogenesis
Increases chondrogenesis;
Increases proliferation;
Increases osteogenesis, increases
proliferation;
Increases proliferation;
Bias towards chondrogenesis on
prolonged exposure, Increases
proliferation;
Increases proliferation;

3

VEGF

VEGF-A

VEGF receptor/PDGF receptor/Erk Increases proliferation;
VEGF receptor/PDGF
Increases survival;
receptor/PI3K

4

PDGF

PDGF-BB

PDGF receptor/Erk
PDGF receptor/Erk

Increases proliferation;
Increases survival;

5

EGF

Soluble EGF

EGF receptor/transient Erk

No effect on differentiation, increases
proliferation;
Increases spreading and survival;
No effect on differentiation, increases
proliferation;

Tethered EGF
EGF receptor/transient Erk
Heparin-binding EGF EGF receptor/Erk

6

HGF

HGF

c-Met/p38 MAPK
c-Met/PI3K

Enhances survival;
Inhibits proliferation;

7

Wnt

Wnt3a

Β-catenin

Promotes proliferation.

ALK, activin receptor-like kinase; BMP, bone morphogenetic protein; EGF, epidermal growth factor; Erk, extracellular
signal-regulated kinase; FGF, fibroblast growth factor; HGF, hepatocyte growth factor; MAPK, mitogen-activated
protein kinase; PDGF, platelet-derived growth factor; PI3K, phosphoinositide-3 kinase; TGFβ, transforming growth
factor beta; VDGF, vascular endothelial growth factor.

Heparin is the agent most commonly used for coating of surfaces in TEVG
(Janairo et al., 2012, Dimitrievska et al., 2015, Zhang et al., 2016, Jiang et al.,
2016a, Qiu et al., 2017, Gao et al., 2017). This is because heparin acts as an
anticoagulant that prevents clot formation by binding to antithrombin III (ATIII),
which, once actuated deactivates several coagulation factors (ie. thrombin, factor
X). Different small molecules are also employed, e.g. dimethyl-oxalylglycine
(DMOG), an angiogenic drug which can aid neovascularization (Qi et al.,
2017), or dexamethasone (DEX), an anti-inflammatory and immuno-suppressant
drug widely used in clinical settings, mainly in cancer therapy and postcardiovascular surgery. Although dexamethasone has been reported to reduce
cell proliferation (Igarashi et al., 2013, Michelo et al., 2016), some recent studies
have suggested that a controlled, small dose of dexamethasone can retain the
effect of reducing the localized acute inflammatory response while exerting a
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cytoprotective action (Ding et al., 2010, Webber et al., 2012) and differentiation
(Bae et al., 2015).
As observed in Figure 1.9, the possibility to have controlled drug release
of chemical or biological agents can enhance the therapeutic effect by avoiding
concentrations above or below the therapeutic range, which can result in
cytotoxicity or ineffectiveness, respectively. Moreover, a controllable, triggered
release of cargo presents the possibility for sustained therapeutic concentrations
at the site of action thus allowing prolonged, localised treatment. Such advances
in pharmacotherapy (Mitragotri et al., 2014) have been possible using
engineered nanomedicine that can ‘intelligently’ trigger cargo release, thus
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conventional pharmaceutical
such as“There’s
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tabletsof
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capsules, delivery of relatively small organic molecules via the gastrointestinal (GI) tract occurs by
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down a concentration
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by three primary factors: extent of ionization, molecular weight (MW), and oil/water partition

variouscoefficient
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study
and development in applied science with more recent
(23). Just as in the absorption of nutrients and ions, drugs generally pass
through several physical barriers during transcytosis before entering intestinal capillaries or central lacteals, as shown in Figure 2 . The boundaries, beginning with the lumen of the intestine, are
the mucous layer, brush border (microvilli), epithelial
52 apical membrane, cytoplasm, basal membrane, and basement membrane, before entering the lamina propria, where substances can either
enter capillaries by diffusing through endothelial cells or pass into the central lacteal for passage
into the lymphatic system, thereby avoiding first-pass metabolism. Except for extremely large
molecules or molecules that partition heavily into chylomicrons, the vast majority of absorbed

Transcytosis: the
process by which
macromolecules
traverse cells by
passing through their
membranes and

application in medical science. In 1999, the first book about Nanomedicine by
Robert (1999) was published, covering the introductory concepts of molecular
nanotechnology progress in medical applications and envisioning molecular
machine systems to improve diagnosis and treatment of medical conditions.
Twenty-first century nanomedicine has gained special attention in many areas of
biomedical research, i.e. drug and gene delivery (Liu et al., 2009b, Hasan et al.,
2013, Gupta et al., 2015, Mathew et al., 2017), immunology (Herreros et al.,
2014, Natasha et al., 2014, Najafi-Hajivar et al., 2016, Grimaldi et al., 2017)
(Jiang et al., 2017, Curtin et al., 2017), diagnostics and molecular imaging
(Weinstein et al., 2010, Kompella et al., 2013, Thakor et al., 2016), cancer
therapy (Wicki et al., 2015, van Elk et al., 2016, Manzur et al., 2017), and more
recently tissue engineering and regenerative medicine (Mazaheri et al., 2015)
(Walmsley et al., 2015, Rosenholm et al., 2016, Visser et al., 2016, Raftery et al.,
2016).
One of the main aims of nanomedicine in TE/RM is to improve tissue
remodelling by adjusting the cell microenvironment via physicochemical and
biochemical cues to stimulate and guide cell behaviour and function (Shi et al.,
2010, Ahmed et al., 2012a). In the early stages, nanotechnology in tissue
engineering was based mainly on the use of nanotopographies and
nanofabricated scaffolds from nanofibers, simple nanoparticles (1-100 nm),
nanopits and nanotubes. The manifold applications of nanomedicine in tissue
engineering are postulated in the book edited by Kalarikkal (2016), which also
includes some references to the current state-of-the-art and recent trends in
nanomedicine. Other authors have discussed more specifically the therapeutic
application of nanotechnology in cardiovascular medicine (Buxton, 2009, Chun et
al., 2013, Ambesh et al., 2017), Likewise, Hastings et al. (2015) reviewed in
detail

materials

for

drug

and

cell

delivery

for

cardiac

regeneration.

Nanotechnology has also been applied to vascular TE by modifying the tunica
intima surface of vascular grafts to enhance performance with magneto-cells
(Perea et al., 2006, Martino et al., 2010, Sensenig et al., 2012, Fayol et al., 2013,
Lee et al., 2014, Gao et al., 2015). Nevertheless, nanomedicine approaches
directed toward vascular TE are mainly related to the application of nanoparticles
as diagnostic strategies (Sosnovik et al., 2007, Kyrtatos et al., 2009,
Vandsburger and Epstein, 2011, Frese et al., 2012, Varna et al., 2017) to detect
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injury or response to therapy.
As previously mentioned, the low incorporation and survival of cells
throughout the scaffolds is mainly due to an immune and inflammatory response,
where scaffold material and the microenvironment cues result in inflammation
leading to several negative effects, including prosthesis failure (McWhorter et al.,
2015). It has already been reported in the literature that tissue regeneration
works in parallel with immunology, essentially presenting an intercommunicative
process of wound healing and repairing. Therefore, it is conclusive that a
localised, controlled and triggered release of cargo in 3D scaffolds represents
one of the imperative factors for advances in tissue regeneration, presenting the
possibility to manage the timing of release in relation to demand, to orchestrate
correct tissue remodelling. However, to make this possible, further studies to
produce 3D scaffolds combined with stimulus-responsive drug delivery systems
are required; consequently, this is the topic explored in Chapter 4 of this thesis.

1.3.3 Stimulus-responsive Nanomedicine
Drug delivery systems with chemical or physical stimulus-responsive
characteristics provide additional opportunities not only for cancer therapy, but
also for any application where it is advantageous for the entrapped therapeutics
to present time-controlled release, such as tissue engineering. Stimulusresponsive nanomedicine can involve different triggers, for example:
v Self-regulated: activated by alterable biological and physiological signals
(temperature, pH level, enzyme, glucose, redox potential);
v Externally-regulated: activated by an external stimulus, which provides a
precisely controlled release profile depending on the nanosystem design
selected. This response requires an external stimulus to turn ON/OFF the
system, where the output depends on the time/potency input (heating,
light, ultrasound, magnetic and electrical energy).
Beyond the mono-stimulus-responsive systems (i.e. molecular gates,
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ON/OFF switcher), dual or multi-stimuli-responsive elements can be aggregated
in a single nanomedicine, thus acting as ‘logic gates’ (Aznar et al., 2007, Aznar
et al., 2009, Giménez et al., 2014). The combination of different triggers can then
alter the mechanism and input/output actions; for example, from a dualresponsive system, 6 different types of logic gates can be derived, as explained
in Table 1.8 (Karimi et al., 2016). Discussion involving nanomedicines with a
focus on responsive systems were also covered in our review paper (van Elk et
al., 2016), or in others with a similar theme (Mura et al., 2013, Iyer et al., 2013,
Karimi et al., 2016, Ramasamy et al., 2017).
Table 1.8 – Types of gate logic for stimuli-responsive nanomedicine.
Logic Table
Name

Condition

AND

Response is true
only if both stimuli
are present

OR

Response is true if
either stimulus is
present (alone or
together)

NAND

Response is false
only if both stimuli
are present

NOR

Response is true
only when both
stimuli are absent

XOR

Response is true if
both stimuli are
different from each
other

XNOR

Response is true
when both stimuli
are the same

Symbol

A
B

Inputs

C

A
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

B
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

Output
C
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1

Many different materials have been employed for drug delivery systems in
nanomedicine, in special to form nanocarriers (Wilczewska et al., 2012); which
can be simple, or complex nanocarriers that are formed via merging and
engineering of these simpler systems. The most popular candidate materials
(natural or synthetic) employed in drug delivery systems are: lipid-based
nanoparticles, polymeric/dendrimer-based gels and nanoparticles, iron oxide
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nanoparticles,

carbon-based

nanostructures,

gold

and

silica-based

nanoparticles; or even the use of biological materials such as DNA and RNA,
which have been also incorporated into several nanosystems as biosensors and
therapeutic cargos. Inherently, the selection of the materials depends on their
performance and the purpose envisioned. Integration of simple nanocarriers
usually overcomes the individual disadvantages of each material, and
subsequently many other advantages emerge. For example, when liposomes are
fused with mesoporous silica nanoparticles, forming an organic-inorganic hybrid
nanosystem, less premature release is observed and the platform is capable of
delivering at least three different cargos simultaneously (growth factors,
hydrophilic and hydrophobic drugs). Additionally, depending on the liposome
composition used, hyperthermia responsive particles suitable for tissue
engineering can be formed, or even the surface can be decorated with moieties
to target specific cells.
However, as already mentioned, nanomedicine can involve single or
nano-engineered materials to be applied in different applications according to
their performance, but in stimuli-responsive nanomedicine the attention is mainly
focussed on specialized nanogels and hybrid nanosystems due to their capability
to encapsulate multiple chemical and biological agents, as well as in some
cases, to target specific cells and exhibit triggered intracellular release. Although
originally the majority of these specialized nanogel and hybrid nanosystems were
used as drug delivery systems for cancer therapy, currently they also hold great
promise to be adapted for TE/RM applications. In vascular TE/RM, a
multifunctional platform is an essential requisite to balance and manage multiple
therapeutics. Chapter 3 of this thesis is devoted to studying, adapting and
developing a multifunctional nanomedicine platform to be employed in tissue
engineering, particularly in TEVGs. Consequently, the materials and methods
which would be optimal for this purpose were studied as discussed in the
sections below.

1.3.4 Theranostics
In traditional medicine, diagnosis and therapy are usually separated from
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one another and typically done consecutively. However, with the advances of
medicine and the pursuit for a more specific and directed treatment for diseases,
a new approach was developed to combine both, and from the amalgamation of
the two words, Therapy and Diagnostic, the term “Theranostic” was coined.
Combining these two fields, beyond reducing costs and risks, better
application and development of drug is expected, culminating with a better
management of diseases (Ahmed et al., 2012b). The recent advancements in
theranostic nanomedicine for oncology treatments demonstrate the requirement
for multidisciplinary knowledge and understanding, not only in pharmacology
(drug and targeting development) but also in materials science, to design and
develop new combined methods of detection and therapy (Lammers et al., 2010,
Ahmed et al., 2012b, Fan et al., 2014). Performed in vivo tests have already
presented promising results on the synergetic potential of theranostics
nanomedicine, mainly from magnetic stimuli-responsive nanosystems. Magnetic
nanoparticles have demonstrated the ability to combine diagnosis and triggered
delivery due to their dual nature as MRI contrast agents and magnetic
hyperthermia mediators, respectively. Magnetic nanoparticles were also
employed for magnetic guiding (magnetotaxis) and magnetically-enhanced cell
transfection (magnetofection) (Durmus et al., 2015, Tasoglu et al., 2014).
Theranostic nanomedicine approaches in vascular nanomedicine are
highlighted in Figure 1.10 by Gupta (2011), but other authors also outlined the
potential of nanomedicine to overcome current issues in cardiovascular medicine
(Mahmoudi et al., 2017, Gupta et al., 2017).
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Figure 1.10 – Theranostic nanomedicine approaches for vascular applications (Gupta,
2011), reprinted with permission.

1.3.5 Liposomes
Phospholipid bilayer vesicles, or liposomes, are part of the first generation
of nanoparticles with potential applications as drug delivery systems and
biomedical science, with the first of these being registered by Bangham and
Horne (1964). However, the phospholipid bilayer vesicles mentioned here are
not from a biological source (such as lysosomes, which have similar structure but
store harmful enzymes); instead, they are produced on a laboratory scale via a
bottom-up process. Phospholipids are composed of a hydrophilic head and a
hydrophobic tail, and to form a liposome vesicle, two phospholipid layers are
arranged in order that the hydrophobic tails occupy the internal part of the
membrane and the hydrophilic heads occupy the internal and external surface of
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the vesicle. Consequently, this configuration is capable of loading hydrophilic
cargo in the core and hydrophobic cargo within the membrane. Liposomes can
be of different sizes and configurations, such as: (i) small or (ii) large unilamellar
vesicles (one lipid bilayer), and (iii) concentric multilamellar vesicles or (iv)
numerous small unilamellar vesicles into a large unilamellar vesicle. Additionally,
the liposome composition can be tuned to display different thermosensitive
responses and trigger drug release close to its phase transition temperature, for
example (Iyer et al., 2013, O'Neill et al., 2017, Lu and Ten Hagen, 2017):
v Non-thermosensitive liposomes (NTSL);
v Traditional thermosensitive liposomes (TTSL);
v Low thermosensitive liposomes (LTSL);
v High thermosensitive liposomes (HTSL).
Lysolipid-containing thermosensitive liposomes can rapidly change
structure upon mild hyperthermia (41-43˚C), by incorporating an alkyl chain (i.e.
MSPC or MPPC), forming stabilised channels in the membrane that result in
more rapid cargo release. The opposite happens with liposomes, where the
incorporation of cholesterol can confer more stability to the membrane and
prevent premature release.
Furthermore, liposomes can undergo surface functionalisation with
polyethylene glycol (PEG) moieties, which is favourable for biodistribution,
reduced phagocyte uptake and prolonged blood circulation time. In terms of
vascular grafts, PEGylation can also prevent blood protein adsorption due to the
hydrophilicity conferred, which could also present less opsonisation effects. In
summary, due to all the characteristics discussed above, lipid-based
nanoparticles are widely used in biomedical applications (Bozzuto and Molinari,
2015, Lombardo et al., 2016, Lu and Ten Hagen, 2017), both as non-responsive
(Doxil®,

Myocet®,

DepoCyt®)

and

thermoresponsive

(Thermodox®) (Needham et al., 2013, Lencioni and Cioni, 2016).
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nanomedicines

1.3.6 Mesoporous Silica Nanoparticles
As shown in Figure 1.11, mesoporous silica-based nanoparticles (MSN)
have been intensively investigated as drug delivery system candidates since
past decade. This is due to the unique characteristics of MSN, acting as a
versatile inert nanoscaffold with thermal stability, high homogeneous porosity
and tunable pore size distribution (~2-50 nm), high pore volume and surface area
with high loading capacity, able to host distinct cargo types. These include small
drugs (with hydrophilic or hydrophobic characteristics) and proteins, or many
other biological agents such as antibodies, DNA, RNA, growth factors, etc.
(Baeza and Vallet-Regi, 2015, Knezevic and Durand, 2015).
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Figure 1.11 – Number of papers published annually involving MSN as drug delivery
system candidates and these also applied in tissue engineering, based on “web of
Science” data.

Solid silica nanoparticles has Stöber method as pioneer Stöber et al.
(1968), but more recently, with the use of template-assisted surfactant agents,
mesoporous nanostructures are obtained after extraction of the surfactant
(Vallet-Regí, 2012). As observed in Figure 1.12, according to the method and the
material source used, different nanoparticles and pores types can be produced.
Additionally, there are many types of capping schemes to hold the cargo
entrapped into the mesopores of the silica nanoparticle until the release time,
such as DNA, peptides, polymers, and lipid-based membranes, among others
(Ruiz-Hernández et al., 2008, Ruiz-Hernandez et al., 2011, Lu and Willner,
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2015). Moreover, the capability to functionalise the ordered mesostructure
contributes to cell targeting and internalisation. In addition to its inherent ability to
respond to ultrasound (Mamaeva et al., 2013, Rosenholm et al., 2016, ValletRegí, 2012, Kempen et al., 2015), MSN can be further modified with other
inorganic nanoparticles, such as gold and quantum dots to enable photothermal
therapy, and iron oxide nanoparticles for magnetic hyperthermia (MartinSaavedra et al., 2010). Several papers have already reviewed MSN
characteristics and applicability (Li et al., 2012c, Yang et al., 2012, Tang et al.,
2012, Mamaeva et al., 2013, Chen et al., 2013, Mai and Meng, 2013, Zhao et al.,
2015, Baeza and Vallet-Regi, 2015, Rosenholm et al., 2016, Feng et al., 2016,
Mebert et al., 2017, Doadrio et al., 2017, Maleki et al., 2017).

B

A

C

A

A

Figure 1.12 – Basic concept involving some (a) MSN synthesis, (b) nanoparticle design
and (c) capping methods; adapted from (Yang et al., 2012), reprint with permission.
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1.3.7 Superparamagnetic Iron Oxide Nanoparticles (SPIONs)
Among the iron oxide and oxide-hydroxide nanoparticles, the two most
common types produced in the laboratory for biomedical applications are
magnetite and maghemite, mainly due to their magnetic properties which allow
them to be used as contrast agents for magnetic resonance imaging, but also
possess the ability to heat under an external alternating magnetic field.
Consequently, they are considered great candidates for the development and
application of smart systems that can be activated by thermal stimulation. Iron
oxide-based nanomaterials have multiple applications in a range of biomedical
areas such as targeted drug delivery, biosensing, cell targeting, bioseparation,
magnetic hyperthermia (40 - 45 °C), and ablation (above 47 °C), MRI (Markides
et al., 2012, Reddy et al., 2012, Wu et al., 2015, Alvarim et al.). The literature
has already reported their potential to develop nanosystems that provide
synergistic effects for disease treatment (Revia and Zhang, 2016).
Although maghemite can be produced from hematite or magnetite, the
majority is obtained from a full magnetite oxidation via co-precipitation. Magnetite
(Fe3O4, cubic, Fd3m, inverse spinel) is composed of 1/3 Fe2+ and 2/3 Fe3+ ions
and functions as both n- and p-type semiconductor, with bandgap around 0.1 eV
(low resistivity); while maghemite (γ-Fe2O3, cubic P4332/tetragonal – P4, 2, 2,
defect spinel) contains 32 O2- ions, 211⁄3 Fe3+ ions and 21⁄3 vacancies, being an
n-type semiconductor with a bandgap of 2.0 eV (Ma et al., Shan). Both magnetite
and maghemite have relatively low cytotoxicity, but in aqueous media such as
body fluid, magnetite tends to slowly oxidise to maghemite; thus, potentially
causing some cell toxicity due to Fe2+ ions leading to the formation of toxic
radicals if catalysing Fenton-type reactions in endosomes or lysosomes (Singh et
al., 2010, Barrow et al., 2017).
Magnetite and maghemite can also present different magnetic properties
according to their crystallographic structure, size and shape, because these
influence anisotropic energy (Laurent et al., 2008, Revia and Zhang, 2016,
Vuong et al., 2017). For example, when the particles are ultra-small, they exhibit
superparamagnetic rather than ferrimagnetic properties. The major difference
between superparamagnetism and ferrimagnetism is primarily related to the
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Curie temperature, where the superparamagnetism occurs below, instead of
above Curie temperature. In addition to their miniaturised dimensions at
nanometer scale, nanoparticles can easily be formed as monocrystals, which
means that they are composed of single Weiss domain (i.e. a single magnetic
domain, where the spins of the electrons are all aligned in the same direction).
Thus, when the nanoparticles are subjected to an external alternating magnetic
field, a re-alignment of the electron spins occurs with the magnetic field and with
the removal of the field, the spins return to the original configuration. When
measuring the magnetisation of a material under an applied external field,
information about magnetic properties of the material can be extracted based on
the hysteresis loops, saturation magnetisation, remaining magnetisation and
coercivity (Laurent et al., 2008, Vuong et al., 2017). In the case of
superparamagnetic materials, the absence of hysteresis loop, which means zero
coercivity, indicates that the material does not remain magnetised and
completely returns to its previous magnetisation state. This property is essential
for the biomedical applications of SPIONs.
1.3.7.1 Magnetic Hyperthermia
In order to generate heat based on magnetic behaviour, various
mechanisms can be employed: Eddy current, hysteresis and relaxation
(Shaterabadi et al., 2017):
v Eddy current: loss, generates heat by reacting in return to an applied
magnetic field, creating a magnetic filed opposite to that applied. This
waste in the magnetic field of the source of the generated heat, this type
of heat generation is usually disregarded in particles of reduced size
(nanoparticles).
v Hysteresis: on the other hand, as previously mentioned, occurs when a
magnetisation provoked by an applied magnetic field aligns to the
magnetic domains of a particle and after removal of the magnetic field,
part of the magnetisation remains within the particle, doing its
magnetisation not returning to zero, which the effect is known as
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remanence. This can be returned to zero if a magnetic field of a negative
sign and the same intensity is applied to the particle. In case of singledomain

magnetic

particles

(most

cases

of

superparamagnetic

nanoparticles), the hysteresis loop with zero coersivity becomes
significant, which as a consequence generates heat due to the magnetic
loss and no magnetisation remains.
v Relaxation mechanism: heat generation here is usually divided into two
sub-mechanisms, Néel and Brownian relaxation. Néel relaxation occurs
when the superspin of a magnetic particle aligns with the direction of the
applied field whereas the physical particle remains fixed. In the Brownian
mechanism, the superspin is fixed with the particle axis and the whole
particle moves towards the applied magnetic field. Heat generation is
usually a combination of both Néel and rotational Brownian relaxation of
the particle magnetic moment; for example, in lower viscosity fluid with
larger particles, the heat is mainly generated by the Brownian mechanism,
while for smaller particles in viscous fluids, the Néel mechanism is the
main cause of heat generation (Shaterabadi et al., 2017). It is also
important to highlight that in tissue, the heating is generated by the Néel,
instead of the Brownian mechanism.
1.3.7.2 Medical Imaging: MRI
In 2003, the Nobel committee recognized the invention of Paul Lauterbur
(zeugmatography), published in 1973 by Nature, as the basis for the modern
MRI (McRobbie, 2007). MRI is a very powerful diagnostic technique that is used
to detect a variety of diseases and conditions in tissues. MRI is a specific case of
NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance) that relies on the property of an isotope to
align with an external applied field and upon return to the original state releases
a signal, which is captured by bespoke detectors.
Images in MRI are usually created when a radio-frequency (RF) pulse, in
a direction different from the applied magnetic field, is directed into the sample
(tissue), which is already under a very high axial magnetic field created by a
large magnet. Upon application of the RF pulse, the response is captured by
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detectors and the time measured. Basically, when the RF pulse is directed to a
precise location in the sample, there is an alignment of spins in the direction of
the applied RF. It takes a certain time for the spins to move back to the original
alignment (parallel to the strong homogeneous magnetic field), where this
relaxation time, called longitudinal relaxation or T1, is perceived by a detector
which generates a signal. Upon removal of the RF pulse, the spin reverses
alignment to the axial magnetic field and it takes a different amount of time to
return to the alignment parallel to the magnetic field. The rate at which the signal
gradually disappears is called transverse relaxation or T2 (Edelman et al., 2005,
Xie et al., 2010, Godin et al., 2011).
MRI of blood and anatomical structures is quite simple and does not
require the addition of contrast enhancers, as a natural contrast can be achieved
due to the varying properties of the tissues. However, in specific cases where the
magnetic response of ordinary tissue is weak, contrast is commonly employed
for more efficient and high-quality imaging.
Contrast agents for MRI are usually chelates of gadolinium (McRobbie,
2007), known to be ‘positive contrast agents – brighter signals in T1’, due to their
characteristic shortening of the longitudinal relaxation time producing a signal
amplification. In order to improve contrast efficiency and overcome possible
toxicity, other material candidates have been studied as contrast agents, such as
superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPION) (Kossatz et al., 2015,
Gobbo et al., 2015). The advantage of using SPIONs over conventional chelates
can be attributed to their multitude of actions (i.e. SPIONs can act as contrast
agents, and at the same time they can target specific tissues or cells – Cell
tracking) (Barrow et al., 2017). Moreover, iron is an element already present in
the blood; consequently, the iron traces could present less cytotoxicity than Gd
(Laurent et al., 2008, Alvarim et al., 2014).

1.3.8 Multifunctional Hybrid Nanosystem
The use of a stimulus-responsive nanomedicine in TE/RM could help to
overcome issues with current medicines such as poor solubility and stability in
biological system, as well as cytotoxicity and detrimental effects that can cause
some undesired effects. Furthermore, the incorporation of single nanocarriers
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into a hybrid system can overcome some of the disadvantages of the individual
systems thus providing a multifunctional platform with manageable time-triggered
release. For example, although liposomes have many advantages as drug
delivery systems (as previously mentioned: biodegradability, surface targeting
and stimulus-responsive characteristics), disadvantages also exist, such as
relative membrane stability, hydrolytic and oxidative degradation (Monteiro et al.,
2014, Bozzuto and Molinari, 2015).
Envisioning

the

potential

future

application

of

lipid/silica

hybrid

nanosystems, several studies in the past few years have been dedicated to
studying and understanding the interaction of the phospholipid membrane with
silica-based materials (Folliet et al., 2011, Pace et al., 2012, Baowan et al., 2013,
Jing et al., 2014, Alexandrova et al., 2015), mainly by quartz crystal
microbalance (QCM) analysis to further aim the protein-interacting surface
studies on cellular membranes (Cho et al., 2010, Fadeev and DeGrado, 2011)
(McMillan et al., 2013, Crites et al., 2015, Wallin et al., 2015); or even using
BioNEMS/MEMS route to drive bioelectric interface studies (Dusa et al., 2015,
Jiang et al., 2016b) showing opportunities in extracellular biomaterial or
bioelectric systems.
Besides the liposome material composition involved (i.e cholesterol
addition), the interaction with the Si-based material increases the membrane
stability (Liu and Biswal, 2010). The benefit of liposome coating as opposed to
others lies in the fact that the phospholipid bilayer membrane can provide a
biomimetic coating. Moreover, multifunctional platforms consisting of stimuliresponsive lipid/silica hybrid nanosystems are a great candidate to aid in
overcoming the phenomenon of multidrug resistance (MDR) (Gottesman et al.,
2016, Gillet and Gottesman, 2010, Ramishetti and Huang, 2012), as already
reported by Han et al. (2015) which showed redox-responsive controlled drug
release and cellular internalisation together with inhibition of P-gp-mediate-efflux.
As observed in Table 1.9, hybrid nanosystem studies involving
phospholipids and Si-based material to date were reviewed. An overview of the
models adopted, the inorganic and organic materials involved in the production,
the methods employed, the purpose of the study and applicability, the cargo
used for loading, modifications adopted for special purposes and the biological
tests performed are presented below.
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Production

Protein trans-splicing
to modify target
proteins with lipidsilica anchor peptide

Drug delivery

Purpose

Insulin

Calcein
Doxorubicin

Buforin II
Magainin II
Arenicin

Loading

Protein
targeting
anchored on
liposome/silica

Modification

In vitro/
In vivo

Reference

microProtocell

Inspired by nature’s designs:
“Protocell”

(Mohanraj
et
al.,
2010)

(Chu et al.,
2010)

(Liu et al.,
2009a)
(Liu et al.,
2009c)

(Davis et
al., 2009)

Silica adsorption onto the
liposome surface

Remarks

Table 1.9 – Some selected studies involving phospholipids and Si-based materials for hybrid nanosystem studies and formation.
Inorganic
composition
Slow mixing and
sedimentation

Mixing (protocell type);
Electrostatic interaction:
lipid (- or -/+) and
silica (+)

Organic
composition

Silica
PE/PG
microparticles liposomes

MSNDOPS; or
functionalised DOPS:DOTAP

Mixing (protocell)
16-fold lipid to silica

(10 µm diam.,
10 nm pore)

Silica
DOPC
microparticles
(800 nm)
DPPC:Chol.
(7:3 mol rt)

Liposomes (3.67 mg/mL) Improve the
constantly mixed with
pharmaceutical
performance of
liposomes
silica (0, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10,
20, 50, and 100 mg/mL)

In vitro:
HuH7 cell

Silica
nanoparticles
(20 ± 4 nm)

Colchicine

(Cauda et
al., 2010)

Cancer therapy

Labeled-siRNA
(liposome)

Protocell

Mixing

Ovarian cancer
therapy

In
vitro: Silicon wafer-derived micro- (Tanaka et
HeyA8-Lc,
particles pore-entrapped with al., 2010)
Skov3ip1-Lc nanoLiposome
In vivo

MSNDOPC; or
functionalised POPC; or
DOTAP:DOPC

Mixing; for purification
brief sonication and
centrifugation

(30:70% vol.)

Functionalised DOPC
Silicon waferderived

Shell-silica

(26 nm pore,
1.6 μm diam.)

Organic/inorganic
interface studies
(Liposome/Silica)

(Gao et al.,
2011)

(Folliet et
al., 2011)

Silica shell obtained by
adding TEOS to the
liposomal suspension

Cancer Therapy

MSN-rod

In vitro: HeLa Protocell-rod shape
Thrombin
bind. aptamer Cell
(TBAA15-C18)

Liposome (core) and Silica
(shell)

DPPC

Mixing at 55˚C for 1h
(500 µL liposomes:
MSN 3 mg/ 1.5 mL)

Docetaxel
(liposome)

HSPC:DSPEPEG2000
(12.5:1 mol rt)
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Table 1.9 – Continued…
Inorganic
Organic
composition
composition

FITC-MSNDPPC:DPPEfunctionalised PEG2000:
DSPEPEG2000-FA

Production

Modification

In vitro/
In vivo

Protocell

Remarks

(Pan et al.,
2011)

Reference

Loading

In vitro:
MCF-7 cell

(Li et al.,
2012a)

Purpose

CoreQuantum Dot

Liposomes (core) and
Silica (shell)

Molecular imaging
for cancer cell
labelling

Plasma

(Liu et al.,
2012)

(Bringas et
al., 2012)

(Dengler et
al., 2013)

Nanocapsules

(Roggers
Cleavage- et
al.,
2012)

Silica shell obtained by
adding TEOS to the
liposomal suspension

Quantum
Dots/ MSN

Curcumin
(liposome)

Protocell
(layer-by-layer);
responsive

Lipid film production with
MSN incorporated,
following hydration by
shaken

In vitro:
Protocell
Raw 264.7,
HEK293 cell
In vivo

(Teng et
al., 2013)

DPPC:DSPEQuantum dots/ MSN
PEG2000:Chol. Core–shell coated by
(1.8:0.2:1 mol liposomes
rt)
Oral drug delivery
nanosystem

In vitro:
CRL-6447,
CCL-2 cell

Mixing

Controlled drug
delivery and release

Hemoglobin

pDNA-IL-10
(between liposome and at
Protocell
surface)

Modified-Protocell
(Monolayer lipid)

Silica-shell

Fluorescein

Phosphorylated lipids

DOPC

Drug delivery

18-bp DNA and
DexRho (silicaloaded
and
interact with the
liposome)

Lipid layer
MSN-surface

SPC:SDC
(85:15% w/w)

Controlled drug
delivery and release

Methylene blue

Protocell;
Magnetic-responsive
candidate

Drug and gene
delivery;
Imaging agent

Protoporphyrin
IX

In vitro:
HeLa,
A549 cell
In vivo

(Wang and
Liu, 2014)

MSNDPPC:DPPE
functionalised

MSN

In vitro:
H cell lines

L-alphaDirectional adsorption of
phosphatidyl
amphiphiles and
choline (lecithin) hydrophobic interfaces
(Water/Organic/Water)

Cancer therapy;
Drug delivery
platform designed
for photodynamic
therapy

Protocell

MSNDOPC;
functionalised DOTAP:Chol.

Silica

SPION,
Magnetitecore

Suspension sonication
(45°C, 9 min and N2 to
remove organic solvent);
and hydration (45°C by
sonication for 1 h)

In vitro:
HeLa cell

Mixing
(MSN:liposome
0.5 mg:50 ug)

Mixing

Studies on
Organic/inorganic
interface

Silica; or
DOPC
TiO2, ZnO and
Fe3O4
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Production

Purpose

Drug delivery;

Quantum Dots

Calcein
Liposome tails
housing
Quantum dots

Remarks

Reference

In vitro/
In vivo

Modification

Loading

Engineered system

Multiplex;
Immunoassay;
Biosensor

Proteins

(Wang and
Liu, 2014)

(Beloglazo
va et al.,
2015)

In
vitro: Protocell
HeLa cell

Liposome (core) and
Silica (shell)

(Crites et
al., 2015)

(Roggers
et
al.,
2014)

Lipid bilayers on silica beads

In
vitro: Protocell
hRBCs
(layer-by-layer)

In vitro:
Jurkat,
T cell

(Zhang et
al., 2015)

(Zhang et
al., 2014)

In vitro: HT- Protocell
29, Caco-2
In vivo

In
vitro: Protocell
HeLa cell
(layer-by-layer)

(Rahman
et
al.,
2014)

In
vitro: Liposomes (core) - Silica (Su et al.,
A375 cell
(internal shell) - Liposomes 2014)
In vivo
(external shell)

Engineered system

Study
immune
synapse
formation
by Jurkay cells

Protocell;
magnetic-responsive
candidate

Doxorubicin
Targeting
(liposome core) moiety
Combretastatin
(liposome shell)

Mixing

Oral drug delivery

Lovastatin

Mixing

Lipid film production with Hemocompatibility
MSN
incorporated, studies
following hydration by
shaking

Studies
on
Organic/inorganic
interface

Drug delivery;
Methylene Blue Agents
Study of agents to
(liposome);
increase lipid bilayer
Magnetitepermeability
core

HSPC/Chol.
(i) TEOS added to DOX- Drug
delivery;
(55/45 mol/mol), liposome suspension to Cancer Therapy
synthesise silica shell;
(ii) and mixed with COMliposome (2:1, V/V);
(iii) for targeting moiety
nd
added TM in the 2 preliposome formation
TM: 1% RIVPEG3400DSPE and
2% mPEG2000DSPE

Table 1.9 – Continued...
Inorganic
Organic
composition
composition
Shell-silica

MSN

Lipoid S75/
APTS

Mixing

DOPC; and
Mixing
Agent: Pluronic (MSN:liposome
2.82:2.48 mg/mL)
L61 and L64

Silica; or
DOPC
TiO2, ZnO and
Fe3O4

(40:10:50% wt)

FITC-MSNDPPC; or
functionalised DPPC:DPPE:
(micrometer) Chol.

Silica-shell

Ni-NTA/DOPC;
or CAPbiotin/DOPC

MSNDOPE:
functionalised DOPC:POPG

Silica bead
(micrometer)

Mesoporous
DOTAP:DPPC:
Silica (200nm) Chol.
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Remarks

Reference

Modification

In vitro/
In vivo

Loading

Purpose

Production

Table 1.9 – Continued...
Inorganic
Organic
composition
composition
Doxorubicin

(Han et al.,
2015)

MSN-S-S-C18

Lipid
monolayer;
MSN-surface

In
vitro: Modified-Protocell;
MCF-7/Adr
pH-Responsive
cell

Lipid film preparation with Cancer therapy
MSN; then hydration and
sonication for 2 min

(Meng et
al., 2015)

Soy Lecithin; or
TPGS/ Soy
Lecithin (1:5)

Gemcitabine

DPPC/DSPE-

In
vitro: Protocell
PANC-1 cell
In vivo

(Qin et al.,
2015)

Albuminbound
paclitaxel

Protocell-rod;
Synergistic effect

Hypocrellin b

(Shen
et
al., 2015)

In vitro:
MCF-7 cell
In vivo

Liposil

(Jiang
et
al., 2016b)

(He et al.,
2016)

BioMEMS

Protocell
pH-responsive

(Liu et al.,
2016)

In vitro:
C2C12,
HUVECs,
HASMCs

In vitro
A549 cell
In vivo

Protocell

(Durfee et
al., 2016)

In vivo

In
vitro: Protocell
EA.hy926
In vivo

Au-nanorod
core

Pyrene

MSN

Egg lecithin,
cholesterol and
TEOS
(4:1:0.2)

anti-EGFR
antibodies

Sonication of lipid film
Pancreatic cancer
with MSN suspension
therapy
(1:1.1 w rt, 20 min, 15/15
s on/off, 32.5 W)
Cancer therapy;
Photodynamic and
photothermal
therapy

PEG/Chol. (mol
rt 77.5:2.5:20)
Mixing

Drug delivery

Au-MSN
nanorods

Lipid film, hydration to
form TEOS-liposome
suspension; and pH8.5
adjusted to form Liposil

DOPE:DOTAP:
Chol:mDSPEPEG2000-Fl

Silica-shell
within hydrophobic tails of
liposomes
Deposition

(1:1:1:0.05 mol rt)

MSN
Asolectin lipids
(CVD method)

Gemcitabine
and YO-PRO-1

Irinotecan

Lung cancer therapy Doxrubicin
(MSN)
Erlotinib
(liposome)

Drug delivery;
Cancer therapy leukemia

Studies on
Organic/inorganic;
bioelectric interface

Multi-MSNs

Lipid film hydration with
MSN at 37°C for 15 min

Multi-liposomes Mixing using bath
including
sonication for 10s
DSPC:Chol
(1:1 v/v and 1:2 w/w)
DSPEPEG2000

MSN;
and Resp.: SPC:
MSNHHG2C18:Chol
functionalised (3.75:1.25:1 w
rt) Trad.:
SPC:Chol (5:1)
MSN

DSPC:DSPESonication of lipid film
Drug delivery;
PEG2000:Chol with MSN suspension (30 Pancreatic cancer
(3:0.15:2 mol rt) min, 15/15 s on/off, 32.5 W) therapy
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Table - Continued...
Inorganic
Organic
composition
composition
(i) liposomes added to
Cancer therapy
MSN (drop-by-drop) (ii)
11 freeze/ thaw cycles;
(iii) extruded (21x, at 70°C)

Production

Loading

Modification

In vitro/
In vivo

(Huang et
al., 2016)

Reference

Remarks
PEG2000malemide

(Choi et al.,
2016b)

In
vitro: Protocell
SKBR3,
A431,
HT29 cell

Protocell/
nanocapsula

Axitinib
celastrol

In vivo

Cancer therapy

(Jin et al.,
2017)

Pro-apoptotic
peptide KLA

(Desai et
al., 2017)

In
vitro: Multiple
A549 cell
liposomes
(Silica-shell)

Protocell
(layer-by-layer)

In
vitro: Protocell
MCF- 7 cell

Cancer therapy;
Theranostics

Zoledronic acid Target
with In vitro:
MDA-MBfolic acid
231
In vivo

(Fei et al.,
2017)

Photosensitiser

In
vitro: Multifunctional Protocells
A549 cell

(Villegas,
2017)

silica-coated (Askes et
al., 2017)

Multitargeting
moieties
(Anti-EGFR)

Gadolinium

Breast cancer
therapy;

Arsenic trioxide Hollow MSN- In
vitro: Modified-Protocell
RGD-modified HepG2,
liposome shell MCF-7,
LO2 cell
In vivo

Purpose

MSN
DSPC: DSPE(80 and 200 PEG2000:Chol:
nm)
DiIC18(5) (64.5:
5:30:0.5 m rt)

(1:1 w. rt.)

MSNChol.:DPPC:
Sonication of a lipid film
functionalised DSPEPEG2000 with MSN suspension
Gd-MSN

Engineered system

probe sonicated (10 min,
2/3 s on/off, at a 15% Ampl.)

DPPC:DSPE(i) Lipid ﬁlm hydration
PEG2000:Chol. with GdMSN suspension
(3 min, 60C, vortex); (ii)
(77.5:18.4:2.5,
mol rt)

MSNDOPE:DOPC:
functionalised DSPEPEG

Controlled and
targeted drug
delivery release;
Cancer therapy

Annihilator
chromophores

Drug delivery;
Topotecan
Cancer internalisation and therapy; 3D
tumoral tissue model

Multiple methods applied Bioimaging; Light
for silica-shell coated
activation of proliposome formation
drugs; Oxygen
barrier

Hollow MSN- DSPC:Chol:
Lipid film production with
functionalised DSPEPEG:
MSN incorporated,
DSPEPEGRGD following hydration
(65:25:8:2: w rt)

Silica-shell
DLPC:DMPC:
functionalised DPPC:DSPEmPEG2000
RhodamineMSN

DSPC:Chol.:
Lipid film hydration with
DSPEPEG2000 MSN suspension
COOH:DSPE
following sonication
PEG2000NH2
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Besides the models discussed above, there are also some alternatives
such as Cerasomes (Ariga, 2004, Matsui et al., 2006, Ma et al., 2011, Cao et al.,
2014, Yue and Dai, 2014), which is composed of ceramic- or silica-coated
liposomes where the hydrophilic head of the liposome is formed by inorganic
materials (triethoxysilyl head moiety). Although this model confers higher
morphological stability than conventional liposomes and may be more
biocompatible than silica nanoparticles, it is not more biocompatible than lipidbased material (Ma et al., 2011) and does not have the same versatility as the
Protocell model.
A lipid/silica hybrid nanomedicine, in special the Protocell model, is an
emergent technology with only few years of studies carried. However, the
attention on this nanosystem design has grown significantly over this time due to
its ability to function as a stimuli-responsive nanomedicine with the possibility of
multifunctional design, allowing adaptation of the system to provide personalised
medical treatment (Dengler et al., 2013, Yao et al., 2016). Results to date have
shown that it is a great nanocarrier at the biological level, being relatively unique
in that it can function as a theranostic agent with particular applications in cancer
therapy (Yao et al., 2016). This Protocell model also has ideal characteristics for
applications in tissue engineering and regenerative medicine; however, so far no
products for this application have been recorded.
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1.4 THESIS OBJECTIVE
The main goal of this PhD work is focused on current essential
requirements as well as some strategies for future developments of tissueengineered blood vessels, involving tissue engineering and nanomedicine. The
specific objectives are:
1) Enhance radial repopulation of the tunica media of the decellularized
carotid artery.
2) Develop a multifunctional hybrid nanomedicine platform that can be
also applied in tissue engineering and regenerative medicine.
3) Modification of the surface of the decellularised arteries as hybrid
nanomedicine platform.
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2 CHAPTER 2 - Modification of Decellularized
Carotid Arteries to Enhance Cellular
Repopulation of the Tunica Media
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2.1 INTRODUCTION
Atherosclerosis, a chronic inflammation of the internal layer of a blood
vessel, can induce arterial occlusive diseases, which can result in tissue
ischemia. Several medical conditions can occur due to blood vessel obstructions:
renal artery stenosis, cerebrovascular accidents, lower peripheral vascular
diseases or coronary artery disease. Usually when minimally invasive
interventions, such as stenting or other types of angioplasty cannot be performed
to treat the obstruction, blood vessel bypass grafting is required. In many
instances secondary damage occurs during these grafting procedures at the
venous or arterial graft-harvesting site. Potentially tissue-engineering techniques
could be used to manufacture a viable graft, which would reduce secondary
damage to blood vessels, as well as improve consistency in patient outcomes.
Several approaches have been applied in the past to manufacture tissueengineered vascular grafts (TEVGs). Initial clinical grade TEVGs have shown
promising clinical data (Pashneh-Tala et al., 2015, Gui and Niklason, 2014,
Thomas et al., 2013, Lawson et al., 2016). Additionally various different types of
scaffolds have undergone in vitro and preclinical testing (Pashneh-Tala et al.,
2015, Kurobe et al., 2012, Ravi and Chaikof, 2010, Pankajakshan and Agrawal,
2010), including synthetic (Bergmeister et al., 2015), natural (Ryan and O'Brien,
2015, Abou Neel et al., 2013) and biological materials (Rana et al., 2015,
Sheridan et al., 2014b, Sheridan et al., 2014a, Sheridan et al., 2012). The latter
examples consist of decellularized tissues obtained from animals, from which
cells and immunogenic material were removed using a series of chemical and
enzymatic treatments, leaving a relatively well-preserved vascular template of
extracellular matrix (ECM) (Crapo et al., 2011, Gilbert et al., 2006), thus
obtaining biological scaffolds. Potentially, these bioscaffolds may be preferable
to other implants due to their biomechanical properties and cellular attachment
and cellular growth sites; besides they bio-mimic the blood vessel’s architecture
including multiple concentric ECM layers. Moreover, decellularized tissues could
be used without any tissue culture manufacturing steps if the right stimuli and
modifications are present within the scaffold, thus time-consuming, batch
dependent and expensive tissue culture manufacturing steps could potentially be
eliminated.
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The repopulation of decellularized scaffolds with a patient’s own cells is
not a trivial task, due to the complex and dense ECM architecture and
specifically the poor interconnection between the ECM concentric layers in the
media. The recellularization process still needs further studies to ensure a
decellularized blood vessel has the capability to fully re-cellularize. One of the
most recently studied methods with respect to recellularization of blood vessels
was developed by Sheridan et al. (2012), in which cells were injected inside the
tunica media using a longitudinal injection-needle seeding technique. They also
combined this technique with additional elements, such as chemotactic growth
factors (Sheridan et al., 2014a) and mechanical stimuli via a bioreactor (Sheridan
et al., 2014b). Despite some promising results, the authors observed that the
cells were migrating only between the layers of the tunica media into which they
were injected, and not migrating in the radial direction, resulting in limited cellular
repopulation. The motivation for our research stemmed from these outcomes
and focused on expanding the cellular repopulation of the tunica media. We
hypothesised that further modification of decellularized carotid arteries by
creating microchannels in the radial direction, would enhance cell migration and
recellularization of the blood vessel.
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2.2 SPECIFIC AIM – RECELLULARISATION
Microchannels have been previously applied in tissue-engineered
scaffolds for a variety of purposes (Grabenwoger et al., 1998, Bergmeister et al.,
2005, Li et al., 2012b, Luo et al., 2015). Bergmeister et al. (2005) intended to
induce neointima recellularization and remodeling in vivo by modifying ovine
carotid arteries using laser perforation. Similarly Kasyanov et al. (2009) utilised
laser perforation to create perpendicular channels in the small intestine
submucosa. In our study, we aimed to enhance the radial cellular repopulation of
the tunica media, in a cost effective reproducible manner, while preserving the
ECM integrity and the biomechanical properties of TEVGs. Therefore to this end,
the specific aims of this study were:
Ø To develop a cost effective microneedle-based device to modify the
physical structure of the porcine carotid decellularized artery by creating
radial microchannels;
Ø To verify the biomechanical integrity of the modified carotid arterydecellularized scaffolds;
Ø To investigate the effect that these radial microchannels had on radial
repopulation by assessing two different seeding methods: (i) an injection
technique and (ii) a cell seeding bioreactor;
Ø To develop a cell seeding bioreactor by combining a vacuum and
perfusion systems to conduct the second seeding method.
Hypothesis: The microneedle device would not only displace, but also break
some fibres of the decellularized arteries structure, which would be enough to
form microchannels (gates) between the different ECM layers of the tunica
media. These gates would facilitate cell migration without affecting the
mechanical properties significantly. Figure 2.1 below explains with illustrations
the hypothesis relating to the creation of modified TEVG’s, together with how the
microchannels could aid cell migration.
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Injection-needle seeding proved that cell migration
occurs in circumferential direction due to the tunica

Injection-Needle Seeding

media configuration, presenting concentric and dense
ECM layers.

Problem to be Addressed

Creating radial microchannels, the cells seeded by
injection-needles will initially migrate circumferentially,
and subsequently, will arrive to the perforation
created by the microneedle device, traveling through
the channel and accessing the gates on different
layers, migrating radially and circumferentially.

Radial micro-Channelling
by Needle Perforation

Additionally the repopulation could potentially restore
leaking when incubated in long term pre-implantation,
or even used for immediate replacement if an internal
or external resorbable layer was added to overcome
issues in the fluid flow through the radial channels
while the grafts is repopulating in the body.

Figure 2.1 – Scheme showing how the cells migrate between and through the ECM
layers of the vessel wall.
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2.3 MATERIALS & METHODS
2.3.1 Scaffold Preparation
The bioscaffolds were obtained via decellularisation of porcine common
carotid arteries based on the process previously adopted in our group (Sheridan
et al., 2012). Details on the protocol steps are listed in Figure 2.2.

Porcine Common Carotid Arteries
Ø Samples 3.5 - 6.5 mm in diameter from 70-90kg pigs (6-9 months old).
Preparation & Injection of Longitudinal Needles
Ø Remove excess connective tissue by immersion in PBS and cut into 15-30 mm
lengths;
Ø Insert (x ~ 10 mm to 15 mm) three micro-needles (300 μm outer, 190 μm inner
diameter) into the transverse section of the sample (angle α = β = γ = 2π/3);
Ø Immerse in de-ionised water (dH2O) for 24 h at 4°C under constant rotational
agitation (35 rpm).
First Step: Decellularization - Enzymatic Digestion
Ø Incubate the samples in a solution of 0.05% Trypsin with 0.02% EDTA for 1
hour at 37°C;
Ø Rinse in PBS to remove excess trypsin.
Second Step: Decellularization - Detergent Extraction
Ø Immerse in a solution of 2% Triton X-100 and 0.8 % NH4OH in de-ionised water
for 72 hours at 4°C under rotational agitation of 35 rpm (changing the solution
every 24 hours).
Third Step: Decellularization - Collagen Digestion
Ø Sonicate for 90 minutes in 0.5 M NaOH;
Ø Immerse in de-ionised water for 48 hours at 4°C under constant rotational
agitation of 35 rpm (changing the water every 24 hours).
Obtaining of decellularized scaffolds with and without Injection-needles
Figure 2.2 – Decellularization process of the porcine common carotid artery.

Porcine common carotid arteries were collected from pigs aged 6 to 9
months old and weighing between 70 and 90 kg. The arteries were collected in
an abattoir using sterile tools. The retrieved material was stored in phosphate
buffered saline (PBS, D8537 Sigma-Aldrich, Ireland) under refrigeration
throughout the collection and transportation process. The porcine common
carotid arteries were cleaned in a sterile location using PBS to remove the
connective tissue and the adventitia tunica (Figure 2.3A and B). Arteries were
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then selected according to their external diameters and wall thickness. Selected
arteries were stored in PBS and frozen at -20°C for further studies. Two groups
were prepared for the decellularisation process: (i) arteries with external
diameter 5 < D < 6.5 mm (Figure 2.3B), and (ii) arteries with external diameter 5
< D < 6.5 mm containing longitudinal injection-needles (Figure 2.3C). Arteries in
this latter group had three nitinol injection-microneedles (300 μm outer and 190
μm inner diameter), inserted longitudinally into the tunica media separated by
120° in the circumferential direction (Sheridan et al., 2012). Subsequently, for all
the groups, the samples underwent a cleaning process in sterile deionised water
for 24 hours at 4°C and constant rotational agitation of 35 rpm. The
decellularisation process started with an enzymatic digestion in a solution of
0.05% trypsin with 0.02% EDTA for 1 hour at 37°C followed by rinsing in PBS to
remove excess trypsin. The decellularisation process continued with the
detergent extraction in a filtered solution of 2% Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich,
Ireland), 0.8% NH4OH and sterile de-ionised water for 72 hours at 4°C under
rotational agitation of 35 rpm. The detergent solution was changed every 24
hours. In the last step of the decellularisation protocol, collagen was digested in
0.5M filtered NaOH solution under sonication (Branson, 5510) for 90 minutes at
room temperature. The final step in the decellularisation procedure to obtain the
bioscaffolds, the samples were washed in filtered sterile de-ionised water for 48
hours at 4°C under a constant rotational agitation of 35 rpm (the liquid was
removed every 24 hours and replaced with fresh liquid).

Figure 2.3 – Porcine common carotid artery - preparation of samples: (A) harvested
native tissue as collected; (B) native tissue with removal of connective and adventitial
tissue and cut in 30 mm long pieces, (C) the injection (x = 12 mm) of three microneedles (300 μm outer, 190 μm inner diameter) into the transverse section of the
sample.
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2.3.2 DNA Quantification
The presence of residual DNA was verified at each step of the
decellularisation protocol. Samples (n=3) were lyophilised at a constant cooling
rate of 1°C/min to a final temperature of -40°C, and maintained at that
temperature for 1 hour. In the next step, temperature was increased at a
constant rate of 10°C/h to 0°C under vacuum of 200 mTorr, and that temperature
was maintained for 17 hours followed by secondary drying at 20°C at the same
pressure. The lyophilised samples were weighed, and digested in papain
solution at 60°C (Memmert, Incubator) under constant rotation of 35 rpm for 18
hours (Stuart Rotator, SB3). The papain solution was prepared by addition of
papain (125 mg/mL) to an aqueous buffer composed of 0.1 M sodium acetate
anhydrous (Sigma-Aldrich, Ireland), 5 mM S-Acetamidomethyl-L cysteine
hydrochloride (Fluka, Switzerland), 0.05 M EDTA (ethylenediaminetetraacetic
acid disodium salt dehydrate, Sigma-Aldrich, Ireland), and adjusted to pH 6.0
with NaOH solution. The residual DNA content of the decellularised scaffold was
determined using a Quant-iTTM PicoGreen dsDNA kit (Invitrogen, Biosciences,
Dublin, Ireland) in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. The papain
sample solution was diluted with TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH
7.5, Invitrogen) and incubated for 3 minutes with an equal volume of
PicoGreenTM working solution. Sample fluorescence was measured (excitation
485 nm, emission 538 nm); DNA concentration was deduced using a standard
curve and average values expressed as ng DNA/mg dry weight.

2.3.3 Microneedle Device Development
Microneedle devices with needles of 120, 160 or 200 μm diameter were
developed using acupuncture needles to create radial microchannels through the
decellularized artery wall. Figure 2.4 presents a schematic of the process used to
develop the microneedle device, as well as an illustration explaining how the
device would be applied to decellularized blood vessels. 16-17 acupuncture
needles were placed parallel on a cover slip with double-sided tape attached.
The position of the tips of the needles was tapered to ensure only one needle at
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a time entered the tissue. Spaces of 600 μm between each needle were
maintained by utilising 600 μm outer diameter stainless steel tubes as spacers.
Once all the needles were aligned on the initial cover slip super glue, a second
cover slip was placed over the needles; successively, the device was then
encapsulated in a polymer resin.

A

B

Figure 2.4 – A) Schematic cross section view of the microneedle device
development: (1) and (5) cover slips were used as a structural support, (2) double
face tape to fix the (3) acupuncture needles laying side by side parallel to each other
at a distance of 600 μm, (4) medical grade super glue was used for further fixation,
afterwards (6) polymer resin was used for case protection. B) Schematic showing the
modification created by making radial microchannels in the decellularized arteries.
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2.3.4 Microscopy Analyses
2.3.4.1 Light and Fluorescent Microscopy
Two different characterisation studies were carried out under light and
fluorescent microscopy and digital image acquisition with an inverted microscope
(Olympus IX 71):
v To verify the modification of the porcine common carotid artery during the
decellularisation process, a qualitative study was performed using
histologic images. Cell removal and modification of the extracellular matrix
was monitored for fresh native artery, frozen native artery and for each
step of the decellularisation protocol (enzymatic digestion, detergent
extraction after 24/48/72 hours and collagen digestion). 5 mm ring
segments were fixed in 10% formalin (Sigma-Aldrich, Ireland) for 12
hours, rinsed in PBS, rehydrated with a 30% w/v sucrose solution for 2
hours at 4°C, and successively with a 15% w/v sucrose solution for 1 hour
at 4°C. Samples were then rinsed again in PBS and gently dried to
remove any excess PBS. Then the scaffolds were maintained in their
vertical configuration throughout their time in the mold, while they were
embedded in mounting medium for cryosection (O.C.T. compound, VWR
Chemicals, Ireland) and frozen in isopropanol and liquid nitrogen for 10
minutes for cryostat sectioning. The samples were sectioned longitudinally
in 10 μm slices using a rotary cryostat (Leica microtome, Leica,
Germany), at -20°C and collected on glass slides. Following dehydration
in ascending concentrations of ethanol and xylene, the samples for each
step were stained using Haematoxylin-Eosin (H&E) and Masson’s
Trichrome before being mounted onto coverslips (DPX mountant, BDH).
The samples were also stained in DAPI (diamidino-2-phenylindole) and
covered with coverslips. The DAPI stained sections were imaged with a
fluorescence microscope under excitation at 360nm and emission at
460 nm.
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v To investigate the recellularization process in the radial direction. The
specimens

were

sectioned

transversally

and

stained

with

DAPI

(diamidino-2-phenylindole). In all instances, the bioscaffolds were fixed in
10% formalin (Sigma-Aldrich, Ireland) for 12 hours, and treated
successively with 15% and 30% w/v sucrose solutions at 4°C, followed by
cryopreservation. The samples were then embedded in mounting medium
(O.C.T. compound, VWR Chemicals, Ireland), and frozen in isopropanol
and liquid nitrogen for 10 minutes, and sectioned to 10 μm slices using a
rotary cryostat (Leica microtome, Leica, Germany) at -20°C and collected
on glass slides, stained with DAPI and covered with coverslips before
observation.
2.3.4.2 Optical Microscopy
The samples were analysed by optical microscopy using an Olympus
SZX7 with a SC100 camera to evaluate whether the biologic scaffold would
present effective modification whilst being submitted to humid conditions. In
these images, a dye was placed in the lumen of the decellularized artery to
produce contrast between the artery wall and the microchannels.
2.3.4.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy
Characterisation studies were carried out by Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM, Zeiss Ultra Plus, Germany) for different purposes:
v The first was to examine the reproducibility of the scaffold with longitudinal
injection-needles method; this developed by Sheridan et al., (2012).
v The second was to observe the structure of the tunica media and the
surface of bioscaffolds subjected to the application of a microneedle
device in the radial direction. Here, decellularized scaffolds with
modification by needles of different diameters were examined.
v The third study was undertaken to observe the structure and failure of
post mechanical testing samples.
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In all studies, the samples were fixed in 2.5% buffered glutaraldehyde for
12 hours. Specifically, the samples in the first and second study were maintained
in their cylindrical configuration, the injection-needles and radial modification
needles were maintained in situ throughout and after the glutaraldehyde
incubation the needles were then removed. In all studies, the samples were
washed three times in PBS for 15 minutes. Subsequently, each section was
subjected to sequential washes of 30%, 50%, 70%, 90% and 100% ethanol for
15 minutes, with the final washing performed three times. Finally, the samples
were mounted on aluminium stubs and sputter coated with metal before
observation.
2.3.4.4 Polarised Light Microscopy
Polarised light microscopy (PLM, Nikon Eclipse 90i, camera DSR4i) was
performed to observe the orientation of the collagen fibres before and after the
“creep” mechanical testing. Picrosirius red was used to stain the longitudinally
sectioned samples.

2.3.5 Mechanical Testing
2.3.5.1 Permeability Tests
Permeability tests were performed to observe the response under high
pressure. A previously reported procedure was followed (Pennella et al., 2013,
Campbell et al., 2012), and a device to characterise the permeability response of
decellularized scaffolds was made in-house (Figure 2.5).
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Figure 2.5 – Device built to perform permeability test, images of
the device assembled (technical design in appendix).

The samples (n=3) were sectioned as cylinders of 10 mm and opened in
the longitudinal direction, obtaining a rectangular membrane. The tunica intima
was placed in direct contact with the opening in which the pressure was applied
(this simulated the pressure from the blood against the artery wall). Using a
water-filled inflation device (Balloon Catheter, Abbott Vascular), the samples
were subjected to 2 bar for 60 min. Using Darcy’s Law, the permeability was
calculated with the equation:

k=

QLηaq
AΔP

Equation 1

where, k [m2] is the permeability coefficient, Q [m3/s] is flow rate, L [m] is tissue
thickness, ηaq [Pa.s] is viscosity of water, A [m2] is surface area, and ΔP [Pa] is
variation of pressure applied. The groups analysed were: (i) Native – porcine
common carotid arteries, (Native); (ii) Decellularized arteries, (Decell); (iii)
Decellularized arteries with longitudinal injection-needles, (Decell-InjND); (iv)
Decellularized arteries with longitudinal injection-needles and modification with 5
radial microchannels of 200 μm transversely to the wall and at the right of the
injection needle, (Decell-InjND-RadND200), Figure 2.4B.
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2.3.5.2 Uniaxial Tensile Tests
Uniaxial tensile ring testing was performed using a Zwick testing machine
(Zwick Z005, Roell, Germany). Stainless steel grips were used to hold the
specimens. The grips contained rods of 1 mm diameter. The tests were carried
out in a PBS bath at 37°C, specimens were tested to failure using a 100 N load
cell, with a preconditioning cycle to a crosshead displacement of 0.1 mm
(corresponding to ~10% strain), and at a constant displacement rate of 2
mm/min. The samples were sectioned as rings of 4 mm, and the groups
characterised were: (i) Native – porcine common carotid arteries (Native), n=10;
(ii) Decellularized arteries (Decell), n=6; (iii) Decellularized arteries with
longitudinal injection-needles (Decell-InjND), n=10; (iv) Decellularized arteries
with injection-needles and modification using radial microchannels of 200 μm
(Decell-InjND-RadND200), n=10. For this last group of specimens, 15
microchannels were created in the bioscaffolds (creating 5 microchannels per
each needle-injection by printing the artery surface transversally at the right side,
Figure 2.4B). Ink dots of a maximum dimension of 0.5 mm diameter were drawn
with black permanent marker on the transverse wall of the ring section. Thus,
two dots were applied on each side of the sample wall and aligned parallel when
placed on the grips of the tensile testing machine Figure 2.6A. A video camera
was used to record the displacement of the dots and their displacements were
measured by analysing the recorded video, extracting the recorded images of
the test at a rate of 10 frames/second (MPEG Streamclip Software). ImageJ
software (US National Institutes of Health) was used to determine the centroid of
each dot for each individual frame and hence calculate the relative displacement.
True stress (σtr) [MPa] and true strain (εtr) were calculated using the following
formulae:

F 2
⎡L ⎤
A0 ⋅ ⎢ 0 ⎥
⎣ Lt ⎦

Equation 2

⎡L ⎤
εtr (t) = LN ⎢ t ⎥
⎣ L0 ⎦

Equation 3

σ tr (t) =
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where F(t) [N] is the measured force at time t, A0 [mm2] is the initial crosssectional area, L0 [mm] is the initial displacement (i.e. the distance between two
vertical dots in the first frame) and L(t) [mm] is the displacement at time t [s]. L0
was determined after the preconditioning cycle (the dots were previously aligned
vertically and parallel). The displacement between the dots was measured by
calculating the vertical distance between the centroid of each dot (Figure 2.6A).
The mechanical tensile response of the tested samples was observed by
generating stress-strain curves (see Figure 2.6B for an example test output). A
3rd order polynomial equation was applied to each specimen’s true stress-stain
curve. The elastin dominant phase of the specimen’s response (first 30% strain
response) and collagen dominant phase (last 30% strain response to failure)
were defined by the angle coefficient of a linear function applied to those regions
(see Figure 2.6B for an example).
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Figure 2.6 – Determining the mechanical response of decellularized and native
arteries: A) schematic image sequence of a loaded sample with marker dots in which
the displacement between the dots is calculated using video extensometer tracking; (B)
a typical stress–strain curve response to determine the responses: (i) final strain, (ii)
ultimate tensile strength (UTS), (iii) elastin dominant phase stiffness in the first 30%
strain response and (iv) collagen dominant phase stiffness in the last 30% strain
response to failure.
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2.3.5.3 Creep Tests
Creep tests were performed to determine the mechanical stability of the
modified scaffolds. Creep behaviour was modelled by Burger’s constitutive
model of four-parameters. Figure 2.7A explains this model with a Maxwell unit
(spring and dashpot in series) and Kelvin-Voigt unit (spring and dashpot in
parallel), and the following mathematical model can describe it:
⎛ −E2t ⎞ ⎤
⎡
⎜
⎟
σ0 σt ⎢
σ
εtr (t) =
+
1− e⎝ η2 ⎠ ⎥ + 0
⎥ η1
E1 E2 ⎢⎣
⎦

Equation 4

where ε(t) corresponds the strain at time t, σc [MPa] is the constant stress
applied, E1 [MPa] is the instantaneous elastic modulus (Maxwell spring), η1
[GPa.s] the viscosity of the viscoplastic deformation (Maxwell dashpot), E2 [MPa]
is the elastic modulus and η2 [GPa.s] the viscosity of the viscoelastic deformation
(Kevin-Voigt spring and dashpot, respectively). The creep compliance (J) [MPa-1]
was defined by:

(L − L )
J(t) = 1 0
σ0

L0

⎛ −E2t ⎞ ⎤
⎡
⎜
⎟
ε (t) 1 1 ⎢
1
=
= +
1− e⎝ η2 ⎠ ⎥ + t
⎥ η2
σ 0 E1 E2 ⎢⎣
⎦

Equation 5

where L0 is the initial displacement, and Lt is the displacement at time t. The
parameters E1, E2, η1, η2 were obtained by fitting equations to the experimental
data. Thus the E1 was defined for the inverse of the instantaneous creep
compliance, η1 as the inverse of the angle coefficient of linear function that
defines viscoplastic deformation (Creep II, Figure 2.7A) from the intercept and
slope; additionally, from that function was also possible to define the E2, which
this is the inverse of the intercept of the graph. The η2 was calculated
substituting parameters into Equation 4. The tests were conducted using a Zwick
testing machine (Zwick Z005, Roell, Germany) with a 50 N load cell and with the
same stainless steel grips used to conduct the tensile test. The tests were
carried out in a PBS bath at 37°C with a pre-load of 0.01N, followed by three
preconditioning cycles (corresponding to 5% strain) at rate of 5 mm/min. The
time zero (t0) as well as the zero displacement (L0) was set after the
preconditioning cycle. Subsequently the samples were submitted to an
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instantaneous and constant stress corresponding to 33% of the ultimate tensile
strength (UTS) (Ryan and O'Brien, 2015, Berglund et al., 2005, Zhang et al.,
2008) for each group, over a 20 minutes time-period. The samples were
sectioned as rings of 4 mm, and the groups characterised were: (i) Native –
porcine common carotid arteries (Native), n=5; (ii) Decellularized artery (Decell),
n=5; (iii) Decellularized arteries with longitudinal injection-needles (Decell-InjND),
n=5; (iv) Decellularized arteries with longitudinal injection-needles and
modification using radial microchannels of 200 μm (Decell-InjND-RadND200),
n=6. For this last group, 15 microchannels were created in the scaffolds by the
microneedle device, by modifying the artery surface transversal at the right hand
side of the injection-needle, creating 5 microchannels for each injection-needle,
Figure 2.4B. The specimens for the third and fourth groups were collected from
the same arteries. As in the tensile test, two dots were drawn with black
permanent marker on the transverse wall of the ring section on each side of the
sample wall and aligned parallel. A video camera was used to record the dots
(10 frames/s), and their displacements were subsequently measured and
calculated by analysing the video, Figure 2.6A.

Figure 2.7 – A) Burger’s constitutive model of four-parameters consisted of a Maxwell
unit (spring and dashpot in series) and Kelvin-Voigt unit (spring and dashpot in parallel).
B) Creep compliance behaviour explained by Burger’s model to determine the fourparameters of the model.
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2.3.6 Recellularization
2.3.6.1 Injection Seeding
The first seeding method was modeled on that described in Sheridan et
al., 2012’s paper. However, in this instance the tissue contained radial
microchannels on one side of the longitudinal injection-channel, and no radial
microchannels on the other side. A schematic of the tissue specimens used is
shown in Figure 2.4B for further clarification. The groups tested were: (i)
Decellularized arteries with longitudinal injection-needles (Non-Modified), (ii)
Decellularized

arteries

with

longitudinal

injection-needles

and

radial

microchannels (Modified).
Rat mesenchymal stem cells (rMSCs) from passages 5 to 9 were used in
these seeding experiments. These cells were cultured in standard tissue culture
flasks using Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (D5671, Sigma-Aldrich, Ireland)
supplemented with 10% foetal bovine serum, 1% L-glutamine and 2%
penicillin/streptomycin, and incubated at 37°C, 5% CO2, and 95% relative
humidity. Each longitudinal channel was injected with a suspension containing 2
x 106 rMSCs in 100 μL of medium (Figure 2.8). Following injection of the cell
suspension, the needles were removed and the scaffold was maintained in the
vertical position and incubated under static conditions in medium for 20 hours. At
this point the scaffolds (n=3) were collected and cryopreserved prior to
histological image analysis.

Injection
needles
Bioscaffold

Figure 2.8 – Method optimised to keep the scaffold in the vertical
position and to reduce the handling of the artery while injecting-seeding.
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2.3.6.2 Vacuum-perfusion Biorector System Seeding
Two experimental groups were tested: (i) Decellularized artery (Decell
with no modification, Non-modified); (ii) Decellularized artery modified with the
200m m radial microchannels (Modified). These scaffolds were seeded in a novel
vacuum-perfusion system (Figure 2.9A). A suspension of 18 x 106 (rMSCs) with
a density of 6 x 106 cells/mL (passages 7 to 8) was used to repopulate both
groups, with the same conditions of culture as reported in the first repopulation
method. Initially, the scaffolds (n=3) as cylinders approximately 15 mm in length
were sectioned and opened in the longitudinal direction, creating a planer
rectangular specimen. This specimen was placed between two flat clamps that
contained a window, with the lumen side facing upwards – to receive the cell
suspension. To avoid tension in the scaffold, we compensated by slackening in
the central area before screwing the sample clamp. For the modified scaffolds,
the needle device was used to create microchannels. A suture line was used as
a guidance to try to keep a density of at least 15 holes (with a maximum of 24
holes possible), which could be varied due to the displacement of scaffolds
during the hold. The seeded area was 4π mm2. Once the scaffolds were secured
in place a vacuum was applied to the sealed chamber for 1.5 hours, Figure 2.9B.
The chamber was perfused with cell suspension medium (approximately 20π
mm3) immediately prior to releasing the vacuum. Figure 2.9B explains
qualitatively the conditions of seeding. Once the vacuum was released, the full
cell suspension was perfused at 1 mL/min and re-perfused twice more across
the scaffold at the same rate. The first 1 mL of the first re-perfusion was
performed under cyclic conditions, with 5 s and 3 s, direct and reverse perfusion,
respectively. After 1.5 hours of incubation at 37°C the scaffolds were submerged
in 25 mL of fresh medium, and cultured for 24 hours or 72 hours, under the same
conditions used to culture the cells (see section 2.3.6.2). Afterwards, the
samples were collected and cryopreserved. Histochemistry image analysis was
subsequently used to determine the repopulation efficiency (n=3, 10 images for
each specimen from different areas of the bioscaffolds).
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Figure 2.9 – Illustration of the vacuum assisted multiple perfusion cell seeding bioreactor
system and the vacuum cycles. A) The bioreactor core which consisted of: (i) connector
seeding (CS), with 4 mm internal diameter and 8 mm external diameter, the internal
diameter of the connector defined the seeding area, (ii) prototyped poly(lactic acid)
(PLA) polymer was used to clamp the artery samples (between 2 and 3). B) An
illustration of the vacuum cyclic loading on the sample, firstly the artery was submitted to
a vacuum for 1.5 h, afterwards, the bioreactor was sealed and immediately when the cell
suspension achieved the artery, the vacuum was released to protect the cell viability (as
schematic C4-C7) and then full perfused. The cell suspension was also re-perfused
across the sample by collecting the media in reservoir 4 and subsequently perfused
across the specimen into reservoir 1. This process was repeated twice. The bioreactor
was then incubated for 1.5 h, and followed by incubation at 37°C for 24 and 72 hours. C)
A schematic explaining the theoretical reason of the pre-vacuum a prior of the arteries
seeding, eliminating opposite force of the air and fluid entrapped.
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2.3.7 Statistical Analysis
IBM SPSS software was used to perform a one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) followed by pairwise multiple comparison procedures by the Tukey
HSD test and non-parametric analysis by Mann-Whitney U test for the tensile,
permeability and creep data. For the quantification of recellularization in the
second seeding method, analysis was performed using the Games-Howell test.
Error was reported as standard deviation (Conklin et al.) and significance was
determined using a probability value of p < 0.05.
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2.4 RESULTS
2.4.1 Histological Assessment: Decellularization
In order to facilitate the identification of the biological scaffold for use in
this project, histological assessment of the decellularisation protocol (Gilbert et
al., 2006, Sheridan et al., 2012) was carried out. Haematoxylin and Eosin (H&E)
staining, Masson’s Trichrome and DAPI were used to verify the extraction of
cells and the alteration of extracellular matrix of the porcine carotid arteries, as
shown in the Figure 2.10. Figure 2.10A, B and C represent the Native-Fresh step
sample, showing presence of cells, collagen and elastin, as well as the three
identified tunica. In the case of the Native-Frozen sample (Figure 2.10E), the
presence of cell nuclei could only be distinguished in the DAPI stained images.
Freezing of the arteries resulted in the formation of ice crystals, which disrupted
the cell membrane, thus causing loss of genetic material. Subsequently, when
the images from Enzymatic Digestion step samples (Figure 2.10G, H and I) were
observed the elimination of cells and genetic material were less evident than that
seen with the images from the Native-Frozen samples (Figure 2.10D, E and F).
Images of enzymatically-digested DAPI stained Native-Frozen step samples
(Figure 2.10E) showed a diffuse fluorescent signal, as opposed to fluorescent
dots, indicating detachment of cellular material. Furthermore, when the
Enzymatic Digestion samples were analysed by DAPI staining (Figure 2.10), no
more defined fluorescence dots in which indicate the presence of the nuclei cells,
were observed. Nevertheless, as in Figure 2.10H the genetic material was still
retained by the collagen. In the case of arteries that underwent further Detergent
Extraction, a progressive alteration of the extracellular matrix and DNA
elimination could be observed after 24h (Figure 2.10J, K and L), 48h (Figure
2.10M, N and O) and 72h (Figure 2.10P, Q and R). From the collective analysis
of the samples stained with H&E (Figure 2.10J, M and P) and Masson’s stain
(Figure 2.10L, O and R), it was possible to conclude qualitatively that the
detergent extraction step altered the ECM, an obvious increase in collagen
extraction and scaffold porosity. Moreover, qualitative analysis by comparison of
images obtained after 24 hours (Figure 2.10K) and after 72 hours (Figure 2.10)
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also showed the effect of detergent extraction on DNA elimination. The last step
involved in the decellularisation protocol was the collagen digestion (Figure
2.10S, T, U), where a considerable elimination of collagen was observed. In
contrast to Native-Fresh images (Figure 2.10B and Figure 2.10T), this last step
confirmed the decellularisation of the porcine carotid arteries with extraction of
cells and alteration of extracellular matrix.
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Figure 2.10 – Characterisation of the decellularization process
of porcine arteries by histological assessment: A-C) native arteries, as collected, D-F)
arteries that were frozen to be stored for future studies, G-I) subjected to
decellularization by enzymatic digestion with trypsin, J-L) decellularization by
detergent extraction in Triton solution during 24h, M-O) decellularization by detergent
extraction during 48h, P-R) detergent extraction during 72h, S-U) decellularized
arteries after collagen digestion by NaOH solution and washing in distilled water for
48h.
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2.4.2 DNA Quantification: Decellularization
To verify whether the bioscaffolds still had any swine genetic material,
DNA quantification was performed using a Picogreen assay (Figure 2.11). Thus
as in the histological analysis, DNA quantification was performed for every step
involved in the decellularization protocol. DNA quantification results indicate that
extraction of the genetic material occurred in three of the protocol steps. The first
extraction occurred when the porcine common carotid arteries were prepared
and frozen for future use (Native-Frozen). The second extraction happened
during the Detergent Extraction, with an initial decrease in the DNA content in
the first 24 hours that is again more pronounced after 72 hours. The quantity of
residual DNA present in the last step of the decellularization protocol (Collagen
Digestion) was 53 ± 1 ng DNA/ mg dry Tissue.

µg DNA/mg dry Tissue

0.50

0.40

0.30

0.20

0.10

0.00

Figure 2.11 – DNA quantification using picogreen assay was performed for every step
involved in the decellularization protocol.
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2.4.3 Optical and Scanning Electron Microscopy Analyses:
Scaffold Modification
Figure 2.12 depicts optical and scanning electron microscopy images of
the decellularized arteries (bioscaffolds) confirming the porosity of the tunica
media with cell removal from the remaining dense extracellular matrix. The
longitudinal injection-needle channels are visible, as well as the structures
created by the radial microneedle device. Figure 2.12A-C also explains the
position of the injection-needle and of the radial microneedle device, as well as
that of the artery structure. Moreover, these cross-section images clearly depict
that needles corresponding to 120 μm, 160 μm and 200 μm in diameter cause a
widening of the remaining residual channel, see Figure 2.12A, B and C. Under
higher magnification (Figure 2.12D), displacement of tissue as well as removal of
the fibers was observed. It is also possible to observe well-defined holes on the
surface and that the spacing between the needle holes was consistent with the
spacing of the needles.

Figure 2.12 – OM and SEM imaging of decellularized arteries with modified structures
A) cross-section view of a 120 µm needle impression in the radial direction; B)
impression with needle of 160 µm; C) impression with a needle of 200 µm; D) higher
magnification of the modified area to verify the behaviour of the fibres when inserting
the device; E) external surface of an impression made by 120 µm needle in dry arterial
tissue and F) OM image of an external surface showing impressions made by a 120
µm needle in wet arterial tissue.
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2.4.5 Mechanical Tests
2.4.5.1 Permeability testing
The permeability coefficient of the modified scaffolds was more than
10,000 times higher than the Decell-InjND group and 20,000 times higher than
the native group; see Figure 2.13 for a summary bar chart of this result.

Figure 2.13 – Permeability test results, (p<0.05, *Tukey HSD and **Mann-Whitney U).

2.4.5.2 Uniaxial Tensile testing
Uniaxial tensile test results are presented in Figure 2.14 and Table 2.1;
statistical analyses were applied using Tukey HSD for the post hoc comparison.
Regarding the strain at failure, no difference was found between all the groups,
as observed in Figure 2.14C. On the other hand, (Figure 2.14D) a statistically
significant increase in UTS was observed between two groups: Native and
Decell-InjND at a significance level of p = 0.044, whereas no significant
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difference was found between the other groups. In the case of the elastin
dominant phase modulus (Figure 2.14E), statistical analysis also showed a
significant difference between native and the other groups with p < 0.05,
whereas comparison between the rest of the groups showed no significant
difference (p > 0.05). A slight increase in the collagen dominant phase modulus
for every group was noted above the native tissue (Figure 2.14F), although no
statistical differences were found between groups.

Figure 2.14 – Tensile Tests: A) Schematic image sequence of a loaded sample with
marker dotsin which the displacement between the dots was calculated using video
extensometer tracking to determine the mechanical response of decellularized and
native arteries; (B) A typical stress–strain curve response to determine the responses: (i)
final strain, (ii) ultimate tensile strength (UTS), (iii) elastin dominant phase stiffness in the
first 30% strain response and (iv) collagen dominant phase stiffness in the last 30%
strain response to failure. C-F) Tensile mechanical test results of four groups of arteries:
1) Native, (2) Decellularized (Decell), (3) Decellularized with longitudinal injectionneedles (Decell-InjND) and (4) Modified scaffolds with injection-needles and radial
microchannels (Decell-InjND-RadND200). Note: *Significant difference from native
arteries, p < 0.05 Tukey HSD.
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Table 2.1 – Mechanical properties analysed by tensile response test.
Elastin Dominant
Phase Modulus
[MPa]

Collagen Dominant
Phase Modulus
[MPa]

Strain at
Failure

Ultimate Tensile
Strength
[MPa]

Decell-InjNDRadND200

0.70 ± 0.27*

21.38 ± 5.50

0.52 ± 0.08

4.40 ± 1.25

Decell-InjND

0.73 ± 0.28*

20.84 ± 5.98

0.53 ± 0.08

4.74 ± 1.49*

Decell

0.75 ± 0.33*

22.90 ± 4.51

0.58 ± 0.11

4.87 ± 1.03

Native

0.36 ± 0.10

17.14 ± 3.36

0.53 ± 0.07

3.29 ± 0.57

Group

*Significant difference from native arteries, p < 0.05 Tukey HSD.
Decell-InjND-RadND200 = modified decellularized arteries.

Figure 2.15 shows SEM images for samples after tensile testing. The
native artery (Figure 2.15A-B) exhibited stretching and tearing of the soft tissue,
sliding and delaminating, culminating with tissue fracture. Figure 2.15B also
shows delamination, progressing from the tunica intima to the tunica media with
presence of collagen fibers and a fracture 90° to the direction of the applied
force. Figure 2.15C and D are representative of decellularized arteries (Decell
group). Figure 2.15C presents characteristics very similar to native samples, for
example, failure beginning from the tunica intima and stretching tearing of the
tissue culminating in final failure. Stretching of collagen fibres is also observed,
as well as failure moving 90° with respect to the direction of the load, as
previously reported elsewhere (Yang et al., 2015). Two different types of tear
failure can be distinguished in this sample: the first was found in the most
internal area of the artery (intima), with tear happening at 45° with respect to the
direction of the load applied, and the second happened from the media to
adventitia, with tear propagating at 90° with respect to the direction of the load
applied, which was already expected due to the composition of the two tunica.
On the other hand, Figure 2.15D shows fracture behaviour caused by the
decellularisation process on the biological tissue. The sample still presents a tear
failure, but it is perceptible that the fracture at 90° angle denotes characteristic of
fragility of the tissue. Figure 2.15E and F are representative of samples in the
Decell-InjND group. Curled fibres are present close to the position where the
injection-needles were placed, which coincides with the fracture site. It is clearly
visible that the failure happened at the same spot where the cell injecting102

needles were placed on some occasions, the arrows in Figure 2.15E and F show
the other longitudinal injection-needle holes. It is also possible to observe in
Figure 2.15F highlights a similar behaviour of the decellularized artery, as in
Figure 2.15D, showing the fracture surface apparently flat and perpendicular to
the load applied. Figure 2.15G and H are representative of modified arteries
(Decell Injection-needles and with radial microchannels). The sample in Figure
2.15G presented a failure more similar to the decellularized group as well as
many fibres stretched. However, the failure observed in Figure 2.15H was more
laminar and beginning in the intima, similar to that observed in the native group.
It is also possible to observe that the delamination occurred between the two
spots where the cells were injected, as highlighted by the arrows.
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Figure 2.15 – Scanning Electron Microscopy images after tensile test: A-B) native artery
group (Native group); C-D) decellularized arteries (Decell group); E-F) decellularized
arteries with injection-needles (Decell-InjND group); G-H) modified arteries (DecellInjND-RadND200 group).
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2.4.5.3 Creep testing
Table 2.2 and Figure 2.16 report the results of the creep testing. Figure
2.16A depicts the survival rate of specimens to the loading cycle of the creep
experiments for all the groups, and Figure 2.16B depicts the creep response for
all survival specimens. The modified scaffolds presented the highest survival rate
(n=4/6) of the three-decellularized scaffold groups with 66% (Figure 2.16A).
Decell (n=2/5) and Decell-InjND groups presented 40% (n=2/5), Native arteries
100%. As show in Figure 2.16B, with the exception of one specimen of the
Decell group which failed at approximately 800s, all the failure occurred in the
instantaneous loading. Therefore, Decell-InjND group was omitted from the
statistical analysis. While instantaneous deformation did not present statistical
significance for any group, creep strain of modified scaffolds produced significant
results when analysed by Tukey HSD. As described in the methods section, the
four-parameters E1, E2, η1, η2 were obtained by fitting the Burger’s model
equation to the experimental data equation, and the results can be verified in
Figure 2.16E and F, respectively. Non-parametric statistical analysis (Mann
Whitney U test) showed no significant difference between groups, but parametric
statistical analysis presented significant p< 0.05. With regards to E1 and E2,
modified scaffolds were significantly difference between to native arteries but no
difference was observed between any decellularized groups. As reported
previously, note that Decell-InjND group was not considered in the statistical
analysis as 3 of 5 specimens failed instantaneously (hence, n=2 for this group),
but the values obtained from them showed a similar pattern to that observed with
the modified scaffolds. These results suggest that the insertion of injectionneedles into the tunica media induces a sharp influence in the mechanical
behaviour but not the modification of scaffolds with the radial microchannels. In
summary, although modified scaffolds showed statistical significance, this is
strongly related with the longitudinal injection-needles and not with the radial
microchannels.
Figure 2.17 shows the bright-field and PLM images comparing the
collagen fibres orientation before and after the creep test. All the samples
presented stretching and random orientation of the fibres after the mechanical
test, but this factor is more predominant in the Native group. All three
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decellularized scaffold groups presented similar characteristics, thus highlighting
the effect of the chemical products used for the decellularisation on native tissue
architecture.
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Figure 2.16 – Creep test results of four groups of arteries: (i) Native, (ii) Decellularized
(Decell), (iii) Decellularized with injection-needles (Decell_InjND) and (iv) Modified
scaffolds with injection-needles and needle device (Decell-InjND-RadND200, modified
scaffolds). A) Representative graphic showing the percentage of failure for each group.
B-C-D) Creep compliance curve, instantaneous deformation, total creep strain
respectively. E) Instantaneous elastic modulus (E1) and elastic modulus (E2). F)
Viscosity of viscoplastic deformation (η1) and viscosity of viscoelastic deformation (η2).
Note that Decell-InjND group was not considered in the statistical analysis as 3 of 5
specimens failed instantaneously (n=2/5), (*p <0.05, non-parametric Mann Whitney U
showed no significant difference between the group, parametric analysis Tukey HSD
which showed significant difference).
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ε0
[%]
3.48 ± 1.35

[%]

Creep
Strain
Phase I

1.29

[%]

Creep
Strain
Phase II

10.5 ± 3.37

5.20

[%]

Creep
Strain
Total

1.72 ± 0.28

2.24 ± 0.54

3.75

3.16 ± 1.06c

Instantaneous
Elastic
Modulus
E1
[MPa]

1.54 ± 0.25

2.01 ± 0.44

3.44

2.99 ± 1.0c,

E2
[MPa]

70 ± 27

51 ± 43

150

169 ± 69c,d

Viscosity
Viscoplastic
Deformation
η1
[GPa.s]

0.79 ± 0.28

1.00 ± 0.76

6.26

6.35 ± 5.88c,d

Viscosity
Viscoelastic
Deformation
η2
[GPa.s]

Table 2.2 – Mechanical properties analysed by creep response test.

46.5 ± 14.4
3.90

1.98 ± 0.56

9.66 ± 2.43

Elastic
Modulus

Decell-InjNDRadND200*
39.4
8.52 ± 3.11

1.53 ± 0.47

Instantaneous
Deformation

Decell-InjND**
74.3 ± 16.2
8.14 ± 2.25

Group

Decell
64.6 ± 11.5

0.88 ± 0.28 4.36 ± 1.63a,b

Native

a
Significant difference from native arteries (Native group), p < 0.05 Tukey HSD.
b
Significant difference from decellularized arteries (Decell group), p < 0.05 Tukey HSD.
c
No significant difference by non parametric, but significant difference by parametric analysis from native arteries (Native group), p < 0.05
Tukey HSD.
d
No significant difference by non parametric, but significant difference by parametric analysis from decellularized arteries (Decell group),
p < 0.05 Tukey HSD.
*Decell-InjND-RadND200 = modified decellularized arteries.
**Decell-InjND group was not considered in the statistical analysis as 3/5 specimens failed instantaneously. Note: values-transcripted are
representative average of n=2.
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Figure 2.17 – Brightfield and polarised light microscopy images (for all 200X
magnification, scale bar 100 μm) for different groups specimens collected before (A-F)
and after (G-N) the performed creep test. The specimens of the third group and fourth
group were collected from the same arteries. From brightfield images, it was possible to
qualitatively identify in advance the density of selected specimens before undertaking
polarised light analysis, to compare the collagen fibres orientation submitted after the
mechanical test.

2.4.6 Recellularization
The results from the first cellular repopulation study, by the longitudinal
injection-needle technique, qualitatively showed that modifying decellularized
arteries with a radial microneedles device facilitated enhanced cell migration and
repopulation of the decellularized arteries in the radial direction. This can be
observed in Figure 2.18A, where only a few cells migrated in the longitudinal
direction in the area in which the artery was not modified (left hand side, 1), while
the modified area (right hand side, 3) showed a much greater concentration of
cells. Figure 2.18B emphasizes the previous results, as highlighted by arrow 3a,
showing a radial cell migration in the area where the artery was modified with the
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radial microneedle device. Additionally, it was also observed that (i) cells
migrated as much in radial as in the longitudinal direction, as respectively
highlighted by the arrows in 3a and 3b in Figure 2.8, plus (ii) the cells achieved
migration to areas of difficult access (3c). The restriction of cell migration to
those areas is (i) due to the artery architecture, which favors that cells only
migrate between the layers that have direct connection with the injection-seeding
area, therefore migrating longitudinally into the layers. In addition, (ii) the area
surrounding the injection-seeding spot exhibits increased structural density since
the placement of the injection-needles compresses the fibres, which further
hinders local repopulation. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that
cells are reported to migrate into that surrounding area after injection.

A
B
D

Figure 2.18 – Histochemistry images analysis for the recellularization process
involving seeding by the injection-needle technique and modification of scaffolds
creating radial microchannels by microneedle device. A) The cells are injected into the
central area of the tunica media by injection-needle technique (2), and in the same
artery, two groups were analysed: the left hand side (1) shows the area in which the
artery was not modified, where only a few cells migrated in the longitudinal direction
as represented by cell distribution graph; in the right hand side (3), the modified area
shows the robust presence of cells that migrated in the radial direction as also
represented by cell distribution graph. B) Artery region modified with the radial
microneedle device shows that the cells migrated as much in the radial direction (3a)
as in the longitudinal direction (3b); additionally, the 3c mark indicates that the cells
migrated to surrounding areas with difficult access to migration.
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The second recellularization study qualitatively and quantitatively showed
(Figure 2.19), that the configuration of decellularized arteries determines the
efficacy of the cellular repopulation process. Non-modified scaffolds (i.e. no
radial microchannels, Decell group) did not have cells present in the tunica
media (Figure 2.19A and C). On the other hand decellularized arteries modified
with the microneedle device to create radial microchannels (Decell-Needledevice200 group) resulted in the cells being present in the tunica media (Figure
2.19B and D). In the quantitative analysis (Figure 2.19E), a total absence of cells
was registered in samples without radial microchannels, while 60 cells/mm2 were
present in decellularized arteries-modified.

A

B

C

D

E

Figure 2.19 – Qualitative and quantitative analysis via histochemistry imaging to
evaluate the recellularization process involving seeding by dual vacuum-perfusion cell
seeding bioreactor system: A and C) non-modified decellularized arteries after 24 and
72 hours incubation, respectively; B and D) modified decellularized arteries with radial
microchannels after 24 and 72 hours incubation, respectively (for all images scale bar,
200 μm); E) quantification of cells present in the tunica media for both groups in
different time points (p < 0.0001, statistical analysis by Games-Howell).
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2.5 DISCUSSION
One of the major ambitions associated with developing a decellularized
tissue-engineered vessel for vasculature repair is designing a product that has
the capacity to be repopulated with the patient’s own cells to reduce
immunogenicity and increase graft patency. Currently, this process is not
optimised for arterial vessel grafts due the complex structure of the artery wall,
which is intensified according to the artery type. The dense tissue structure and
multiple concentric-laminar collagen-elastin-based layers within the media
provide significant barriers to cell infiltration, migration and remodelling (Negishi
et al., 2017). In order to overcome this dense/layered architecture to improve
tunica media repopulation, we disrupted the tissue by adding microchannels in
the radial direction using a microneedle device. Here, we were able to
demonstrate tensile mechanical stability for both creep and tension to failure
tests in this tissue; and secondly, that the addition of the radial channels
significantly enhanced cellular repopulation of the tunica media of the
decellularized artery.
Concern with regards to the creation of microchannels (holes) in the blood
vessel structure is inevitable, since biomechanical response is essential for an
appropriate vascular graft performance. Thus, to protect the graft, a combination
of variables were considered, such as: microchannel diameter, displacement and
density. Based on work by Kasyanov et al. (2009) - who verified that holes with a
50 μm diameter and displacement of at least 714 μm holes in the small intestine
submucosa did not interfere in the ultimate stress (UTS) and ultimate strain - we
chose holes of 200 μm in diameter combined with a longitudinal spacing of 600
μm and 3 series of needle-printing around the artery separated by 120°. Our
reasoning in choosing these parameters, mainly holes of 200 μm, was to try to
account for the significant differences between laser-machined systems and
microneedle devices. Corroborating this, microscopy analysis demonstrated that
using the microneedle device to modify the arteries minimised the destruction of
the tissue, because it did not significantly remove or obliterate material.
Additionally, the image analysis demonstrated displacement of the tissue, rather
than obliteration that is commonly seen with laser perforation (Bergmeister et al.,
2005, Kasyanov et al., 2009). As mentioned, some of the displaced fibres
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returned to their original location following removal of the microneedles, meaning
that the internal diameter of the microchannel was reduced. Thus the distance
between the microchannels increased to levels analogous to those reported by
Kasyanov et al. (2009). Hence, even with the return of the fibres, the
microchannels still are bigger than 50 μm in diameter therefore allowing cellular
infiltration into the medial layer. Furthermore disruption of the vascular grafts
using this technique is potentially less traumatic, thus promoting minimal
destruction.
The addition of architectural discontinuities, in the form of the radial
microchannels, into decellularized arterial specimens did not significantly alter
the tensile mechanical properties over the control 2 and control 3 samples
(Decell and Decell-InjND group, respectively). Moreover the only major
difference identified, in comparison to the native specimens, was an UTS
alteration on the results for longitudinal injection-needles and that all
decellularized groups had a stiffer elastin phase; thus, highlighting that the radial
microchannel approach does not significantly alter the decellularized matrix. With
regards to elastin modulus observed during the creep results, all decellularized
tissues (with or without the architectural discontinuities) presented alterations in
relation to the native specimens, being more prominent for groups with
architectural discontinuities. Additionally, the effect of the decellularization
process on the stiffer elastin phase can clearly be observed with the results of
the polarised light microscopy, where the collagen-fibres appeared more
stretched for native specimens. Beyond that, creep results also showed that
during the ramp-up phase all decellularized groups presented failure in
comparison to 100% of the intact native specimens, overall the modified group
presented the highest survival rate (66%) in comparison to the other two
decellularized groups (40%). The failure associated with these specimens may
have been due to the strain-rate dependent failure mechanism observed within
the tissue, such as, matrix discontinuity, intermolecular cross-linking or even
intramolecular material flow (Li, 2016, Ottenio et al., 2015). In our case, this is
related to both: chemical and physical modification of the tissue. The tissue in
the creep tests was exposed to an instantaneous loading of 33% of the ultimate
tensile strength, which is a super-physiological situation. Even if one was to
transfer this loading to a more conservative methodology, i.e. assume that 1/3 of
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the loading of a burst test was applied to a specimen, this would equate to
approximately 1000 mmHg of pressure, which would be significantly above
physiological hypertensive conditions (Konig et al., 2009). Thus, it would be
estimated that this would not occur in reality. Therefore, these early failures in
the modified and decellularized groups would be of limited concern in a clinical
scenario. Additionally, the SEM images and creep analysis highlighted some
potential reasons why early failures occurred with the modified scaffolds (taking
into account that modified scaffolds were tested mechanically with the addition of
radial and longitudinal microchannels): our current methodology for inserting the
longitudinal needles is not standardised. Therefore, this has the effect of
resulting in a non-symmetrical insertion of this needle, and this can lead to
having a thin layer of concentric sheets on one side of the needle in comparison
to the other. For example, Figure 2.15G depicts a specimen that has an
asymmetrical insertion of the longitudinal needle, as the needle is located
towards the luminal side of the vessel, potentially this may cause these early
high strain rate dependent failures. In the future, we need to optimise the
longitudinal needle insertion methodology to hit the middle of the artery wall or lie
within a pre-set tolerance of the edge of the vessel. In general, the high strain
rate dependent early failures seem to be the most troublesome mechanical
results. Overall the creep and the static tensile test results demonstrate that the
tissue is mechanically stable, indicating that after significant modification of the
tissue the scaffolds still maintain more than sufficient strength to withstand the
normal physiological loading that they may be exposed to in the human body.
Creep tests are well-known as one of the most informative and robust
mechanism of mechanical analysis of soft biological tissues; it is possible to
evaluate in detail a range of mechanical analysis that is not possible to assess in
other tests. For example, during the creep study it was possible to recognise
strong evidence that the insertion of longitudinal injection-needles into the tunica
media induced sharp effects in the mechanical properties, particularly with
regard to the elastic modulus and viscosity. We propose that this is due to the
rupture of the interconnecting collagen fibres between the concentric layers of
the tunica media. Therefore, this indicates that these collagen fibres connecting
the concentric layers are vital to maintaining the arteries stability. Based on the
results, comparing modified scaffolds with the three controls, it is conclusive that
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the modification of scaffolds with the radial microchannels is presenting less
negative effects than longitudinal modification because the radial microchannels
do not break the connecting fibres.
Adding the type of radial channels that we have added to the tissue may
give rise to tear initiation sites, however the addition of these circular channels in
a fibre/sheet composite material in the directions that were selected has a
minimal effect on the failure of the specimens. These channels originally are
circular in geometry, however as the tissue is stretched these sites will become
elongated and the stress concentration factor will reduce. This can be
demonstrated on two fronts: firstly, it has been shown previously, in a simplified
model of homogenous rubber with a circular hole, that the stress concentration
factor will reduce by the alignment of the polymer chains around the hole in the
stretch direction (Khajehsaeid, 2015). Furthermore circular holes will become
more elliptical after specimen deformation (the long-axis of the ellipse will align
with the direction of the applied loading). Depending on the degree of
deformation, this could have the effect of eliminating the stress concentration,
thus the addition of a circular hole to a hyperelastic arterial specimen that is
loaded in tension is not as detrimental when compared to the effect of this
discontinuity in a more brittle or ductile material and could potentially be viewed
as not having created a discontinuity in the specimen’s geometry. Further
information about insertion of needles and holes in soft biological tissue is
supported by Abolhassani et al. (2007) and Yang et al. (2015), respectively. Our
tensile test and creep test results would seem to support this theory for
decellularized arterial tissue-modified.
The specimens-modified with the radial microchannels for immediate
medical application can be adjusted by adding either an internal or external nonpermeable layer, or even a less permeable outer layer to the engineered
product, that would reduce or eliminate the excessive permeability while
remodelling of the vessel wall and closure of the radial channels is taking place
(Dolan et al., 2017); for example, a hydrogel containing cells similar to that
previously reported by Kasyanov et al. (2009). Subsequently, future experiments
may be designed to investigate this phenomenon, as well as in vivo models to
verify and determine the optimal position of an extra impermeable layer if
necessary. Nevertheless, the radial holes are designed to allow the migration of
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cells into the tunica media of the tissue-engineered vessel (from either the
luminal or adventitial side of the vessel or a combination). In summary, it is
expected that cellular repopulation of a tissue-engineered would cause
remodelling of the graft and thus reduce the tissue permeability. Animal studies
previously carried out by Bergmeister et al. (2015) with laser-perforated carotid
arteries-decellularized showed faster recellularization with endothelial cells at 6
weeks when compared to their non-counterparts. The laser-perforated arteries
also exhibited filling with cells from both the luminal and adventitial surfaces at 3
months and thicker neointima and signs of neovascularization at the 6 monthstimepoint. Additionally, due to the configuration of the tunica media and the
microchannels created by our microneedle device, the cells infiltrated into the
medial layer of the tissue have higher performance to retain the cells internally.
Our modification of decellularized arteries demonstrated very positive
results with respect to repopulating the medial layer of the artery. Both seeding
methods demonstrated that the radial microchannels enable cells to more
efficiently migrate into the medial layer of the artery. Confirming our hypothesis,
the radial microchannels allowed the cells to enter different layers in the tunica
media of the arteries, consequently enabling radial repopulation. The proposed
graft modification with the microneedle device is the first time reported in the
literature. Moreover, it is also first time registered that cells migrated to the area
surrounding the longitudinal injection-needle, as reported in the Figure 2.18B.
The second recellularization study undertaken, using a dual vacuum and
perfusion bioreactor seeding, emphasized both qualitatively and quantitatively
that the recellularization performance of modified scaffolds is independent of the
seeding system utilised. The absence of cells in the e tunica media of samples
without microchannels greatly contrasted with the large number of cells found in
the modified decellularized arteries. By using this method, we not only confirmed
that the radial microchannels facilitate cell migration but also that cell distribution
through the tunica media could significantly be enhanced. Our results showed
that the barrier imposed by the configuration of decellularized arteries to a full
recellularization could indeed be overcome.
In summary, the application of microneedles could be a pathway forward
for the modification of blood vessel grafts and other tissue-engineered
constructs, such as skin, cartilage, musculoskeletal and cardiac. For example,
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Luo et al. (2015) developed a protocol to decellularize and repopulate porcine
articular cartilage grafts with human infrapatellar fat pad derived stem cells
(FPSCs) by adding channels, in this case the channels facilitated cell migration
and subsequently deposition of cartilage-specific matrix into more central
regions. More recently, envisioning localised delivery of stem cells as a
promising therapeutic strategy for regenerating damaged myocardium (O'Neill et
al., 2016), Curley et al. (2016) investigated the retention and distribution of cell
loaded hydrogels following intramyocardial injection into porcine hearts using
various needle designs. Moreover, the repopulation of these constructs could be
further enhanced with therapeutic drug delivery strategies containing, for
example a combination of chemotactic agents and specific cells that could be
guided layer-by-layer into tissue-engineered constructs; or yet, these constructs
could be further modified producing a surface-functionalised with theranostic
nanosystems.
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2.6 CONCLUSION
Radial microchannels created in decellularised arteries, by a microneedle
device, facilitated and enhanced cell migration and cell repopulation of the tunica
media in the radial direction, independently of the seeding system. The dualbioreactor seeding prototype developed indicated promising application prepreparing the bioscaffold to receive the cells, as well as a great opportunity to
optimise efficacy of cell seeding system and the transition seeding/mechanicalstimulus-incubation. Moreover, the microneedle device developed and applied to
modify the arteries minimised tissue obliteration, preserving the ECM and
biomechanical integrity. In summary, this is a positive step forward to enable full
repopulation of tissue-engineered vascular grafts using decellularized arteries as
scaffolds.
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3 Chapter 3 – Hybrid Magnetic Nanosystem
Development for Theranostics
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3.1 INTRODUCTION
Materials Science is an important basis for nanomedicine, designing,
forming, engineering and reprograming materials to allow new developments and
progress in many fields including nanomaterials, biomaterials and drug delivery.
Ordinary and well-known materials, such as superparamagnetic iron oxide
nanoparticles (SPIONs), are currently under wide investigation to be applied in
medicine especially in oncology, where they can be used for hyperthermia, or
imaging and therapeutic tasks, such as MRI and drug delivery systems
(Chastellain et al., 2004, Gupta and Gupta, 2005, Teja and Koh, 2009, Veiseh et
al., 2010, Vandsburger and Epstein, 2011, Yu et al., 2013, Whatley et al., 2014,
Kossatz et al., 2015). Similar to SPIONs (mainly, magnetite and maghemite),
phospholipid bilayer vesicles (liposomes) have been widely studied for their
potential applications in drug delivery (Monteiro et al., 2014). Phospholipid
bilayers have a biomimetic structure and perform a similar function to the cellular
membrane (selective permeability between internal and external media). Both
liposomes and iron oxide nanoparticles have already been approved by the Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) for medical applications. Mesoporous silicabased nanoparticles have received much attention for advanced drug delivery
systems in the past years due to their biocompatibility, stability at body
temperature and pH (Vallet-Regi et al., 2007, Meynen et al., 2009, Villegas,
2017). Moreover, the porous structure with specific surface area between 7001200 cm3/g is a potential candidate for multifunctional delivery platforms, due to
the high capacity to house different cargos and model the surface with targeting
moieties, from chemotherapy to gene therapy.
Another nanoparticle that is gaining interest in the area of nanomedicine is
the Quantum Dot (QD), “a semiconductor nanoparticle that confines the motion
of electrons and holes in three spatial directions” (Chon and Li, 2008). The
interest in QD is due to their high resistance to photobleaching, excitation
spectra range, high quantum yield of fluorescence, strong brightness and
photostability. However, QDs are usually considered highly cytotoxic due to the
composition that involves heavy metals, but there is also the passive QD form as
Ormosil (a Si-based) (Erce-Montilla et al., 2001). An approach to circumvent the
problems associated with QDs to avoid the direct contact of QDs with the
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bioenvironment was proposed by Pan et al. (2011) and Beloglazova et al.
(2015). These groups proposed that entrapping the QD in the core of a
mesoporous silica nanoparticle that was coated by phospholipid bilayers would
circumvent the cytotoxicity issues.
The combination of liposomes with silica nanoparticles can create a very
versatile hybrid nanosystem with multiple functionalities such as labelling,
targeting, stimuli-responsive drug delivery and hyperthermia responsiveness. In
the biomedical field, multifunctional nanoplatforms, such as hybrid lipid/silicabased nanosystems, represent a progressive tool in medical treatments due to
the flexibility of a modular design. For example, by incorporating iron oxide
nanoparticles into the mesoporous silica nanoparticle structure, a thermo
stimulus-responsive nanomedicine with theranostic properties is developed.
Response to an applied magnetic field may also have advantages. For example
in cancer therapy the use of alternating magnetic fields can allow nanoparticles
to serve as negative contrast agents in MRI or with hyperthermia generation can
aid cell apoptosis and controlled drug release. Besides these, the development
of stimulus-responsive nanomedicines has aided in overcoming issues related to
poor solubility and stability of medicines in biological systems, such as
doxorubicin (Han et al., 2015).
Like doxorubicin, dexamethasone (DEX) is a hydrophobic compound. It is
an anti-inflammatory and immuno-suppressant drug widely used in clinical
settings, in treatment regimens for some cerebral edema, cancer therapy and
post cardiovascular surgery. DEX is considered one of the most important
medicines but it also acts in reducing cell proliferation (Igarashi et al., 2013,
Michelo et al., 2016). However, this is at odds with the tissue engineering ideal,
where the supposed tissue-engineered grafts could be affected by this reduced
proliferation thus resulting in treatment failure. Nevertheless, recent studies have
indicated that a controlled small dose of dexamethasone can avoid acute
inflammatory response while exerting a cytoprotective action (Ding et al., 2010,
Webber et al., 2012) and allowing cell differentiation (Bae et al., 2015). With
tissue engineering implant modification as our aim we have investigated in this
chapter a stimuli-responsive nanomedicine candidate with the capability to have
a controllable multiple trigger release of cargo, as well as the possibility of
localised treatment and personalisation. Consequently, a hybrid magnetic
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nanosystem engineered composed of a thermoresponsive phospholipid bilayer
capping a mesoporous silica nanoparticle with maghemite incorporated in the
matrix was selected as the lead candidate.
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3.2 SPECIFIC AIM 2 – HYBRID NANOSYSTEM
The main objective of this chapter was to develop a modular and
multifunctional hybrid nanosystem with theranostic characteristics for biomedical
application. This nanosystem would be designed to load a range of molecules
(hydrophilic, hydrophobic drugs or biologics), and would also have the potential
to release its cargo under an external stimulus. In order to build the proposed
hybrid nanosystem (Figure 3.1, Figure 3.2, Table 3.1 and Table 3.2), the specific
aims of this chapter were:
Ø Synthesis and characterisation of the nano-scaled materials (maghemite,
mesoporous magnetic-silica and liposomes) as building blocks for the
hybrid nanosystem;
Ø Development, characterisation of the hybrid magnetic nanosystem
(Magnetic-LipoSilica) with theranostic properties.
Aim: To synthesise and engineer superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles,
mesoporous magnetic-silica nanoparticles and thermosensitive phospholipid
bilayers to develop a thermal stimulus-responsive nanosystem.

Figure 3.1 – Modular and multifunctional hybrid lipid/magnetic-silica nanosystem design.
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Figure 3.2 – Schematic representation of the process in current Chapter for the
nanosystem development and validation.
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Table 3.1 – Summary of the components involved in the hybrid nanosystem
development
and
studies.
Components

Characteristics

Suggested Purposes

Phospholipid bilayers
(Liposomes)

-FDA-approved for medical
application;
-Biomimetic cell membrane;
-Can be modified by different cell
targeting moieties using various
conjugation strategies

Mesoporous Silica-based
nanoparticles/
(mesoporous magneticsilica nanoparticles)

-High loading capacity,
biocompatibility, stability at body
temperature and pH;
-Easy surface functionalisation;
-Able to host multiple cargos including
imaging agents

- Versatile “nanoscaffold” for the
loading and release of multiple
therapeutic and diagnostic cargos

Superparamagnetic iron
oxide (maghemite)
nanoparticles

-FDA-approved for medical
application;
-Superparamagnetic;
-MRI contrast agent

-Mediator of thermoresponsive release
by magnetic hyperthermia;
-MRI

Cargo –
Hydrophilic drug
(Deferoxamine)

-Iron chelator;
-Inexpensive drug

-Model drug to investigate and validate
the nanosystem developed

Hybrid lipid/magneticsilica nanosystem

-Modular and multifunctional platform
for drug delivery application with
theranostic potential;

-Modular and multifunctional stimulusresponsive nanomedicine;
-Theranostic
-Potential personalised nanomedicine

-Stimuli-responsive coating;

Table 3.2 – Summary of nomenclatures.
Nomenclatures
Abbreviation
Mesoporous silica-based nanoparticles

Variation

Mesoporous silica
nanoparticles

MSN

-Functionalised and non-functionalised surface
(with amino groups)
-Fluorescently labelled (with or without FITC)

Mesoporous magnetic-silica
nanoparticles

MagMSN;
Magnetic-silica

-Expanded mesopores
-Functionalised and non-functionalised surface
(with amino groups)
-Fluorescently labelled (with or without FITC)

Phospholipid bilayer (Liposomes)
-Functionalised and non-functionalised
(containing covalent link, maleimide functional
group)
-Fluorescently
labelled
(with
or
without
Rhodamine B)
-Functionalised and non-functionalised
Liposomes containing
Cholesterol-Liposomes (containing covalent link, maleimide functional
cholesterol in the formulation
group)
-Fluorescently
labelled
(with
or
without
Rhodamine B)
Hybrid lipid/silica-based nanosystem (Hybrid Nanosystem)
Liposomes containing
MSPC in the formulation

MSPC-Liposomes

Hybrid lipid/silica-based
nanosystem
(Liposomes and MSN)

LipoSilica;
Hybrid nanosystem;

-Functionalised and non-functionalised surface of
MSN-based (with amino groups)
-Fluorescently labelled MSN-based
(with or without FITC label)

Mag-LipoSilica;
Magnetic-nanosystem;
Hybrid magnetic
nanosystem

-Functionalised and non-functionalised surface of
MagMSN (with amino groups)
-Fluorescently labelled MagMSN
(with or without FITC label)

Hybrid lipid/magnetic-silica
nanosystem
(Liposomes and MagMSN)
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MATERIALS & MANUFACTURING PROCESS
3.2.1 Synthesis of Iron Oxide Nanoparticles – Maghemite
Magnetic nanoparticles of iron oxide – Maghemite (γ-Fe2O3) were
obtained via a bottom up method. The magnetic nanoparticles were synthesised
according to the method described by Massart (1981), Bee (1995) and Mornet et
al. (2005), via co-precipitation of Fe (III) and Fe (II) salts in alkaline medium, with
the addition of citrate ions. Figure 3.3 presents a schematic of the procedure that
was followed. Two different solutions A and B were prepared separately.
Solution A, an aqueous solution of iron (III) chloride hexahydrate (Fluka, Ireland),
contained 0.0312 mol FeCl3.6H2O (8.6 g) in 350 mL of deionised H2O (orange in
colour). Solution B of iron (II) chloride tetrahydrate (Sigma – Aldrich, Ireland) was
prepared, and it contained 0.0156 mol FeCl3.4H2O (3.13g) in 17 mL of 1.5M HCl
(green in colour). Under strong agitation, solution B was added to solution A
(which turned from orange to yellow) and 30 mL of ammonium hydroxide solution
(30%, Sigma-Aldrich, Ireland) was also added forming a magnetite (Fe3O4)
suspension (black in colour), that was stirred for 15 minutes and allowed to
sediment overnight. After this, the clear supernatant was removed from the
suspension. To the remaining flocculated magnetite nanoparticles suspension,
under stronger agitation, 40 mL of 6M nitric acid was added to obtain a final
concentration of 2M nitric acid (or approx. half of the remaining volume). The
resulting suspension was stirred for 3 minutes and allowed to sediment for 10
minutes. Carefully, the supernatant above the magnetite was removed and
solution C was added. This solution C was prepared by dissolving 0.0198 mol
Fe(NO3)3.9H2O (8.16g) in 60 mL ddH2O at 100°C. The new suspension was
stirred for 30 minutes at 90°C and allowed to cool and sediment for 3 hours, after
which the supernatant was removed. An additional 40 mL of 6M nitric acid was
added, to obtain a concentration 2M of nitric acid (or approx. half of the
remaining volume), and kept for a further 15 minutes under agitation. Again, the
resulting suspension was allowed to sediment before removal of the supernatant.
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Solution A
0.0312 mol FeCl3.6H2O + 350 mL ddH2O
Solution B
0.0156 mol FeCl3.4H2O + 17 mL of 1.5M HCl
Add 30 mL ammonium hydroxide (30%)
Suspension A
Stir for 15 minutes, sediment overnight
Supernatant removal
Suspension B
Magnetite nanoparticles

Add 40 mL of 6M nitric acid to obtain a
concentration 2M of nitric acid
(or approx. half of the remaining volume)

Suspension C
Stir for 3 minutes
and sediment for 10 minutes

Supernatant removal
Solution C
0.0198 mol Fe(NO3)3.9H2O
+ 60 mL dd H2O at 100°C
Suspension C
Stir for 30 minutes at 90°C, sediment 3 hours
Supernatant removed
Add 40 mL of 6M nitric acid to obtain a
concentration 2M of nitric acid
(or approx. half of the remaining volume)

Suspension C
Stir for 15 minutes and sediment

Supernatant removal
Under agitation add 100 mL acetone
Suspension C
Stir 10 minutes and sediment overnight
Supernatant removal
Suspension C
Maghemite Nanoparticles
Suspension C
Wash 3 times with 100 mL of acetone
and 50 mL ddH2O
Suspension C
Acetone Removal
Suspension C
Final concentration (g/L) measured by UV
absorbance

Figure 3.3 – Schematic procedure for the chemical synthesis of iron oxide magnetic
nanoparticles – Maghemite (γ-Fe2O3).

100 mL acetone was added under agitation and stirred for a further 10
minutes. The resulting formulation was left to sediment overnight. The clear
supernatant was removed from the suspension of remaining maghemite (γ127

Fe2O3) nanoparticles. The maghemite nanoparticles were washed 3 times with
100 mL of acetone and were then suspended in 50 mL of ddH20. Finally, the
suspension obtained was maintained in the Rotavapor (Bücher, Switzerland) at
550 mbar for 6 hours at 50°C to remove traces of acetone. Afterwards, the
concentration of the formed ferrofluid was ascertained using UV spectroscopy.

3.2.2 Mesoporous Silica-based Nanoparticles
3.2.2.1 Syntheses of Mesoporous Silica
Mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSN) were prepared according to
previously published methods (Baeza, 2012). Figure 3.4 illustrates the process
used. An aqueous solution containing 0.5 g of a structure-directing agent,
hexadecyl-trimethyl-ammonium bromide (CTAB, Sigma-Aldrich), and 240 mL
molecular biology grade water was prepared; 1.75 mL of 2M NaOH was added
to adjust the pH to 11-11.5. The solution was heated, under strong agitation, to
80°C in a water bath and this temperature was maintained throughout the
process. Once the solution reached 80°C, 2.5 mL of silica precursor tetraethyl
orthosilicate (TEOS, Sigma-Aldrich) was added into the surfactant solution and
stirred for 2 hours. Following centrifugation of the suspension obtained, the
supernatant was removed and the remaining material was washed once with
ddH2O and 3 times with ethanol. The material was then dried under vacuum
overnight. In order to remove the porogenic agent (surfactant CTAB) from the
pores of the silica nanoparticles, the powder was subjected to a methanol reflux
(under agitation) at 65°C for 2 hours, and subsequently washed once with ddH2O
and 3 times with ethanol. The suspension for reflux was composed of 100 mg of
MSN, 10 mL methanol and 100 µL concentrated HCl (37%, Sigma-Aldrich). The
process of surfactant extraction was performed 3 times, resulting in a total reflux
time of 6 hours.
For the production of fluorescently labelled mesoporous silica, a silica
precursor conjugated to fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC isomer, Sigma-Aldrich)
was introduced in the synthesis (Figure 3.4, Note 3). A solution of 1 mg FITC in
545 µL of absolute ethanol and 2.2 µL APTS (3-aminopropyl-triethoxysilane,
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Sigma-Aldrich) was prepared two hours prior to use. The FITC-APTS solution
was added to the 2.5 mL of TEOS at an appropriate time during the synthesis.

Figure 3.4 – Schematic procedure for mesoporous nanoparticles synthesis.

3.2.2.2 Syntheses of Mesoporous Magnetic-Silica
The synthesis of mesoporous magnetic-silica (MagMSN) was similar to
that described for non-magnetic silica (Section 3.2.2.1) (Baeza, 2012), Figure 3.4
(above) illustrates the synthesis process. As described in the previous section,
an aqueous solution containing 0.5 g hexadecyl-trimethyl-ammonium bromide
(CTAB, Sigma-Aldrich) and 240 mL molecular biology grade water was
prepared. 1.75 mL of 2M NaOH was also added to adjust the pH to 11-11.5.
However, in the synthesis of mesoporous magnetic-silica, 250 mg of the
maghemite ferrofluid was added to the mixture. The solution was heated, under
strong agitation, to 80°C in a water bath and this temperature was maintained
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throughout the synthesis process. Once the solution reached 80°C, 2.5 mL of
tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS, Sigma-Aldrich) was added into the surfactant
solution and stirred for 2 hours. The suspension obtained was centrifuged; the
supernatant was removed, washed first with water followed by 3 washes with
ethanol and dried under vacuum overnight. In the previous section HCl was used
in the CTAB extraction process. This was unsuitable here as HCl may dissolve
the magnetic nanoparticles. Thus, a solution of 175 mL EtOH/H2O (95:5) with
ammonium nitrate 10 mg/mL was used as an alternative in the extraction
process. The suspension was left for 2 hours under a heating reflux system with
strong agitation at 65°C. It was then washed with water and 3 times with ethanol.
The process of surfactant extraction was performed 3 times. Analogous to the
previous section, where labelled magnetic-silica nanoparticles were required, the
FITC-APTS solution was added to the 2.5 mL of TEOS at the appropriate point
during synthesis.
3.2.2.3 Syntheses of Pore-expanded Mesoporous Magnetic-Silica
The synthesis of magnetic-silica nanoparticles with expanded mesopores
(exp-MagMSN) was carried out as described in the previous section (3.2.2.2),
except that a swelling agent, N,N-dimethylhexylamine (DMHA, Sigma Aldrich),
which is able to expand the size of the micelles formed by the structure-directing
agent, was incorporated into a suspension containing CTAB and maghemite at
80°C (Figure 3.4, Note 2). The swelling agent was incorporated at 0.1
DMHA/TEOS molar ratio (Fuertes et al., 2010).
3.2.2.4 Drug Loading of Mesoporous Silica-based Nanoparticles
Desferrioxamine mesylate salt (DFO, Sigma Aldrich) was used as a model
drug to perform the drug release studies to validate the nanosystems. DFO is an
iron-chelating agent with low lipid solubility and a relatively high molecular
weight, which can delay its cell uptake. In order to enhance drug loading in
mesoporous nanoparticles, a vacuum system was employed (Figure 3.5 shows
the system created and Figure 2.9C can be consulted for reference). The
nanoparticles were kept under agitation and vacuum conditions for 0h, 1.5hs or
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10hs before adding (also under a vacuum condition) the drug solution of 50
mg/mL DFO in molecular water. Afterwards, the suspensions were stirred for 5
minutes, the vacuum was released and the stirring was maintained overnight.
Then, the suspensions were centrifuged, washed with drug saturated ethanol
solution (3 mg/mL) and dried under vacuum. In order to avoid diffusion out of the
mesopores, all the processes carried out after of loading were performed in
saturated drug solutions.

Figure 3.5 – Schematic
illustration of the system
created to increase the
drug loading into mesoporous nanoparticles.

3.2.2.5 Functionalisation of Mesoporous Silica-based Nanoparticles
Functionalisation of mesoporous nanoparticles was undertaken to
facilitate the creation of a net positive charge on the negatively charged silica
surface. This would allow investigation the influence of the surface charge on the
formation of hybrid nanosystems with an MSN-based core. The functionalisation
was achieved with amino groups using aminopropyl-triethoxysilane (APTS,
Sigma Aldrich) in acetonitrile (ACN, Sigma Aldrich), based on (Fuertes et al.,
2010). Firstly, the nanoparticles were dried in a vacuum oven, and then an
APTS/ACN solution was immediately added (5 mmol of APTS/ACN: 1 g of
solids; i.e. 100 mg of nanoparticles, 130 μL of APTS and 5 mL of ACN).
Afterwards, the suspension was kept for 5 hours under strong agitation,
centrifuged, washed three times with ethanol and dried overnight under vacuum.
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3.2.3 Phospholipid Bilayer nanoVesicles - Liposomes
Thermoresponsive phospholipid bilayer nanovesicles were prepared as
described by Bhattacharya and Haldar (2000), (Negussie et al., 2010, Negussie
et al., 2011) and Lopez-Noriega et al. (2014). Figure 3.6 presents the basic
processes followed for all the liposome preparations: (A) MSPC-liposomes, (B)
cholesterol-liposomes, (C) MSPC-liposomes with a maleimide functional group
and (D) cholesterol-liposomes with a maleimide functional group. These two (C)
and (D) were specifically employed in chapter 4.
Note 1
Labelled-Liposomes
0.74 mg Rhodamine dissolved in FOLCH solution

FOLCH solution
1:4 methanol + chloroform

Note 2
(A) MSPC-Liposomes
molar ratio (86:10:4)
DPPC, MSPC, DSPE-PEG-2000

A or B or C or D
Dissolve in
3ml FOLCH solution

Note 3
(B) Cholesterol-Liposomes
molar ratio (62.33:32.88:4.89)
DPPC, Cholesterol, DSPE-PEG-2000

Lipid film formation
Solvent evaporation at 60ºC using rotavapor at
550 mbar, decreasing slowly as the lipid film is
formed

Note 4
(C) MSPC-Liposomes with covalent link
molar ratio (86:10:2:2)
DPPC, MSPC, DSPE-PEG-2000
DSPE-PEG-2000-Malamide

Dry 5 minutes under N2 gas and
overnight in the vacuum oven

Note 4
(D) Cholesterol-Liposomes with covalent link
molar ratio (62.33:32.88:2.445:2.445)
DPPC, Cholesterol, DSPE-PEG-2000
DSPE-PEG-2000-Malamide

Liposomes formation
Add 5 mL PBS for 1h at 50ºC using a rotavapor
with absence of vacuum

Note 5
Drug Loaded-Liposomes
Add the Drug in 5 ml PBS

Extrude and store at 4ºC

Note 6
Labelled-Liposomes or Loaded-Liposomes
Ultracentrifuge at 45,000 rpm for 10 minutes,
wash with PBS several times

Figure 3.6 – Schematic procedure for the liposomes formation.

Initially a Folch solution with methanol and chloroform (1:4 v/v ratio) was
prepared. Each of the components of the formulation was then dissolved
separately in 3 mL Folch solution according to the molar ratios in Figure 3.6:
1. MSPC-Liposomes (86 : 10 : 4):
1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC, Avanti Polar Lipids),
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monostearoylphosphatidylcholine (MSPC, Avanti Polar Lipids) and 1,2distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[amino(polyethyleneglycol)-2000] (DSPE-PEG2000, Avanti Polar Lipids);
2. Cholesterol-Liposomes (62.33 : 32.88 : 4.89):
1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC, Avanti Polar Lipids),
cholesterol

(Chol,

Sigma-Aldrich)

and

2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphoethanolamine-N-[amino(polyethyleneglycol)-2000]

(DSPE-

PEG2000, Avanti Polar Lipids);
3. MSPC-Liposomes with covalent link (86 : 10 : 2 : 2):
1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC, Avanti Polar Lipids),
monostearoylphosphatidylcholine (MSPC, Avanti Polar Lipids) and 1,2distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[amino(polyethyleneglycol)-2000] (DSPE-PEG2000, Avanti Polar Lipids) and 1,2-distearoyl-snglycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[maleimide(polyethyleneglycol)-2000]
(ammonium salt) (DSPE-PEG2000-Maleimide, Avanti Polar Lipids);
4. Cholesterol-Liposomes with covalent link (62.33 : 32.88 : 2.445 : 2.445):
1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC, Avanti Polar Lipids),
cholesterol

(Chol,

Sigma-Aldrich),

2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphoethanolamine-N-[amino(polyethyleneglycol)-2000]
PEG2000,

Avanti

Polar

Lipids)

and

(DSPE-

1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphoethanolamine-N-[maleimide(polyethyleneglycol)-2000]
(ammonium salt) (DSPE-PEG2000-Maleimide, Avanti Polar Lipids);
To form the lipid film (Figure 3.7A) while avoiding bubble formation, the
solvent was evaporated at 60ºC using a rotavapor (Büchi) under vacuum set at
550 mbar. This was decreased slowly while the dry lipid film was being formed.
The formulation was then left at 250 mbar for 1 hour. Additionally, in order to
remove any possible solvent residue, the lipid film was exposed to N2 gas for
further drying during 5 minutes before being left under vacuum overnight.
Liposomes were prepared by hydrating the lipid film (Figure 3.7B) with 5 mL of
phosphate buffer saline (PBS, Sigma-Aldrich) at 50ºC for 1 hour, using a
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rotavapor with no vacuum application. Subsequently, the liposomes were
extruded using a range of polycarbonate membranes with pore sizes varying
from 1 μm to 50 nm (extruded 11 times with this last pore size membrane) and
stored at 4 ºC. For the production of fluorescent liposomes (for studies in chapter
4), 0.74 mg of L-α-phosphatidylethanolamine-N-(lissamine rhodamine B sulfonyl)
(ammonium salt, Avanti Polar Lipids) was taken from a 2 mg/mL stock in Folch
solution and added to the formulation. The excess was removed by cycles of
ultracentrifugation at 45,000 rpm for 10 min at 4 ̊C until the rhodamine could no
longer be detected in the supernatant. In the case of drug-loaded liposomes, the
lipid films were hydrated with a solution of deferoxamine (50 mg/mL) in PBS.
Lipid Film

Liposomes
A

B

Figure 3.7 – A) Formation of fluorescently labelled lipid film; B) Liposomes
formation by lipid film hydration: rhodamine-labelled liposomes (left) and
unlabelled liposomes (right).

3.2.4 Hybrid magnetic-Nanosystem Development
Hybrid lipid/silica nanosystems were formed by mesoporous silica-based
nanoparticles coated by thermoresponsive phospholipid bilayer nanovesicles. In
special, hybrid magnetic-nanosystems were formed by mesoporous magneticsilica nanoparticles coated by thermoresponsive phospholipid bilayer (namely,
magnetic-nanosystem or Mag-LipoSilica). A series of experiments were
performed to develop an effective procedure for the formation of the hybrid
magnetic-nanosystems based on (Liu et al., 2009a, Liu et al., 2009b, Liu et al.,
2009c) (Ashley et al., 2011) (Meng et al., 2015). The aim was to provide a
uniform coating of MSN with the phospholipid bilayers via an efficient, clean and
reproducible manufacturing process with less time consuming and material
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waste, as well as minimal organic solvent involded and the capability to be used
for the modular formation. Figure 3.8 represents all the steps in this process.
Lipid film
formation
(section 3.3.3)

Note1
Check the formulation
or procedure in the
respective sections

Liposomes formation
(section 3.3.3)

Mesoporous magnetic-silica
nanoparticles synthesis
(section 3.3.2.2)

Note 2
Use saturated drug solution
in PBS to avoid
drug leaking if needed

Drug loading
(section 3.3.2.4)

Nanoparticle suspension
40 mg/mL

Liposomes pellet

HYBRID
NANOSYSTEM
FORMATION

Transfer the nanoparticle suspension to the Liposomes pellet

Using sonic probe, sonicate for 20 minutes with 15/15 s on/off
working cycle at a power output of 32.5 W (22% amplitude)

Nanosystem purification
by magnetic separation

3 washes with saturated drug solution,
intercalated with magnetic separation

Figure 3.8 – Schematic procedure for the hybrid lipid/magnetic-silica nanosystem
formation (magnetic-nanosystem or Mag-LipoSilica).

Initially, mesoporous silica-based nanoparticles were synthesised and
loaded with DFO (further details, section 3.2.2 and 3.2.2.4, respectively).
Afterwards, 40 mg/mL of the nanoparticles were dispersed in a saturated DFO
solution in PBS (to avoid any drug leakage during the nanosystem formation) by
sonication for 15 seconds. In parallel, lipid films were also hydrated with a
saturated drug solution (see section 3.2.3), and centrifuged at 45,000 rpm for 20
minutes to remove the supernatant, resulting in a liposome pellet highly
concentrated. In order to form the hybrid nanosystem, the MagMSN suspension
was added to the liposome pellet and the mixture was sonicated for 20 minutes
with 15/15 s on/off working cycle at a power output of 32.5 W (22% amplitude)
using a sonic probe (3 mm microtip, Branson SLPt). The proportion of
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mesoporous nanoparticles to liposomes was 1:3 v/v (1:2 w/w). The purification of
hybrid lipid/magnetic-silica nanosystem (Mag-LipoSilica, specifically) was
performed by magnetic separation leaving the excess of liposomes behind.
Subsequently, 3 washes with saturated drug solution were performed by
magnetic separation, and the obtained dispersion was centrifuged for 20 min at
20,000 rpm to remove the excess of free liposomes by density. The hybrid
nanosystem was maintained in the drug solution until immediately before
characterisation and application, and then washed 3 times with PBS. In order to
verify the influence of the nanoparticle surface charge on the formation of the
hybrid lipid/silica-based nanosystems, mesoporous magnetic-silica nanoparticles
were functionalised with amino groups (further details, section 3.2.2.5), providing
a net positive charge. When the hybrid lipid/silica-based nanosystems were
formed using non-magnetic MSN (namely, LipoSilica), the purification step
consisted of separation by colour difference and density.
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3.3 CHARACTERISATION METHODS
3.3.1 UV Spectrophotometry
The concentration (g/L) of maghemite nanoparticles in the final
suspension was measured by determining the iron concentration using the 1,10phenanthroline (Sigma Aldrich, Ireland) UV absorbance method (Biochrom Libra
S22); this was performed by measuring the iron concentration. Firstly, a diluted
maghemite suspension was prepared with 50 mL of ddH2O and 50 μL
maghemite suspension as synthesised. 80 μL of the dilute maghemite
suspension was transferred into a vial, followed by 40 μL hydrochloric acid (37%,
Sigma Aldrich, Ireland) to dissolve the maghemite nanoparticles. The resulting
solution was incubated for 1 hour at room temperature. 0.5 M ammonium acetate
(Ramachandran et al.) buffer at pH 5 was prepared for use as solvent. To reduce
Fe (III) to Fe (II), 160 μL of a hydroxylamine hydrochloride solution (100 mg/mL)
was added, followed by the addition of 800 μL of 1,10 phenanthroline (3 mg/mL)
to form the orange-red complex of tris(1,10-phenanthroline) iron(II). The sample
was then measured by UV absorbance at 510 nm. The concentration of iron (II)
was calculated using a calibration curve (Figure 3.9) obtained using Mohr’s salt
(ammonium iron (II) sulfate).

Figure 3.9 – Calibration curve for iron content concentration.
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3.3.2 Zeta Potential
Zetasizer (Malvern Zetasizer, Nano ZS) equipment and pH meter
(Cyberscan 510), Zetacell 1070 were used to verify the zeta potential in various
characterisation studies with the following aims:
v Determining the electrophoretic mobility of the maghemite nanoparticles
with respect to sample pH. This was essential to verify the maghemite
stability in suspension, thus avoiding possible flocculation, which could
affect magnetic-silica synthesis results. The suspension of maghemite
was diluted in molecular water 1:1000, the pH adjusted with 0.5M of HNO3
and NaOH.
v Verification of the surface functionalisation of the mesoporous silica
nanoparticles surface. In this case 0.4 mg of material was dispersed in 1
mL of molecular water.
v Assessment of the efficiency of the developed hybrid magneticnanosystems, for this all the materials were dispersed in 1:10 PBS/water
solution and run according to the specific protocol.

3.3.3 X-ray Diffraction
X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses were performed in order to investigate
the crystalline phases present in the materials synthesized at high angle, as well
as the presence of mesopores in their structure at the low angle. The analysed
materials were: (i) maghemite nanoparticles, (ii) mesoporous silica nanoparticles
(silica or MSN), (iii) mesoporous magnetic-silica (magnetic-silica or MagMSN)
and (iv) mesoporous magnetic-silica with expanded pores (magnetic-silica).
Nanomaterials in powder form were placed on a polymeric support and analysed
using a Bruker D8 Discover X-ray Diffractometer Cu K-alpha radiation for
characterisation at (i) low angle the scanning range (2θ) was 0.6° - 10°, step
width 0.02, scanning speed 5s/step; and (ii) high angle the scanning range (2θ)
was 10° - 80°, step width 0.02, scanning speed 2s/step.
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3.3.4 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR, Nicolet iN10, CMA
analysis, TCD) characterisation was undertaken to evaluate the functional
groups present in (i) maghemite nanoparticles (ii) magnetic mesoporous silica
nanoparticles (iii) mesoporous silica nanoparticles (iv) mesoporous silica
nanoparticles prior to surfactant extraction (CTAB), aiming to verify the materials
formed and the CTAB exclusion.

3.3.5 Thermogravimetry Analysis
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was conducted using TGA Q50 (TA
Analysis), at 5°C/min heating rate to 600°C. The characterisation was performed
with four aims: (1) to verify the efficiency of surfactant extraction (CTAB) from
mesopores for the nanomaterials; (2) to verify the percentage of amino groups in
the final weight of mesoporous nanoparticles functionalised; (3) to quantity the
specific drugs loaded into magnetic mesoporous silica nanoparticles and (4) to
normalise the in vitro drug release studies of the nanosystem. For all the aims
listed the samples used were in powder form, with the exception of the fourth aim
where the dried nanosystem suspension was used.

3.3.6 Porosimetry and Specific Surface Area analysis
The analyses of specific surface area (SSA) and porosimetry were
determined by Quantachrome Nova 4200e analyser (CMA analysis centre, TCD)
for (i) mesoporous silica nanoparticles, (ii) mesoporous magnetic-silica
nanoparticles and (iii) pore-expanded mesoporous magnetic-silica nanoparticles.
The surface area was analysed using the Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (B.E.T.)
method. Additionally, from the adsorption or desorption isotherm of the amount
of N2 adsorbed the pore volume (Vpore, cm3/g), pore size (Øpore, nm) and pore
size distribution were also calculated using the Barrett−Joyner−Halenda (B.J.H.)
method.
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3.3.7 Scanning Electron Microscopy
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Zeiss Ultra Plus) analyses were to
verify qualitatively the morphology and size distribution of the (i) maghemite
nanoparticles (ii) and mesoporous silica nanoparticles (iii) mesoporous magneticsilica nanoparticles. The nanomaterial powders were dispersed in ethanol and
sonicated for 15 minutes, a drop of each suspension was placed on a carbon film
and sputter coated with gold.

3.3.8 Transmission Electron Microscopy
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was performed on the
nanomaterials using an FEI Titan TEM operated with coupled Energy Dispersive
X-ray (EDX) and select area electron diffraction (SAED). The nanomaterial
powders were dispersed in ethanol and sonicated for 15 minutes, a drop of each
suspension was placed on Cu grid.

3.3.9 Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis
Nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA, Nanosight NS300) was used to
analyse particle size distribution and particle concentration in the suspensions,
containing

mesoporous

nanoparticles,

liposomes

or

nanosystems.

The

suspensions were diluted in molecular water and analysed based on the
standard calibration settings; 5 sets of analyses (each lasting 1 minute) were
performed on each sample. In all the cases, the flow rate of the particle
suspension was 50 μL/min and the camera level was set to 10.

3.3.10

Vibrating Sample Magnetometer

Magnetisation measurements of the nanomaterials synthesised were
performed by Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM) using Quantum Design
MPMS XL5. The materials characterised were (i) maghemite and (ii) magnetic
mesoporous silica nanoparticles (Mag-Silica). The samples were placed inside a
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uniform magnetic field, and were vibrated sinusoidally using a piezoelectric
material. Hysteresis curves obtained allowed the determination of the magnetic
characteristics and iron content of the nanoparticles.

3.3.11

Hyperthermic

Capability

under

an

Alternating

Magnetic Field
The thermo-response of the magnetic nanoparticles was studied by
applying alternating magnetic fields (92 KHz, 8.3 A, 222 V, 2.5 KW, 50%,
MP6/400, Fives Celes, Lautenbach, France), followed by recording of the
observed change in temperature. This aimed to verify at a macroscopic level the
temperature variation, which would be intrinsically intensified at nanoscopic level.
The experiment was set to control for 3 thermopars (FOTEMP, Optocon) the
temperature of the (i) water sample recorded in parallel with the (ii) external and
(iii) internal nanoparticle samples. Eppendorfs containing the samples were
wrapped in tubes with water circulating at a constant temperature to avoid heat
dissipation. Initially the activation-responses were verified for three magnetic
fields: 15 mT, 30 mT and 45 mT, afterwards the experiments were carried out
using 30 mT for 5 minutes.

3.3.12

Differential Scanning Calorimetry

In order to verify the transition temperatures (Tm) of the liposome
formulation and the magnetic-LipoSilica, differential scanning calorimetry
analyses (DSC, TA Instruments DSC Q2000 apparatus) were conduced. The
samples analysed were previously centrifuged pellets, transferred into hermetic
aluminium pans and heated from 10°C to 80°C with a purge N2 flow of
50 mL/min and a heating rate of 1°C/min.

3.3.13

In vitro Drug Release Studies

Multiple drug release studies were carried out visioning different purposes
via high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC, Agilent 1120 Compact LC
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with a Phenomenex Gemini 5u C18 column). The specific aims of each study
and the experimental method in each case are outline below.
v Liposomes - (1) to verify the loading capacity, (2) to study the release
profile of the two selected liposome formulations and (3) to investigate
their behaviour following the application of external thermo-stimulus.
Thus, thermoresponsive (i) MSPC-liposomes and (ii) cholesterolliposomes were investigated. In each case, all subgroups samples (n=3)
were incubated for 14 days at 37°C in a shaking water bath. Thermal
activations were applied for 20 minutes at 48h (day 2) and 96h (day 4).
The temperatures applied at 48/96 hours respectively were as follows:
37/37°C, 38/38°C, 39/39°C, 40/40°C, 41/41°C, 42/42°C or 45/50°C. At
each of the pre-determined time points (0h, 3h, 24h, 48h, after first pulse,
72h, 96h, after second pulse, 120h, 144h, 168h, 336h) the samples were
centrifuged at 20,000 rpm for 20 minutes, 500 μL of supernatant were
collected and replaced with 500 μL of fresh PBS. The aliquots were
stored/frozen for future analysis.
v Nanosystem: (1) to verify magnetic-nanosystem formation, (2) to confirm
the entrapment and coating efficiency of the mesoporous magnetic silica
nanoparticles into liposomes, (3) to validate the loading capacity, (4) to
study the release profile and (5) the behaviour upon thermal activation.
The studies were carried out by incubating the samples (n=3) for 17 days
at 37°C in a shaking water bath. Thermo-activation was applied 3 times:
48h (day 2) for 20 min, 96h (day 4) for 40 min and 216h (day 9) for 1 hour;
the temperatures of activation were 40°C and 42°C. The samples were
centrifuged at 20,000 rpm for 20 minutes and 100 μL of the release media
was carefully collected at pre-determined time points (0h, 3h, 48h, after
first pulse, 72h, 96h, after second pulse, 120h, 168h, 216h, after third
pulse, 240h and 408h). 100 μL of fresh PBS was replaced and the
aliquots were stored/frozen prior to future analysis.
Deferoxamine was used as the model drug for both release studies. The
mobile phase composition was acetonitrile:phosphate buffer (10%:90% v/v),
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containing 20 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA, Sigma Aldrich) and
pH adjusted to 6.5. In order to determine the amount drug immobilised in the
liposomes or nanosystem (positive control group – Triton), the samples were
initially sonicated and heated at 43°C for 1h in a solution containing Triton X100
(1% v/v) to guarantee disruption of the liposomes or liposomes coating. This
process was also applied to all samples after the final time point to ascertain the
amount of drug still entrapped in the particle. For all study release samples, to
form complexation with the DFO drug, equal volume (1:1) of 4 mM iron (lll)
chloride (Sigma Aldrich, Ireland) was added and mixed. Afterwards, the samples
were centrifuged and the supernatant removed to be analysed via HPLC at flow
rate of 1 mL/min and UV detection at 440 nm. Concentrations were calculated by
comparing the obtained area under the curve to a standard calibration curve
ranged from 0 to 185 μg/mL Figure 3.10. Table 3.3 describes the equation used
to calculate the maximum loading (LMax), loading capacity (LCap) and entrapment
efficiency (EEff) of the nanosystem. Models of the drug release kinetics were
carried out by plotting the data obtained from the in vitro release studies with
regard to the 4 most common mathematical kinetic models: zero order, first
order, Higuchi, Korsmeyer-Peppas, as presented Table 3.4. The kinetic profile
and corresponding release rate for both the liposomes and the magneticnanosystem were evaluated. Additionally, to verify the mechanism involved in
drug release, the Korsmeyer–Peppas model was considered as the Table 3.5.
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Figure 3.10 – Standard calibration curve for deferoxamine drug.

Table 3.3 – Equations applied for the in vitro drug release studies.
Maximum Loading

1

!"#$ = !"#$-''( - *+,-.'

Equation 6

Loading Capacity

1

!"#$ = !&#'-))* - ,-./0)

Equation 7

!"##-%& = ()*+,-%%- - /0&12% )100/)*+,-%%-

Equation 8

Entrapment
Efficiency Theoretical
Entrapment 1
Efficiency Experimental

1

!"##-"%& = ()*+%-,,# - ./01/23 )100/)*+%-,,#

LMax = loading maximum theoretical;
LMax - TTi = loading maximum of sample triton at time 0;
R0h - RT = amount released at time 0 for the group RT;
LCap = theoretical loading capacity;
R3h - RT = amount released at time 3h for the group RT;
EEff - Th = entrapment efficiency - Theoretical;
EEff - Exp = entrapment efficiency - Experimental;
LMax - TTf = loading maximum of sample triton at time final-experimental;
R3h – 37C = amount released at time 3h for the group 37°C.
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Equation 9

Table 3.4 – Mathematical drug release kinetic models (Costa and Sousa Lobo, 2001)
(Siepmann and Siepmann, 2008).
Kinetic
Model
Zero Order

Statement

f(t) = f(t0) + K0t

Ideal to describe prolonged
action; slow drug
dissociation and release

Cumulative
percentage of
drug released
versus Time

Used for describing release
of water-soluble drugs in
porous matrices. Used to
describe absorption and/ or
elimination of some drugs
(take into account the
amount of drug remaining

Log cumulative
percentage of
drug remaining
versus Time

Describes drug release as
a diffusion process based
on Fick’s law, ideal for
describing the release of:
water soluble and poorly
soluble drugs incorporated
in semi-solid and / or solid
matrices

Cumulative
percentage of
drug released
versus square
root of Time

Usually used to analyse
drug diffusion from a
controlled release
polymeric system based on
structural and geometric
characteristics, or when the
release mechanism is not
well known or multiple
release phenomena could
be involved

Log cumulative
percentage of
drug released
versus log time;
The exponent ‘n’
indicates the
mechanism of
drug release
calculated
through the slope
of the straight line

Equation 10

Log f(t) = Log f(t0) + K1t

First Order

Equation 11

Log f(t) = Log f(t0) + KHt

Higuchi

KorsmeyerPeppas

Formulae

1/2

Equation 12

Log f(t0)/f(t) = Log KKP + nLogt

Equation 13

Graphic Plot

t = time; f(t) = amount of drug release at time t; f(t0) = amount of drug release at time zero; K0 = zeroorder constant of release; K1 = first-order constant of release; KH = Higuchi-model constant of release;
KKP = Kors-Peppas-model constant incorporating structural and geometric characteristics; n = release
exponent.

Table 3.5 – Drug release mechanisms in agreement with Korsmeyer–Peppas model.
Slab
0.5
0.5 < n < 1.0
1.0

3.3.14

Cylinder
0.43
0.43 < n < 0.89
0.89

Sphere
0.43
0.43 < n < 0.85
0.85

Release Mechanism
Fickian
Anomalous Transport
Case II

Statistical Analysis

Statistic analyses studied in this work were carried out using GraphPad
Prism 7.0, a one-way ANOVA (n=3 replicas). The quantitative data are presented
as the mean ± SD and significance was determined using probability value of p <
0.05.
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3.4 RESULTS
3.4.1 Inorganic Nanoparticles
3.4.1.1 Electrophoretic Mobility of the Maghemite
Assessment of the electrophoretic mobility response of the maghemite
nanoparticles as a function of pH was performed, Figure 3.11. The isoelectric
point of the nanoparticles was found to be (suspension flocculation) at ~pH 6.25.
The highest inter-nanoparticle repulsions were observed at zeta potentials of 45
mV (pH 2.5) and -38 mV (pH 11.5); at alkaline medium conditions, mesoporous
silica-based nanoparticles are synthesised.
50
40
Zeta Potential [mV]

30
20
10
0
-10
-20

Magnetic-Silica
synthesis

-30
-40
-50

pH

Figure 3.11 – Maghemite nanoparticles: electrophoretic mobility response as pH
function.

3.4.1.2 X-Ray Diffraction
The crystallographic planes assigned in the high-angle diffractogram
Figure 3.12 are characteristic of maghemite and suggest that the material was
successfully synthesised. Furthermore, as mesoporous silica is usually
amorphous (with no peaks at high angle), the crystalline phases observed with
the magnetic-silica nanoparticles come from the incorporation of maghemite into
the structure. This suggests that the magnetic-silica synthesis process did not
interfere with the maghemite structure.
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Figure 3.12 also shows the XRD pattern, obtained at low-angle, of the
maghemite and mesoporous silica-based nanoparticles. The maghemite pattern
did not present any crystallographic peak at low angle, as expected the peak
observed corresponds to the sample substrate (sample holder), peak which also
appeared in the baseline plot. Therefore, the crystallographic peak observed at
2θ=2.05 corresponds to the crystalline plane (100) of mesopores generated by
removal of the porogenic agent (CTAB surfactant). This indicates the successful
synthesis of mesoporous silica nanoparticles (control). Similarly, the magneticsilica nanoparticles synthesised also presented a crystallographic peak at
θ=2.05. The decrease in peak intensity effect is an effect of the maghemite
particles incorporated into silica structure, which create a perturbation in the
mesopores network (as expected).
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Figure 3.12 – X-ray diffraction pattern of ultra-small iron oxide nanoparticles
!
(maghemite)
and mesoporous nanoparticles synthesised: A) at low angle analyses, the
formation of mesopore in the silica (control) and magnetic-silica nanoparticles is
verified; B) at high angle analyses, the characteristic crystalline peaks of the
maghemite are identified. Additionally, their presence was also observed in the
magnetic mesoporous silica nanoparticles pattern.
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3.4.1.3 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
FTIR spectra obtained are shown in Figure 3.13, and the characteristic
bands of specific functional groups can be observed for each material analysed.
!
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of nanoparticles
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!nanoparticles with CTAB extracted under reflux process; (D) mesoporous silica
!nanoparticles with no extraction of CTAB.
!
!
FTIR spectra of mesoporous silica nanoparticles without CTAB extraction

presented all of the common bands for silica ~790 cm-1 and ~1041 cm-1 v(Si-OSi) bending, ~963 cm-1 v(Si-OH) stretching. Bands at ~1217 cm-1, ~1478 cm-1,
~2852 cm-1 (CH3) and ~2922 cm-1 v(CH) which are attributed to the CTAB
surfactant were also observed. These bands were not present following
extraction of CTAB suggesting that the majority of the organic material was
indeed removed during the reflux process. The characteristic was also observed
with the mesoporous magnetic-silica nanoparticles. In this case, while the
characteristic silica bands were still present, bands at ~3362 cm-1 v(OH
stretching) and ~1633 cm-1 (OH bending) were more pronounced, indicating the
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presence of water in the formed mesopores. The characteristic bands for the
maghemite material are more evident at lower wavenumbers. The band at ~1345
cm-1 ν(N-O) is attributed to nitrate materials used during the maghemite
synthesis (Mornet et al., 2005).
3.4.1.4 Thermogravimetry Analysis: Porogenic Agent Extraction
Thermogravimetric analysis was undertaken to quantity the amount of
CTAB surfactant remaining in the mesopores following extraction, Figure 3.14.
On the right hand side, it is possible to read the value calculated of mass loss of
CTAB for each curve. 3.88% mass loss occurred with the mesoporous silica
nanoparticles indicating that this amount of CTAB had remained in the
nanoparticles following extraction, whereas for the magnetic-silica was recorded
less quantity (2.53%).

Figure 3.14 – Thermogravimetry analysis (TGA) of the samples: (A) mesoporous silica
nanoparticles with no extraction of CTAB; (B) Mesoporous silica nanoparticles with
CTAB extracted under reflux; (C) maghemite incorporated into mesoporous silica
nanoparticles with no extraction of CTAB; (D) maghemite incorporated into
mesoporous silica nanoparticles with extraction of CTAB under reflux.

3.4.1.5 Thermogravimetry Analysis: Drug loading
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Assessment of drug loading was performed to determine the potential
amount of DFO in the nanoparticles, Figure 3.15 and Table 3.6. As shown below
loading of the mesoporous nanoparticles under vacuum conditions increased the
loading capacity. Application of vacuum pre-loading of 1.5 hour or 10 hours
increased the loading by 2.45-fold and 2.61-fold, respectively when compared to
samples loaded in the traditional manner (agitation).

Figure 3.15 – Thermogravimetric analysis of the magnetic mesoporous silica
nanoparticles loaded with DFO.

Table 3.6 – Quantification of the drug loading.
Groups

DFO/nanoparticles
[%]

DFO/nanoparticles
[μg/mg]

Magnetic-Silica-extracted

---

---

Magnetic-Silica-extracted DFO
Magnetic-Silica-extracted DFO-Vacuum 1.5h
Magnetic-Silica extracted DFO-Vacuum 10h

2.49
6.10
6.51

24.93
61.04
65.10

3.4.1.6 Porosimetry and Specific Surface Area analysis
Porosimetry analysis confirmed that for all types of silica-based
nanoparticles, the required mesopores were created, Figure 3.16. With regard to
the magnetic silica nanoparticles, the presence of maghemite was shown to
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interfere with the pores created (as expected), but the mesopore-shape type
remained characteristic of MCM-41 (tunable).
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Figure 3.16 – N2 adsorption isotherms for the: (i) Silica (ii) Magnetic-Silica.

Pore size and pore volume analysis were carried out and are reported in
Table 3.7. While the SSA of mesoporous magnetic-silica nanoparticles
presented a decreased by ~ 42 %, the pore volume was decreased by ~ 30 %,
and pore size by ~ 0.06 % when related to the values obtained from the
mesoporous silica nanoparticles.

Table 3.7 – Summary of the porosimetry and SSA results.

BET Surface Area Pore Size Pore Volume
[m2/g]
[nm]
[cm3/g]
Silica
1232.99
3.056
0.89
Magnetic-Silica
709.45
3.054
0.62
3.4.1.7 Scanning Electron Microcopy: Inorganic nanoparticles
Figure 3.17 shows SEM micrographs of the synthesised maghemite,
mesoporous silica and magnetic-silica nanoparticles, both with and without
CTAB extraction. In Figure 3.17A, the maghemite material formed appears to be
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highly agglomerated with no defined particle size at this resolution. With regard
to the mesoporous silica nanoparticles (Figure 3.17D and Figure 3.17E), these
were less than 100 nm in diameter and evenly dispersed. Combining maghemite
and silica to form mesoporous magnetic-silica, results in the formation of
nanoparticles that are pseudo-spherical in shape and highly agglomerated.
However, the particle size is smaller than the mesoporous silica nanoparticles
(control). Surfactant extraction did not appear to alter particle morphology in
either case.
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silicaunextracted
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with CTAB
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using D)
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with CTAB unextracted (Silica – unextracted); E) mesoporous silica
nanoparticles
with CTAB extracted (Silica – extracted).
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3.4.1.8 Transmission Electron Microscopy: Inorganic Nanoparticles
Transmission electron microscopy analyses were performed to verify
nanoparticle morphology, Figure 3.18. Maghemite nanoparticles were smaller
than 7 nm, silica nanoparticles particles smaller than 100 nm and magnetic-silica
particle size smaller than 90 nm. The TEM diffraction pattern confirmed the
results obtained via XRD: of mesopores formation, this can be observed for both
silica and magnetic-silica nanoparticles.
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! Figure 3.18 – Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of the nanoparticles: A)

maghemite; B) maghemite incorporated in mesoporous silica nanoparticles with
CTAB extracted (Magnetic-Silica – extracted); C) mesoporous silica nanoparticles
with CTAB extracted (Silica – extracted).

3.4.1.9 Vibrating Sample Magnetometer
Magnetisation measurements of the synthesised nanomaterials were
performed by VSM as presented in Figure 3.19. Additionally, by analysing the
hysteresis curves, it was possible to determine the magnetic characteristics and
iron content of the (i) maghemite and (ii) mesoporous magnetic-silica
nanoparticles (Magnetic-Silica); the summary results are reported in Table 3.8.
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Figure 3.19 – VSM Curve: (i) maghemite and (ii) magnetic-silica nanoparticles.
Table 3.8 – Characteristics of nanoparticles (i) maghemite and (ii) mesoporous
magnetic-silica as determined by VSM hysteresis curves.

Maghemite

Magnetisation
2
-1
[Am kg ]
61.86

Magnetic-Silica

13.27

3.4.1.10

Fe/SiO2
[%]
[mM]
---14.90

0.267

Fe2O3/SiO2
[%]
[mM]
--21.46

0.134

Hyperthermia Studies by Magnetic Field Activation

Thermo-responsivity of maghemite and magnetic-silica nanoparticles in
response by alternating magnetic field for 5 minutes at 30 mT were investigated,
as presented in Figure 3.20. At a macroscopic level, a ΔT = 9.3°C was obtained
for the maghemite while a ΔT = 3.6°C was obtained for the magnetic-silica.
Temperature variation between materials can be explained by the magnetisation
response for each material (further details section 3.4.1.10) and the heat
dissipation through the silica case structure.
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Figure 3.20 – Thermo-responsivity of maghemite and mesoporous magnetic-silica
nanoparticles as produced by an alternating magnetic field.
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3.4.2 Liposomes
3.4.2.1 Differential Scanning Calorimetry
Thermo-sensitivity of the MSPC-liposome and Cholesterol-liposome
formulations was investigated via DSC as reported in Figure 3.21; the
formulations exhibited a phase transition temperature around 41.5°C and 41.2°C,
respectively. In Figure 3.21 a sharp, well-defined endothermic peak of
temperature transition is observed starting at around 40.5ºC and with a peak at
around 41.5ºC. While this peak was well defined, changes in the curve profile
began as early as 35ºC and these intensified at 38.6ºC. The Cholesterolliposome formulation (Figure 3.21) presented a sustained endothermic curve
profile until the transition temperature around 41.2ºC was reached. Additionally,
as in the MSPC-liposome, it was also possible to observe an alteration in the
curve profile from around 35°C onwards.
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A

B

Figure 3.21 – Differential scanning calorimetry showing thermosensitive behaviour of:
A) MSPC-Liposome and B) Cholesterol-Liposome formulation.
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3.4.2.2 In vitro Drug Release Studies: Liposomes
Drug release studies for MSPC-liposomes are reported in Figure 3.22 and
Figure 3.23. Burst release from MSPC-Liposomes was not observed until 48
hours. Following this release of small amount of DFO drug was observed until
the 5th day for samples at 37-38°C. On the 6th day sharp degradation, between
20-25%, occurred. In the case of samples that were subjected to activation at
39ºC, the degradation was anticipated for the 4th day, following a sharp release
in the 5th day after of second activation. Based on these results, it was apparent
that even without hyperthermia activation, the MSPC-liposomes would begin to
degrade after the 6th day and that the second pulse could be applied at 39°C.
Response to the first applied thermal stimulus was observed in the group where
the temperature applied was from 40ºC. Furthermore, it was also observed that
increasing the applied temperature resulted in an increase in drug release.
Samples activated at 42°C or 45/50ºC presented double and between 3-4-fold of
drug release respectively compared to the groups activated at 40°C. Regardless
of temperature applied, it was observed that all samples showed alteration in
their release profile following the application of a pulse. This indicates that
application of the pulse in some way alters liposome structure.
Figure 3.22 represents the drug release from the Cholesterol-liposome
formulation. These liposomes did not exhibit any burst release at 3h and allowed
sustained release of the encapsulated drug after 24 hours. No real differences
were observed between the groups following application of the first thermal
pulse; however, following the second pulse the thermo-response was more
prominent. Similar to the MSPC-liposomes some form of thermo-response was
observed with these cholesterol-liposomes following the application of a pulse at
39ºC, as previously observed in MSPC-liposome formulation. However, for
cholesterol-liposome formulation the release profile indicated no alteration
following application of the pulse. In the 41°C group the release profile following
removal of the pulse suggests alteration. Based on these results, it was possible
to understand that with or without a thermo-stimulus, the Cholesterol-liposomes
formulation was more stable and underwent less structural degradation than the
MSPC-liposomes formulation.
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Figure 3.22 – Drug release studies of MSPC-Liposomes: A) absolute DFO drug
release and B) percentage of the cumulative DFO drug release normalised per mg of
liposomes. Significance was calculated using a one-way ANOVA for each time point
except Triton, n=3 replics, p<0.05, p<0.01, p<0.0001.
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Figure 3.23 – Drug release studies of Cholesterol-Liposomes: A) absolute DFO drug
release and B) cumulative DFO drug release normalised per mg of liposomes.
Significance was calculated using a one-way ANOVA for each time point (except
Triton), n=3 replicas, p<0.05, p<0.01, p<0.001, p<0.0001.
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Loading capacity and DFO drug entrapment efficiency as calculated from
the drug release studies of both formulations are shown in Table 3.9.
Table 3.9 – Loading capacity and drug entrapment efficiency from in vitro DFO drug
release studies for both formulation: MSPC- and Cholesterol-liposomes.
MSPC-Liposomes

Cholesterol-Liposomes

Loading MaximumTh

19.37 ± 0.37 (μg)

85.44 ± 0.16 (μg)

Loading CapacityTh

19.37 ± 0.37 (μg)

85.44 ± 0.16 (μg)

Loading MaxExp

10.24 ± 1.17 (μg)

34.61 ± 0.23 (μg)

Loading CapacityExp

10.24 ± 1.17 (μg)

34.61 ± 0.23 (μg)

Drug Entrapment Efficiency
1)
2)

100 (%)

1,2

100 (%)

DFO drug burst release was not presented at least until 3 hours.
DFO drug burst release for this formulation was not presented at least until 48 hours.
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3.4.3 Nanosystem
3.4.3.1 Zeta Potential
Studies to investigate hybrid lipid/magnetic-silica nanosystem (namely,
magnetic-nanosystem or magnetic-LipoSilica) formation for magnetic-silica
(MagSilica) with both negative and positive surface charge were carried out, as
presented in Figure 3.24. The zeta potentials obtained were as follows: MSPCLiposomes -9.43 mV, MagSilica (non-functionalised) -17.87 mV and MagSilica
(functionalised) 10.11 mV. As observed in Figure 3.24, the curves for both magLipoSilica formulations overlapped with the liposome curve, presenting similarity
in the total counts and zeta potential range. Evidence of non-entrapped inorganic
material was not observed, which suggests that all the inorganic material was
incorporated into the liposomes, thus indicating that a magnetic-nanosystem had
indeed been developed. Additionally, this strongly indicated that we formed
hybrid magnetic-nanosystem using MagSilica with both surface charges negative
and positive.
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Figure 3.24 – Zeta potential measurements to validate the hybrid magneticnanosystem formation (magnetic-LipoSilica or LipoMagSilica) including liposomes and
magnetic-silica with negative and positive surface charge.
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3.4.3.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy
Transmission electron microscopy analyses were performed using
negative staining to identify the phospholipid bilayer coating around the
mesoporous

magnetic-silica

nanoparticle,

thus

observing

the

magnetic-

nanosystem developed (magnetic-LipoSilica), as shown in Figure 3.25.
Maghemite nanoparticles (arrow 3) were used as a guide to identify and
distinguish magnetic-LipoSilica (arrow 2) contained within the liposomes (arrow
1). This was particularly required where the liposome membrane obfuscated
mesoporous silica identification. Brightness of the stained liposome membrane
surrounding the magnetic-silica (arrow 2) was also considered and compared
with that of collapsed liposome membranes (arrow 1).

Figure 3.25 – TEM of hybrid magnetic-nanosystem developed (namely, magneticLipoSilica). HV: 100kV, 200kX magnification, 2.252 pix/nm.

3.4.3.3 Differencial Scanning Calorimety
Thermo-sensitivity of the magnetic nanosystems build with MSPCliposome formulation coating and mesoporous magnetic-silica nanoparticles nonfunctionalised (Magnetic-LipoSilica) was investigated via DSC as reported in
Figure 3.26. The nanosystem exhibited a well-defined endothermic peak of
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phase transition temperature between 41°C and 42.7°C. Additionally, it was also
possible to observe an alteration in the curve profile from around 35°C onwards
as in MSPC-liposome formulation (further details, Figure 3.19A).

Figure 3.26 – Differential scanning calorimetry showing thermosensitive behaviour of
hybrid lipid/magnetic-silica nanosystem formed by mesoporous magnetic-silica
nanoparticles non-functionalised and MSPC-liposome coating (Magnetic-LipoSilica).

3.4.3.4 Drug release studies
Figure 3.27 presents the drug release studies which both (i) validate
hybrid lipid/silica-based nanosystem formation and (ii) describe its behaviour
under the application of a thermo-stimulus. As observed in the Figure 3.27A
systems which were maintained at RT presented a burst release of less than 1%,
with only about 6% being released by 48 hours. A sustained release was
observed in this formulation over the time course of the experiment. This is
possibly related to diffusion of the DFO drug from the liposomes as well as
liposome degradation. After 17 days more then 78% of the DFO drug was still
within the magnetic-nanosystem. Compared to the nanosystem at room
temperature, the nanosystem at 37°C had a higher burst release, which
increased to around 17% at 3h and by 48 hours showed a release achieving ~
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40%. Despite this, after 17 days the magnetic-nanosystem was still presenting
around 44.5% of drug entrapped. Thus, in some cases maintaining the particles
at 37ºC is enough to elicit some form of sustained release, corroborating drug
release studies and DSC analysis. The cumulative drug release percentage
profiles were constructed considering the experimental maximum loading (LMaxTTf)

for each group (i.e. 3.786 μg for RT) instead of the loading theoretical

maximum (LMax-TTi) of 30.646 μg. However, we tried to consider a scenario which
the drug would have degradation, because this is expected in vivo application. In
the Table 3.10 brings the theoretical and experimental entrapment (uptaking and
coating) efficiency of the mesoporous magnetic-silica nanoparticles into
liposomes was around 99.9% and 82%, respectively. Additionally, it can be
identified that MSPC-liposomes that entrapped mesoporous magnetic-silica
nanoparticles into is susceptible to multiple thermo-stimulus response and able
to keep a release profile similar to that of the controls (RT and 37°C groups). As
reported in Figure 3.27B, simulation at both stimuli at 40°C and at 42°C
produced a significant (p<0.0001) response during the first 20 minutes thermopulse, with 6.6% and 14.5%, respectively. Afterwards, no alteration of the
release profile was observed. With regards to the second and the third thermopulse, these produced a significant response (p<0.0001) at 42°C with 23.2% and
9.5% release respectively.
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A

B

Figure 3.27 – Drug release studies to validate the hybrid lipid/silica-based
nanosystem formation and its thermo-responsivity characterisitics. A) percentage of
the cumulative DFO drug release of nanosystem normalised per mg of nanosystem
and B) absolute drug release also normalised for each time point. Analysis statistics,
for each time point (except Triton group), n=3 replicas, One-way ANOVA, p<0.0001.
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Table 3.10 – Nanosystem developed: drug loading capacity and entrapment
efficiency (uptaking and coating) of the mesoporous magnetic-silica nanoparticles
encapsulated into liposomes.
Loading MaximumTTi

30.65 ± 0.52 (μg)

Loading CapacityTTi

30.61 ± 0.54 (μg)

Entrapment Efficiency - Theoretical

99.90 ± 0.09 (%)

Entrapment Efficiency - Experimental

82.26 ± 1.42 (%)

LMax = loading maximum theoretical;
LMax - TTi = loading maximum of sample triton at time 0;
R0h - RT = amount released at time 0 for the group RT;
LCap = theoretical loading capacity;
R3h - RT = amount released at time 3h for the group RT;
EEff - Th = entrapment efficiency - theoretical;
EEff - Exp = entrapment efficiency - experimental;
LMax - TTf = loading maximum of sample triton at time final-experimental;
R3h – 37C = amount released at time 3h for the group 37C.

Figure 3.28 and Table 3.11 show the release profiles of the formed
nanosystems fitted in four kinetic mathematical models. Based on the results, the
nanosystems formed with negatively charged magnetic-silica and MSPCliposomes fit the Higuchi model (diffusion process) best at both RT and at 37°C,
with R2 values of 0.781 and 0.935, respectively. Additionally the release rate
constant, KH, was almost double for the nanosystem at 37°C (2.542) compared to
at RT (1.292). All of the above was further evidenced by the Korsmeyer-Peppas
model which suggested anomalous release behaviour i.e. not only diffusion but
also confirming degradation, probably due to degradation of the liposomes
structure.
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Figure 3.28 – Kinetic evaluation of the hybrid magnetic-nanosystem at RT and at 37°C
(a) zero order plot, (b) Higuchi plot, (c) first order plot, and (d) Korsmeyer–Peppas plot.
Table 3.11 – In vitro drug release rate and release exponent of DFO drug from hybrid
magnetic-nanosystem at room temperature (RT) and 37°C. R2 is correlation coefficient
and release rate constants K0, K1 and KH were calculated from the the slopes of the
respective mathematical models, as well as the release exponent (n).
Zero-Order
R

2

K0

Mathematical Models
First-Order
Higuchi
R

2

K1

R

2

KH

Korsmeyer-Peppas
Transport
R
n
Mechanism
2

RT

0.793

0.058

0.816 0.0003

0.935

1.292

0.841

0.647

Anomalous

37°C

0.501

0.099

0.589 0.0007

0.781

2.542

0.779

0.573

Anomalous
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3.5 DISCUSSION
Engineered nanomedicines which can trigger cargo release by a magnetic
stimulus-responsive “logic gate” possess the ability to avoid concentrations
above (cytotoxicity) or below (ineffectiveness) the therapeutic range. More
importantly, perhaps, they can also allow the possibility of localised treatment.
Moreover, the incorporation of magnetic nanoparticles into such nanomedicines
presents the opportunity to combine triggered drug delivery with diagnosis. This
ability stems from their dual nature, as magnetic hyperthermia mediators and
MRI contrast agents; consequently, producing a nanomedicine with theranostic
properties. Envisioning the potential future application of lipid/silica-based hybrid
nanosystems, like the “Protocell” model, in this work an effective procedure for
the formation of a hybrid lipid/magnetic-silica nanosystem was developed. This
system aims to provide uniform coating of mesoporous magnetic-silica
nanoparticles with thermoresponsive phospholipid bilayers via an efficient, clean
and reproducible manufacturing process. Furthermore, the versatility of such a
multifunctional platform could be applied in different drug delivery systems from
cancer therapy to tissue engineering and regenerative medicine.
The magnetic lipid/silica hybrid nanosystem manufactured here was
formed completely from a bottom up process, starting from the ultra-small iron
oxide (maghemite) nanoparticles synthesis via a co-precipitation method by
oxidation of magnetite, resulting in a particle size below 10 nm and
superparamagnetic. The study examining the electrophoretic mobility of the
maghemite nanoparticles as a function of the pH, confirmed that at alkaline pHs
the ferrofluid suspension is highly dispersed, which is ideal to synthesise MCM41 type mesoporous magnetic-silica nanoparticles (Martin-Saavedra et al.,
2010)(Ruiz-Hernandez et al., 2011, Baeza, 2012)(Kwon et al., 2013). MCM-41
silica nanoparticles display mesopores usually having a diameter in the range of
3 nm, but this can be adjustable by expanding the porogenic agent. In a
hydrothermal medium, the surfactant-based porogenic agent forms micelles,
which become organised into rod-like structures, and subsequently align into
hexagonal arrays to serve as template for the condensation hydrolyses of the
silica precursor, thus forming an organic/inorganic composite nanoparticle. With
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the removal of the template agent (i.e. extraction and/or calcination), a 2D
hexagonal array of mesopores remains. In the case of the magnetic-silica
nanoparticles synthesised here with maghemite nanoparticles entrapped inside
the mesoporous silica matrix, the ferrofluid suspension was incorporated in the
hydrothermal medium with the porogenic agent in advance.
In order to characterise the MagMSN, analyses via XRD, TGA, FTIR,
TEM and N2 adsorption/desorption were performed and collectively confirmed
that the required mesoporosity was generated, this statement extended to all
silica-based nanoparticles synthesised. In the XRD data, the prominent reflection
peak observed at θ=2.05 corresponds to the (100) crystalline plane of the
hexagonal structure of mesopores generated by removal of the porogenic agent
(CTAB surfactant). FTIR spectra showed that the bands at ~1217 cm-1, ~1478
cm-1, ~2852 cm-1 (CH3) and ~2922 cm-1 v(CH) attributed to the CTAB surfactant
were not observed following extraction, thus suggesting that the majority of the
surfactant was removed. This result was confirmed by organic matter CTAB
surfactant remaining in the mesopores, which was less than 2.53%.
Transmission electron microscopy analyses also confirmed that both silica-based
particles, including for the MagMSN with pore expanded, had sizes in the
nanometric range and that the mesoporous structure was formed. Notably,
magnetic-silica presented a decrease in size with the incorporation of the
maghemite, which was expected because the maghemite acts as an impurity
inclusion, consequently interfering with the thermodynamic process of crystal
growth (Suteewong et al., 2010, Bahrig et al., 2014).
One of the key advantages of mesoporous silica-based nanoparticles in
drug delivery is the formation of a nanoscaffold structure, following the porogenic
agent removal, which is capable of achieving high loading. Porosimetry analysis
showed a type IV isotherm characteristic MCM-41, with pore volume of 0.62
cm3/g, pore size of 3.05 nm and BET surface area of 709.45 m2/g for MagMSN.
Analyses to verify the potential amount of drug loaded into mesoporous
nanoparticles initially resulted in ~25 μg of DFO/mg of MagMSN. However, a
new approach was developed to load mesoporous nanoparticles under vacuum,
which increased the loading capacity to ~65 μg of DFO/mg of MagMSN.
Comparing samples submitted to a pre-vacuum loading of 1.5 hours or 10 hours
with standard loading samples (agitation) showed an increase of the loading
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capacity by 2.45-fold and 2.61-fold, respectively.
Magnetisation measurements of maghemite and MagMSN by VSM
revealed

the

absense

of

hysteresis

loop,

which

is

characteristic

of

superparamagnetic materials. As a result of its zero coercivity, the material does
not remain magnetised when the magnetic field is removed, making it a great
candidate for biomedical applications, this includes a “logic gater” for thermal
stimulus-responsive nanosystems. Afterwards, the hyperthermia test carried out
under an alternating magnetic field for 5 minutes at 30 mT registered at
macroscopic level, a ΔT = 9°C in the case of maghemite and a ΔT = 36°C for
MagMSN.
In order to design smart gates for the mesoporous magnetic-silica
nanoparticles, phospholipid bilayer materials were selected as these can also
mimic the cellular membrane. Liposome composition can be tuned to display
different thermosensitive responses and trigger drug release above its phase
transition temperature (Iyer et al., 2013) (O'Neill et al., 2017) (Lu and Ten Hagen,
2017). For example, ThermoDox® is a lysolipid-based thermo-sensitive liposome
loaded with doxorubicin produced by Celsion Corporation and currently in Phase
3 clinical trials for liver carcinoma. The formulation consists of DPPC, MSPC and
DSPE-PEG2000 and can be locally heated by radiofrequency to achieve mild to
ablation temperature (above 42°C) (Needham et al., 2013) (Lencioni and Cioni,
2016). Here we selected two liposome compositions containing thermosensitive
DPPC-based lipids (envisioning translational application to tissue engineering
and regenerative medicine). One formulation had MSPC lysolipid, which upon
heating, forms stabilised channels in the membrane that result in more rapid
cargo release (similar to the ThermoDox formulation), and the second
formulation contained cholesterol to offer more stability to the membrane and
prevent premature release. The thermo-sensitivity of the MSPC-liposome and
Cholesterol-liposome formulations was initially investigated via DSC, which
showed phase transition temperatures at 41.5°C and 41.2°C, respectively. One
on hand, MSPC-liposomes presented an alteration of the curve profile from
35°C, intensifying at 38.6°C and a better-defined endothermic peak of transition
starting at 40.5°C. Previously studies showed that although a 4% molar
concentration of DSPE–PEG2000 lipid in the final formulation (to increase the
permeability) affects the transition temperature peak by raising it, the inclusion of
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MSPC slightly decreases and broadens the temperature peak. However,
increasing the amount of MSPC in the formulation has a greater effect on drug
release than on transition temperature (Needham et al., 2013). On the other
hand, the cholesterol-liposome formulation presented a sustained endothermic
curve profile until the transition temperature was achieved at 41.2°C, showing a
milder modification of the liposome structure. Similarly with the MSPCliposomes, it was also possible to observe an alteration of the curve profile
around 35°C.
Drug release studies carried out for MSPC-liposomes did not show any
burst release prior to the heat pulses at 48 hours. When the MSPC-liposome
formulation was subjected to various distinct temperatures, the first temperature
to show an immediate triggered release response was 40ºC. However, closer
examination of results showed that at 39ºC that the formulation was also
responsive. Samples subjected to activation at 39ºC showed a sharp increase in
release on day 5, which was just after the second pulse. Furthermore, in the
MSPC-liposome formulations major degradation in the range based on drug
release of 20-25% was observed from day 6 onwards. It became apparent over
the course of this work that even in the absence of the hyperthermia activation
this degradation would occur from day six and thus that the second pulse could
be applied at 39°C. Generally, it was observed that increasing the applied
temperature resulted in an increase in drug release. Samples activated at 42°C
or 45/50ºC presented double and ~4-fold drug release, respectively compared to
the groups activated at 40°C. Regardless of the temperature applied, it was
observed that all samples showed alteration in their release profile following the
application of a pulse. This indicates that application of the pulse in some way
alters the liposome structure. Moreover, apparently the formulation at 37°C does
not present sustained release before the 6th day, thus the release seen is merely
a result of degradation. These results suggest that in a clinical scenario, taking
into account normal body temperature the ‘logic gate’ may be self-regulated. The
results obtained at 39°C also suggest a potential application for MSPCliposomes in TE/RM purposes with low-hyperthermia.
With regard to the cholesterol-liposome formulation, no significant burst
release was observed at 3 hours and sustained release of the encapsulated drug
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began from 24 hours. No real differences were observed between the groups
following application of the first thermal pulse at different temperatures; however,
following the second pulse the thermo-response was more prominent. Similar to
the MSPC-liposomes, some thermo-responsivity was observed with these
cholesterol-liposomes following the application of a pulse at 39ºC. However, for
the cholesterol-liposome formulation the release profile indicated no alteration
following application of the pulse. In the 41°C group the release profile following
removal of the pulse suggests alteration. Based on these results, it was possible
to understand that with or without a thermo-stimulus, the Cholesterol-liposome
formulation was more stable and underwent less structural degradation than the
MSPC-liposome formulation and more release by diffusion. Moreover, both
formulations can be applied for TE/RM purposes with low-hyperthermia from
39ºC and multiple trigger release mainly, working below the transition
temperature to avoid full denaturation of the membrane.
Since the “Protocell model” was introduced by (Liu et al., 2009c, Liu et al.,
2009b, Liu et al., 2009a) to form a hybrid lipid/silica nanosystem, the majority of
the methods employed for these hybrid nanosystems involves the mixing of MSN
with extruded liposomes (which first the liposomes usually are extruded for
several times to have a size distribution closed to 100 nm prior mixing).
Inherently, this is time consuming, involves a significant waste of material and
prolonged exposure to a non-clean environment. Furthermore, to achieve an
efficient coating of the silica surface with the liposomes membrane, the
electrostatic interactions between both need to be strong, otherwise the liposome
composition or the silica-based surface would require modification. Thus, to
overcome these issues, the hybrid magnetic-nanosystems fabricated here did
not use the process of liposome extrusion but instead adopted a procedure using
sonication of concentrated organic/inorganic suspensions. To examine the effect
of surface charge on particle formation, the formation of hybrid lipid/silica
nanosystems using magnetic-silica with both a negative and positive surface
charge was investigated via zeta potential analysis. In order to facilitate the
creation of a net positive charge on the negatively charged silica-based surface,
the mesoporous nanoparticles were functionalised with amino groups using
aminopropyltriethoxy-silane. The results showed that the curves for both hybrid
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magnetic-nanosystems (mag-LipoSilica) overlapped with the liposome curve,
presenting similarity in the total counts and zeta potential range. No evidence of
the presence of non-entrapped inorganic material was observed, which suggests
that all the inorganic material was incorporated into the liposomes, thus
confirming that hybrid nanosystems using magnetic-MSN with both surface
charges (negative or positive) were developed.
In order to validate hybrid magnetic-nanosystem formation and to
describe its behaviour under the application of thermal stimulation, drug release
studies using a hydrophilic model drug (deferoxamine) were carried out. The
release profiles were then fitted to four kinetic mathematical models to elucidate
the mechanism of drug release from this hybrid magnetic-nanosystem type. The
MSPC-liposome formulation with non-functionalised MagMSN (hybrid magneticsilica) was selected to perform the analysis. The theoretical loading capacity was
~31 μg/mg of hybrid magnetic-nanosystem, the theoretical and experimental
entrapment (uptaking and coating) efficiency was around 99.9% and 82%,
respectively. At RT, the nanosystems showed release of less than 1% over the
first 48 hours, followed by a sustained release, postulated to be due to drug
diffusion and liposome membrane degradation. Despite this, after 17 days ~78%
of the loaded drug remained within the hybrid magnetic-nanosystem and had not
been released. In contrast, when the hybrid magnetic-nanosystem was retained
at 37°C, a higher burst release was observed of approximately 17% at 3 hours,
with ~40% release by 48 hours, afterwards followed stability of release and even
with this increased release ~45% of the drug was still entrapped at the end of the
study. Consequently, contrasting results obtained of the hybrid magneticnanosystem retained at RT and 37°C, there was a rearrangement of lipid
bilayers around of the MagMSN in the first 48 hours at 37°C. Thus, in some
cases, maintaining the particles at 37ºC is enough to elicit some form of
sustained release. As reported, stimulation at both 40°C and 42°C produced a
significant (p<0.0001) response during the first 20 min thermo-pulse, with 6.6%
and 14.5% release, respectively. Afterwards, no alteration of the release profile
was observed. With regards to the second and the third thermo-pulses, although
some release occurred at 40°C, it did not produce a significant response
(p<0.0001) as at 42°C, with 23.2% (Pulse 2) and 9.5% (Pulse 3) release. In
summary, it was identified that hybrid magnetic-nanosystem presents limited175

temperature dependent stability and is susceptible to multiple thermo-pulses.
Furthermore, based on the results for both RT and 37°C, the hybrid
lipid/magnetic-silica nanosystems tested with MSPC-liposomes and nonfunctionalised MagMSN fit the Higuchi (diffusion process) model best. Moreover,
the release rate constant is almost doubled at 37°C (2.542) compared to RT
(1.292). However, application of the Korsmeyer-Peppas model indicated
anomalous release, which means both diffusion and degradation are likely to be
occurring.
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3.6 CONCLUSION
We

synthesised

and

engineered

superparamagnetic

iron

oxide

nanoparticles, mesoporous silica-based nanoparticles and thermosensitive
phospholipid bilayers developing a hybrid lipid/magnetic-silica nanosystem with
theranostic characteristics. In vitro drug release studies showed 99.9 % of
entrapment

efficiency

of

mesoporous

magnetic-silica

nanoparticles

into

liposomes, as well as a controlled thermo-responsive system able to respond
multiple pulses and compatible with Higuchi model release mechanism.
Additionally, evidence also strongly indicated that we formed hybrid magneticnanosystems using magnetic-silica with both negative and positive surface
charges.
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4 Chapter 4 – Functionalisation of
Decellularised Arteries using a Hybrid
magnetic-Nanosystem with Theranostic
Potential
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4.1 INTRODUCTION
Tissue engineering is a highly multidisciplinary field that combines a
number of areas of science and engineering to study new possibilities for
repairing and regenerating tissues and organs. In tissue engineering, the ideal
approach is to mimic the extracellular matrix (ECM) to improve performance
during application (Dimitrievska and Niklason, 2017). Tissue-engineered
vascular grafts derived from decellularised blood vessels have considerable
advantages in regenerative medicine in that the final bioengineered scaffold
mimics the structure of biological tissue and, indeed contains the relevant
biological components (Brown and Badylak, 2014, Kim et al., 2017). However,
during the decellularisation process, biochemical signals can be removed from
the blood vessel surface. As a consequence of this, further scaffold surface
modification would be required to enrich the graft with microenvironmental cues
that promote optimal tissue remodelling (Wissing et al., 2017).
Nanoscience and nanotechnology have been extensively studied in the
fields of cancer therapies (van Elk et al., 2016) and musculoskeletal tissue
engineering (Raftery et al., 2016). More recently, these technologies have been
expanded to encompass different fields; for example, pancreatic cancer (Manzur
et al., 2017), chronic respiratory diseases (da Silva et al., 2017), skin wound
healing (Gainza et al., 2015, Hamdan et al., 2017) and cardiovascular diseases
(Vaidyanathan and Gopalakrishnan, 2017). The large majority of biomedical
applications using nanotechnology have involved the use of nanoparticles,
nanostructured hydrogels or the manufacture of synthetic nanostructured
scaffolds. Concomitantly, the technology for vascular graft manufacture has been
expanded to include the production of synthetic polymeric nanostructured
scaffolds

(Pashneh-Tala

et

al.,

2015,

Hasan

et

al.,

2014).

In

fact,

nanotechnology is a promising strategy for future advancements in vascular
tissue engineering (Mahmoudi et al., 2017, Mertens et al., 2014), with a
possibility to enable local delivery of therapeutic agents and/or medical imaging,
or even a combination of both (theranostic nanomedicine).
A number of noteworthy studies have been carried out to enhance the
surface of both synthetic (Ren et al., 2015, Tu et al., 2015, Henry et al., 2017)
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and natural materials (Dimitrievska et al., 2015, Ren et al., 2015) for their
application as vascular graft candidates. Usually, the aim of these surface
modifications has been to avoid thrombosis and intimal hyperplasia. Surface
functionalisation of scaffolds has also been reported for a variety of other
purposes (Beavers et al., 2016, Martin et al., 2014, Sylvester and Ratner, 2017).
For instance, Lopez-Noriega et al. (2014) anchored thermoresponsive liposomes
to the surface of a functionalised collagen-based scaffold for bone tissue
engineering, where this system permitted controlled delivery of a pro-osteogenic
and anti-osteoclastic therapeutic agent from the scaffold in response to an
external trigger.
Considering that the main component of the scaffold applied in the study
mentioned above was collagen (a protein which constitutes much of the ECM),
the studies which will be reported in this chapter were based on the work of
Lopez-Noriega et al. (2014) and involved the modification of the decellularised
artery surface to allow attachment of a hybrid nanosystem to the collagen matrix.
In this case, a hybrid lipid/silica-based nanosystem was selected to function as a
drug delivery system, which has a modular design and can provides a range of
possibilities in the area of vascular graft tissue engineering. Remarkably, the
mesoporous silica-based core in the hybrid lipid/silica-based nanosystem has the
ability to encapsulate multiple cargoes, including hydrophilic or hydrophobic
drugs and biological therapeutic agents. Moreover, cargo release from the hybrid
nanosystem can occur not only passively via drug diffusion or upon degradation
of the lipid membrane, but also actively in cases where the lipid formulation
responds to a particular trigger. In addition, superparamagnetic iron oxide
nanoparticles have been incorporated into the mesoporous silica nanoparticles.
This confers a dual functionality: localised heating in response to magnetic
hyperthermia, which can be used as a trigger for controlled drug release, and
contrast-enhanced imaging. In summary, this chapter is devoted to the design of
a surface modified ECM-derived scaffold, more specifically decellularised
arteries, capable of responding to local temperature changes via incorporation of
a modular and multifunctional hybrid magnetic-nanosystem.
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4.2 SPECIFIC AIM 3 – NANOMEDICINE APPLIED TO
VASCULAR GRAFTS
The main objective of this chapter was to manufacture an enhanced
decellularised artery with theranostic potential, thus initiating a new generation of
tissue-engineered vascular grafts. Therefore, it was proposed, as presented in
Figure 4.1 to link the modular and multifunctional hybrid lipid/magnetic-silica
nanosystem with theranostic characteristics developed in the previous chapter
with the decellularised arteries discussed in Chapter 2. Consequently, the
specific aims of this chapter were:
Ø To functionalise constitutive components of the decellularised arteries
surfaces to connect with the hybrid lipid-magnetic-silica nanosystem; and
investigate a method to attach the hybrid lipid/magnetic-silica nanosystem
via functionalisation of liposomes by incorporation of maleimide groups at
the bilayer’s surface.
Ø To verify via in vitro drug release studies the thermo-responsiveness of
the liposomes when transferred to a 3D environment immobilised on
decellularised artery surface.
Ø To investigate the immobilisation of the hybrid lipid/magnetic-silica
nanosystem on the surface of the decellularised arteries.
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Figure 4.1 – Schematic summarising the functionalisation of the surface of a
decellularised artery with sulfhydryl groups and the subsequent immobilisation of
thermoresponsive liposomes (LipoScaffold) or hybrid lipid/silica-based nanosystem
(LipoSilicaScaffold) both functionalised with maleimide.
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4.3 MATERIALS & METHODS
4.3.1 Bioscaffold Preparation
The scaffolds used in this study were bioscaffolds obtained from
decellularised porcine carotid arteries as previously reported (for further details,
see section 2.3.1). Arteries were either opened longitudinally and cut in discs of
5 mm in diameter (with punch), corresponding to an approximate volume of 13
mm3; or embedded in mounting medium (O.C.T. compound, VWR Chemicals,
Ireland) and further sectioned longitudinally in 100 μm slices using a rotary
cryostat (Leica microtome, Leica, Germany), at -20°C.

4.3.2 Liposome

and

Hybrid

Lipid/Silica-based

Nanosystem

Functionalisation
With the main aim to immobilise the hybrid lipid/magnetic-silica
nanosystem at the surface of the bioscaffold, liposomes were previously
functionalised by incorporating DSPE-PEG2000-Maleimide in the formulation.
The production of these functionalised liposomes is reported in the previous
chapter (further details, section 3.3.3), as well as the hybrid lipid/magnetic-silica
nanosystem formation (details, section 3.3.4). The loading process used is also
outlined in the previous chapter (section 3.3.3 or section 3.3.2.4).

4.3.3 Functionalisation

of

Decellularised

Arteries

and

Immobilisation of Hybrid Lipid/Silica-based Nanosystem
on the Surface
Decellularised arteries were functionalised based on a previously
published protocol (Lopez-Noriega et al., 2014). Sulfhydryl (SH) groups on the
surface of the arteries were used to anchor the liposomes, which were modified
with maleimide groups prior to the surface binding. Firstly, in order to achieve
this, the bioscaffolds were immersed for 2 hours in a solution of 0.33 mM N183

succinimidyl S-acetylthioacetate (SATA, Sigma-Aldrich) in dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO, Sigma-Aldrich), followed by three washes in 1 mL of PBS for ten
minutes each. Then immediately before the immobilisation, in order to form a
thioether bond between the introduced thiol groups of the bioscaffolds and
maleimide groups present on the surface of the liposomes (or of the hybrid
lipid/silica-based nanosystems), the sulfhydryls on the scaffold surface were
exposed by deacetylation using a solution of 0.5 M hydroxylamine-HCl (SigmaAldrich), 25 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA, Sigma Aldrich) in PBS
at pH 7.4 for 2 hours. Afterwards, the deacetylated bioscaffolds were washed in
1 mL of PBS three times. Both functionalised and non-functionalised (negative
control) bioscaffolds were then immersed for at least 2 hours, either in a
suspension of thermoresponsive maleimide-functionalised MSPC-liposomes (or
in a suspension of the hybrid lipid/silica-based nanosystems, namely
LipoSilicaScaffold). Finally, the scaffolds were washed in 1 mL of PBS three
times. A more detailed description of the protocol can be observed in Figure 4.2,
and schematic of the chemical reactions in the Figure 4.3.
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Bioscaffold
(see section 2.3.1)

Solution A
Add 40 μg SATA + 500 μL DMSO

Incubated for 2 hours RT
Washed in 1 mL of PBS
for ten minutes (3x)

Note1
Stored indefinitely

Deacetylation

Solution B
Add 500 μL of 0.365 g EDTA and 17.4
mg hydroxylamine in PBS solution

Incubated for 2 hours RT
Note2
Use immediately

Washed in 1 mL of PBS (3x)

Maleimide-functionalised
Liposomes or Hybrid Lipid/Silicabased Nanosystem
Added suspension aliquots

Hybrid Nanosystems Attachment

Incubated for 2 hours RT

Note 3
Liposomes or hybrid l i p i d /silica-based
nanosystem formulations
(see section 3.3.3 or 3.3.2 and 3.3.4)

Washed in 1 mL of PBS (3x)
LipoScaffold or LipoSilicaScaffold
Formation

Figure 4.2 – Details of the surface functionalisation of decellularised arteries with
sulfhydryl groups and the subsequent immobilisation of thermoresponsive liposomes or
the hybrid lipid/silica-based nanosystems both of which had been functionalised with
maleimide groups.
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Figure 4.3 – Schematic representation of the chemical reactions involved in the
manufacture of bioscaffolds (ECM-derived scaffolds) modified with hybrid
nanosystems: (1) decellularised arteries were modified with SATA, (2) deacetylation
process and (3) attachment of maleimide-containing liposomes or maleimidecontaining hybrid lipid/silica-based nanosystems to the decellularised surface. Adapted
from (ThermoFisherScientific, 2009).

4.3.4 Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy
In order to verify the immobilisation and distribution of liposomes on the
surface of the functionalised scaffolds, a confocal laser scanning microscope
(Carl Zeiss LSM 710) with objectives of 10x (Plan-Neofluar 10x, NA 0.30), 20x
(W Plan-Apochromat 20x, NA 1.0) and 100x (alpha Plan-Fluar 100x, NA 1.45)
was used. The liposomes used were fluorescently labelled with Rhodamine B
(see section 3.3.3). Both qualitative and quantitative analyses were carried out
on functionalised and non-functionalised (negative control) LipoScaffolds.
Images taken at 0 and 24 hours were compared as part of this analysis. ImageJ
was used for the quantitative analysis of the images obtained.

4.3.5 Light and Fluorescence Microscopy
In order to verify the immobilisation and distribution of the maleimidecontaining hybrid lipid/silica-based nanosystems on the functionalised bioscaffold
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surface were assessed with fluorescent and light microscopy and digital image
acquisition using an inverted microscope (Nikon Eclipse 90i, camera DSR4i) with
objectives of 10x/20x/100x/200x and exposure of 100 ms. By studying the
interaction of the maleimide-containing hybrid lipid/silica-based nanosystems
with the scaffold surface, it was also possible to assess the formation of the lipid
coating on the surface of mesoporous silica-based nanoparticles with different
surface charge: (i) non-functionalised and (ii) functionalised. Therefore, for this
purpose, instead of using fluorescently labelled liposomes, the mesoporous
silica-based nanoparticles were fluorescently labelled with FITC (see section
3.3.2). Both qualitative and quantitative analyses were carried out on
functionalised scaffolds containing the hybrid lipid/silica-based nanosystems or
uncoated mesoporous silica-based nanoparticles (negative control), with images
obtained at 0 and 24 hours after the addition of the hybrid nanosystems. ImageJ
was used for quantitative analysis.

4.3.6 Cryo-Scanning Electron Microscopy
Scanning Electron Microscopy with cryo-imaging capabilities (Cryo-SEM,
Zeiss Ultra Plus, Germany) was performed to verify the attachment of the hybrid
lipid/magnetic-silica nanosystems to the collagen fibres of the scaffold. Samples
were maintained in PBS until they could be mounted directly onto aluminium
stubs. The excess liquid was removed gently with soft paper and then the
sample was immediately immersed in liquid N2 for cryo-preparation before
observation under on the microscope.

4.3.7 In Vitro Drug Release Tests
Release studies were carried out in order to (i) verify that the thermoresponsiveness of the liposomes was retained when they were transferred to a
3D environment in the scaffold, and (ii) estimate the amount of drug immobilised
on the surface of the LipoScaffolds. The studies were carried out at 37°C in a
shaking water bath and at day 2 and day 4 samples received a thermo-stimulus
at 40°C for 20 minutes and the temperature reverted to 37°C. The release media
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aliquots were then removed and replaced by fresh PBS. At the end of the
studies, to ascertain the amount of drug remaining on the surface of the
LipoScaffolds, a solution containing Triton X100 (1% v/v) was added and
samples were sonicated and heated at 43°C for 1h to guarantee full disruption of
the liposome coating. Aliquots were then removed for analysis at a later time. As
in the previous chapter, the model drug used here was deferroxamine (DFO),
which required complexation with an equal volume of 4 mM iron (lll) chloride
(Sigma Aldrich, Ireland) for determination. Prior to analysis, the samples were
centrifuged (20.000 rpm) and the supernatant removed. Analysis was carried out
via high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC, Agilent 1120 Compact LC)
with a Phenomenex Gemini 5u C18 110 Å, 250 x 4.6 mm column at a flow rate of
1 mL/min and UV detection at 440 nm. DFO concentrations were calculated by
comparing the obtained area under the curve to a standard calibration curve
which ranged from 0 to 185 μg/mL (see Figure 3.9). The mobile phase
composition was acetonitrile:phosphate buffer (10%:90% v/v), containing 20 mM
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA, Sigma Aldrich) and pH adjusted to 6.5.

4.3.8 Statistical Analysis
Experiments were performed at least three times. Quantitative data are
presented as the mean ± SD. Statistical analyses were carried out using
GraphPad Prism 7.0, one-way ANOVA, Tukey HSD.
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4.4 RESULTS
4.4.1 Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy
Figure 4.4 shows qualitative and quantitative studies of the immobilisation
and distribution of fluorescently labelled maleimide-liposomes on the surface of
the functionalised and non-functionalised (negative control) decellularised
arteries. Images taken at 0 (Figure 4.4A,D) and 24 hours from the external
(Figure 4.4B,E) and internal (Figure 4.4C,F) surface were compared and it was
possible to verify that for decellularised arteries with functionalised surface the
liposomes remained at the surface even after washing at 24 hours. Moreover, in
order to confirm the existence of remaining liposomes on the surface,
quantitative analysis of the external surface images was carried out which
confirmed statistical pronunciation of p < 0.0001, Figure 4.4G. Additionally, from
the qualitative and quantitative analysis, it was notice that although both
decellularised arteries were treated with the same amount the liposome
suspension, at time 0h approximately 50% of the liposomes had been washed
off the non-functionalised surface. In sum, contrasting the results at 24 hours
showed that less than 20% of the liposomes remained on the non-functionalised
surface. In summary, the immobilisation and distribution of maleimide-liposomes
on the surface of the functionalised decellularised arteries was successful.
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Figure 4.4 – LipoScaffolds: (A-F) Qualitative and (G) quantitative results based on
confocal microscopy images of fluorescently labelled maleimide-liposomes on the
surface of the functionalised (D-F) and non-functionalised decellularised arteries. G)
Fluorescence intensity quantification via ImageJ data analysis. Statistical analysis:
one-way ANOVA, Tukey HSD (n=5, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001). All the
samples present magnification of 100x and scale bar of 200 μm.

4.4.2 In Vitro Drug Release Tests
Drug release studies were performed to verify the thermo-response of
liposomes transferred to a 3D environment, i.e. attached to the decellularised
artery surface, as shown in Figure 4.5. At 48 hours when the first thermostimulus at 40°C for 20 minutes occurred, approximately 38% (35ng) of the
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entrapped drug was released. The LipoScaffold held at a constant temperature
of 37ºC required four days to release a comparable amount of drug. The second
thermo-stimulus caused approximately 12 % (11ng) drug release. In the group
that received the thermos-stimulus, all drug had been released at by day six. In
contrast LipoScaffolds at 37°C still contained approximately 16% of the originally
entrapped drug. The drug amount immobilised on the LipoScaffolds was
estimated to be 90 ng/ 13 mm3 of scaffold.

A

B

Figure 4.5 – Cumulative drug release in A) nanograms and B) in percentage based on
in vitro DFO drug release studies of thermoresponsive MSPC-Liposomes covalently
linked to decellularised arteries.
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4.4.3 Light and Fluorescent Microscopy
Figure 4.6 shows fluorescent microscopic images used for qualitative and
quantitative investigation of nanosystem immobilisation. Results of these
analyses were fundamental in the investigation of: (i) nanosystem formation, (ii)
nanosystem formation in the presence of the different surface charge presented
by the mesoporous silica-based nanoparticles, as well as (iii) the immobilisation
and distribution of the nanosystem on the surface of the decellularised arteries.
In order to make the design of this analysis feasible, both functionalised and nonfunctionalised mesoporous silica-based nanoparticles were fluorescently FITClabelled instead of the liposomes. In this case it was hypothesised that inorganic
nanoparticles could only be retained on the surface of the decellularised arteries
following washing if nanosystem formation had been successful. This theory
emerged because the covalent link between the nanosystem and the artery
surface could only be formed in the presence of the maleimide group present on
the liposomes but not on the inorganic nanoparticles. Therefore, based on this
hypothesis, the results confirmed the nanosystem formation. Additionally, the
results corroborated formation of nanosystem for both positive (functionalised)
and negative (non-functionalised) surface charge on the mesoporous silicabased nanoparticles. As observed in the Figure 4.6A-B and Figure 4.6F-G for
inorganic nanoparticles alone, the distribution was heterogeneous and after
washings at 0h and 24h the fluorescence intensity decreased. These results
were confirmed by quantitative analysis as reported in Figure 4.6E and Figure
4.6J, showing statistical significance. Additionally, the results confirmed the
immobilisation of both maleimide-nanosystems on the surface of functionalised
decellularised arteries, therefore confirming the formation of LipoSilicaScaffolds
with mesoporous silica-based nanoparticles on both functionalised and nonfunctionalised decellularised arteries.
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Figure 4.6 – LipoSilicaScaffolds: (A-D, F-I) qualitative and (E,J) quantitative 20%results
based on light and fluorescent microscopy images of fluorescently FITC-labelled
mesoporous silica-based nanoparticles on non-functionalised and functionalised (F-I)
decellularised arteries. E-J) Fluorescence intensity quantification, measured by ImageJ
data analysis, statistical analysis: One-way ANOVA, Tukey HSD (n=5, *p<0.05,
**p<0.01, ****p<0.0001). All samples magnification of 200X and scale bar of 200 μm.

4.4.4 Cryo-Scanning Electron Microscopy
The attachment of the magnetic-nanosystem on the surface of the
decellularised arteries was verified as shown in Figure 4.7. Based on the results
was possible to confirm the attachment to the collagen fibres for magneticnanosystems with both magnetic-silica surface charges.
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HYBRID MAGNETIC-NANOSYSTEMS
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Non-functionalised Magnetic-Silica
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Figure 4.7 – CryoSEM images (obtained using detector SE2 or In-Lens) of the surface of
decellularised arteries manufactured with magnetic hybrid-nanosystem with theranostic
characteristics: A) decellularised surface without nanosystems (control, scale bar of 20
μm); B,D,F) decellularised surface with nanosystems using functionalised magneticsilica core (respectively, scale bar of 20 μm, 2 μm and 200 nm); and C,E,G)
decellularised surface with nanosystems using non-functionalised magnetic-silica core
(respectively, scale bar of 20 μm, 2 μm and 200 nm).
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4.5 DISCUSSION
Biochemical, biomechanical and biophysical cues from tissue-engineered
scaffolds have been recognised as playing a significant role in tissue engineering
and regenerative medicine, this is even more pronounced for vascular grafts
because need to cover for all immediate, short, middle and long time
applications.

Beyond

having

good

mechanical

properties

that

secure

biomechanical functionality, the surface topographic signals are essential to
avoid thrombosis and intimal hyperplasia in the short term as well as to allow
endothelialisation. Research groups have already performed studies on the
aforementioned cues (Dimitrievska et al., 2015), however the majority of these
have involved synthetic grafts and generally focussed only on the luminal area
(Hashi et al., 2010, Janairo et al., 2012, Gong et al., 2016, Evans et al., 2015,
Qiu et al., 2017, Xu and Siedlecki, 2017). In this chapter, the full surface
modification of ECM-derived scaffolds from decellularised carotid arteries was
performed allowing the anchoring of a multifunctional nanosystem with
theranostic characteristics to the scaffold surface. This system can potentially be
used for a variety of future applications in the area of vascular graft tissue
engineering, such as monitoring post-surgery and local delivery of specific
cargos that can ‘intelligently’ control cargo release to enhance the therapeutic
effect by avoiding concentrations above (cytotoxicity) or below (ineffectiveness)
the therapeutic range, as well as can possibly balance therapeutic effects without
poising the regeneration of tissue process.
The surface of decellularised arteries was functionalised with sulfhydryl
groups to receive the nanosystem previously functionalised with maleimide
groups incorporating it in DSPE-PEG2000 liposome coating structure. Initially
studies were carried out to study the immobilisation and distribution of
fluorescently labelled maleimide-liposomes on the surface of the thiolfunctionalised and non-functionalised decellularised arteries, to verify the results
were in accordance with the literature (Lopez-Noriega et al., 2014). Although this
previous work involved the use of a collagen-hydroxyapatite scaffold for
controlled delivery of a pro-osteogenic and antiosteoclastic therapeutic agent,
the chemistry involved to functionalise the scaffold surface served as the basis
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for this chapter. In our study both qualitative and quantitative analysis showed
that in the case of decellularised arteries with surface functionalisation the
liposomes remained at the surface even after washing at 24 hours (p<0.0001). In
comparison, in the non-functionalised group at time 0h approximately 50% of the
liposomes had been washed off and that at 24 hours less than 20% of the
liposomes were retained on the surface. This confirms that the previously
described technique for liposome immobilisation can be applied to ECM-derived
scaffolds from decellularised carotid arteries.
Chemical strategies to modify collagen-based materials are highlighted by
Kong (2015) where biochemical cues can be incorporated into the scaffold to
enhance it’s effect thus advancing the efficacy of traditional scaffolds used for
tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. It is important to identify the
source and the chemical products to be used in the scaffold modification as well
as associated by-products, as those can affect the biological responses. For
example, Khan et al. (2015) aimed to modify the surface of a polycarbonate
urethane film with zwitterionic polynorbornene for vascular graft applications.
They used l-cysteine or b-mercaptoethanol as thiol agents in the presence of din-butyltin dilaurate to immobilise sulfhydryl groups onto the surface. In vitro tests
showed that surfaces treated with b-mercaptoethanol exhibited less cell viability
and higher cytotoxic effects than those treated with l-cysteine, despite having
similar hydrophilicity. In this thesis, SATA (N-succinimidyl S-acetylthioacetate)
was used as the thiol agent to modify the decellularised arteries. SATA formed a
covalent amide bond with the primary amines group of lysines on collagen fibrils.
The whole reaction is categorised as mild and non-denaturing reactions at room
temperature

thus

maintaining

the

integrity

of

the

scaffold

structure

(ThermoFisherScientific, 2009). The deacylation was carried out using
hydroxylamine and EDTA solution to expose the sulfhydryl groups allowing
conjugation with the maleimide group from DSPE-PEG2000-maleimide.
Furthermore to avoid any possible negative effect from the functionalisation
process on the downstream biological response, the amount of SATA used for
functionalisation was 40 μg of SATA/scaffold. This decision was based on
Lopez-Noriega et al. (2014), reasoned due to the fact that the amount of
liposomes attached to the scaffold has previously been observed to be
independent of the concentration of SH groups on the scaffold surface.
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To manufacture a vascular graft that would allow controlled delivery of a
therapeutic agent, passively and/or actively in response to an external trigger,
was one of the goals of this chapter. Consequently, drug release studies were
carried out to investigate the thermo-response of liposomes with the DPPC–
MSPC–DSPE–PEG2000–maleimide formulation in a 3D environment. The
liposomes anchored to the scaffold surface carrying DFO and held at a constant
temperature of 37ºC only released approximately 5% until 48 hours. They
subsequently showed thermo-responsivity following application of a stimulus on
two separate occasions. The first thermo-stimulus (40°C for 20 minutes before
reverting to 37ºC) was applied at 48 hours, resulting in a release of
approximately 38% (35ng) of the entrapped drug. The second thermo-stimulus
caused approximately 12% (11ng) drug release. In the group that received the
thermo-stimulus, all drug had been released by day six. In contrast, LipoScaffold
held at a constant temperature of 37ºC required four days to release a
comparable amount of drug to that released by the first pulse and at day 8
approximately 16% of the original drug was still entrapped in this formulation.
The amount of drug immobilised on the LipoScaffolds was estimated to be 90 ng/
13 mm3 of scaffold. In summary based on the results, it was possible to verify
that the thermo-responsivity of liposomes was retained when the system was
transferred to the 3D environment. Furthermore, the results confirmed the
formation of a controlled drug delivery system that can be activated by an
applied external trigger to allow predictable release of a therapeutic agent.
Appropriate rational design of nanomaterials is the key to the successful
integration of nanomedicine into traditional tissue engineering and regenerative
medicine strategies. In the early days, successful biomaterials were generally
those considered to be bioinert and biocompatible. More recently advances in
biomedical and materials science engineering as well as their synergy,
biomaterials have taken on a new role and have themselves become the agents
that emit biological cues to generate a variety of biological responses.
Furthermore, it is now recognised that one material can promote different
reactions depending on the treatment and surface characteristics. Going forward,
the goal is to develop these materials further with regard to delivery of
therapeutics, managing the timing between biological cues, processes and
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responses. In this chapter, the overall aim was to develop a vascular graft
surface modified by incorporation of a theranostic hybrid-nanomedicine system
with adaptability for multiple applications; and based on the results collected, this
was achieved. As previously investigated using only liposomes, qualitative
investigation also showed that the formed hybrid lipid/silica-based nanosystem
(composite

of

mesoporous

silica-based

nanoparticles

entrapped

in

thermoresponsive liposomes) could be immobilised on the surface of the
decellularised arteries. This was confirmed by statistical analyses with
significance of p<0.0001. Moreover, based on the hypothesis that, after washing,
inorganic nanoparticles could only be retained on the surface of the
decellularised arteries if nanosystem formation had been successfully formed,
this is because the covalent link between the nanosystem and the artery surface
could only be formed in the presence of the malemide group, which is present on
the liposomes but not on the inorganic nanoparticles. Hence, the above results
confirmed the nanosystem formation for both positive (functionalised) and
negative (non-functionalised) surface charge of the mesoporous silica-based
nanoparticles. Therefore, based on the results it is possible to conclude the
successful modification of decellularised artery surface using different hybridnanosystems.
Furthermore, based on the studies carried out in the previous chapter
regarding the development of superparamagnetic-nanosystems, it is also
possible to conclude that we manufactured hybrid nanosystem-bioscaffolds with
theranostic characteristics that allow targeted release of therapeutics either
passively or actively, in response to an applied external trigger. For example,
with a local and controlled delivery of specific cargos, such as of hydrophilic
drugs e.g. heparin to prevent thrombus formation or the anti-bacterial
vancomycin; or the use of hydrophobic drugs such as tacrolimus and
dexamethasone for immunomodulation. Advantages and disadvantages exist to
the use of these anti-inflammatory and immunosuppressant drugs poising the
tissue regeneration, but studies have suggested that a controlled, small dose of
dexamethasone can retain the effect of reducing the localised acute
inflammatory response while exerting a cytoprotective action (Ding et al., 2010,
Webber et al., 2012). Consequently, this can possibly permit a regeneration
process with the balancing of immunomodulation, wound healing and tissue
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formation/remodeling. Moreover, as the lipid/silica hybrid nanosystem presents a
modular design that allow not only chemical agents but also biological agents,
this suggest the possibility of a personalised platform which can contribute to
future strategies to study the performance of vascular grafts following surgery
with monitoring, as well as a new horizon for tissue engineering and the
regeneration process.
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4.6 CONCLUSION
Lipid/silica

hybrid-nanosystems

with

theranostic

capability

were

successfully distributed and immobilised on the surface of decellularized arteries
by covalent bonds formed between sulfhydryl and maleimide groups. ECMderived scaffolds from decellularized arteries were manufactured and combined
with hybrid-nanosystems capable of passive or suitable for active triggered drug
release. An additional feature of the hybrid nanosystem-bioscaffold is the
possibility of being used as a non-invasive mediator to study the performance of
vascular grafts following implantation thus representing a new frontier in the
application of nanosystems for theranostic purposes.
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5 Chapter 5 – Discussion
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5.1 OVERVIEW
The research in this PhD thesis was conducted on current essential
requirements for advances in tissue-engineered blood vessels as well as some
strategies for future development to enrich performance of these engineered
blood vessels. The initial part of this PhD thesis involved the development of a
novel method to enhance recellularization of the tunica media of the
decellularized carotid artery wall. The second part of this research related to the
development of hybrid magnetic-nanomedicines with modular design and
theranostic potential that can be applied from cancer therapy to tissue
engineering

and

regenerative

medicine.

The

third

part

involved

the

functionalisation of the surface of the decellularized arteries with these hybrid
nanomedicines, producing tissue-engineered blood vessels modified with “smart”
thermal stimulus-responsive nanosystems capable of multi-trigger release. In
summary, the research in this PhD thesis involved tissue-engineered vascular
grafts, nanomedicines and the integration of these two fields.

5.1.1 Chapter 2: Modification of Decellularized Carotid Arteries
to Enhance Cellular Repopulation of the Tunica Media
Repopulation of tissue-engineered blood vessels from decellularized
scaffolds with a patient’s own cells to reduce immunogenicity is a major goal in
vascular tissue engineering. This is not a trivial task due to the dense ECM and
poor interconnections between the multiple concentric-laminar layers in the
tunica media which impede cells migrating in the radial direction, resulting in
limited cellular repopulation and remodeling (Sheridan et al., 2012, Sheridan et
al., 2014a, Sheridan et al., 2014b, Negishi et al., 2017). Studies have already
showed progress in repopulating the tunica media via a sheet-rolled scaffold,
where ECM-derived scaffolds from decellularized fibroblast cell sheets were
seeded with hMSCs, rolled around mandrels and matured for 2 weeks in
bioreactors (Xing et al., 2017). However, despite the promising results, this preseeding can compromise the final biomechanical characteristics of the scaffold,
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which is one of the essential requirements for vascular conduits. In chapter 2 a
cost effective microneedle-based device to modify the physical structure of the
decellularized artery in a minimally invasive manner was developed by creating
radial microchannels. This preserved the biomechanical properties and the ECM
integrity, while enhancing the radial cellular repopulation of the tunica media.
According to the tensile uniaxial mechanical tests carried out, the radial
microchannels on the decellularized arterial specimens did not significantly alter
the properties compared to the two decellularised-based controls. The only major
difference identified was that all decellularised-based scaffolds (controls and
radial-modified) had a stiffer elastin phase in comparison to the native specimens
(control 1). Furthermore, during the ramp-up phase of the creep tests, all
decellularized groups also presented failure in comparison to 100% of the intact
native specimens, but the radial-modified group presented the highest survival
rate (66%) in comparison to the other two decellularized controls (40%). The
failures were associated with the strain-rate dependent failure mechanism
observed within the tissue, such as, matrix discontinuity, intermolecular crosslinking or even intramolecular material flow (Li, 2016, Ottenio et al., 2015).
Moreover, the specimens were exposed to an instantaneous loading of 33% of
the

ultimate

tensile

strength,

which

significantly

exceeds

physiological

hypertensive conditions (Konig et al., 2009), which indicates that this may not be
a concern in a clinical scenario. The creep tests also showed strong evidence
that the insertion of longitudinal injection-needles into the tunica media induced
sharp changes in the mechanical properties (control 3), predominantly with
regard to the elastic modulus and viscosity. We hypothesise that this is due to
the rupture of the interconnecting collagen fibres between the concentric layers
of the tunica media, indicating that these fibres are vital to maintaining the
stability of the arteries. Subsequently, comparing radial-modified scaffolds with
the all controls, it was categorical that the modification of scaffolds with the radial
microchannels would present less negative effects than longitudinal modification
(control 3), because the radial microchannels would not break the connecting
fibres. This phenomenon has previously been reported based on both the
theoretical effects of needles application (Abolhassani et al., 2007) and the
insertion of holes (Yang et al., 2015) in soft biological tissue, as well as using the
theoretical model of homogenous rubber with a circular hole; where the stress
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concentration factor may reduce depending on the alignment of the polymer
chains around the hole in the stretch direction. Furthermore, it has been
suggested that depending on the degree of deformation, this could even
eliminate the stress concentration (Khajehsaeid, 2015). In conclusion, the
addition of a circular hole to a hyperelastic arterial specimen that is loaded in
tension is not as detrimental when compared to the effect of this longitudinal
discontinuity in a more brittle or ductile material and could potentially be viewed
as not having created a discontinuity in the specimen’s geometry.
The goal of Chapter 2 was to enhance the radial cellular repopulation of
the tunica media of the decellularised arteries. The hypothesis here was that
minimally invasive radial modification using a microneedle-device would create
the radial microchannels which would allow the cells to migrate through and
enter different layers in the tunica media. Indeed, this was evidenced
qualitatively and quantitatively in both studies of repopulation: injection seeding
and bioreactor-seeding. In accordance with the previous observations of
Sheridan et al, it was observed that indeed the configuration of the decellularised
arteries is a barrier to radial repopulation. Here we also proved that said barrier
could be overcome using a minimally invasive device as opposed to a
detrimental method such as laser application.
In chapter 2 a prototype of a dual vacuum and perfusion bioreactorseeding process was also developed. This permitted multiple re-perfusions of the
same concentrated cell suspension through the scaffolds free of entrapped air
and fluid that could adversely affect the permeability. This seeding method
confirmed and quantified that the radial microchannels facilitated cell migration
and this is independent of the seeding system applied, moreover cell distribution
through the tunica media could also be significantly enhanced. In summary
based on all the studies carried out in this chapter, the application of a novel
microneedle device could be a pathway forward not only for the modification of
blood vessel grafts but also for other tissue-engineered constructs. Additionally,
the design of the device could be modified to deliver chemotactic agents and
specific cells that could be guided layer-by-layer into tissue-engineered grafts to
further enhance repopulation.
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5.1.2 Chapter 3: Hybrid Magnetic Nanosystem Development for
Theranostics
Nanoscience and nanotechnology studies and advances have now
achieved some success in biomedical applications, particularly with regard to the
design of new drug delivery systems. For example stimulus-responsive
nanomedicines, which can provide localised and triggered cargo release, as well
as protecting the loaded cargo from degradation and overcoming the effects of
drug resistance. Furthermore, these nanomedicines have been studied to
provide more specific and directed treatment for diseases combined with
diagnosis, thus developing theranostic nanomedicines. Stimuli-responsive
lipid/silica hybrid nanosystems have a modular design and multifunctional
platforms capable of delivering at least three different cargos simultaneously
(growth factors, hydrophilic and hydrophobic drugs). Moreover, the incorporation
of SPIONs into such nanomedicines presents the opportunity to combine smart
triggered drug delivery with diagnosis. This ability stems from their dual nature,
as magnetic hyperthermia mediators and MRI contrast agents; consequently,
producing a nanomedicine with theranostic properties. In this Chapter a
lipid/silica hybrid magnetic nanosystem was developed aiming to provide a
uniform coating of magnetic mesoporous silica nanoparticles with the
thermoresponsive phospholipid bilayers via an efficient, clean and reproducible
manufacturing process. Furthermore, the versatility of such a multifunctional
platform could be applied in different drug delivery systems from cancer therapy
to tissue engineering and regenerative medicine.
The advantages of mesoporous silica-based nanoparticles for drug
delivery stem from the possibility to create a nanoscaffold structure, which,
following the removal of the porogenic template agent remains a 2D hexagonal
array of mesopores capable of achieving high drug loading. Initially, to provide a
magnetic case for the nanosystems manufactured, magnetic mesoporous silica
nanoparticles were synthesized with ultra-small iron oxide (maghemite)
nanoparticles (<10 nm) entrapped inside a mesoporous silica matrix based on
the method used in previous studies (Ruiz-Hernandez et al., 2011, Baeza, 2012).
These formulations were then thoroughly characterised. MagMSN analyses via
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XRD, TGA, FTIR, TEM and N2 adsorption/desorption were performed and
collectively

confirmed

that

the

required

mesoporosity

was

generated.

Additionally, the porosimetry analysis also showed a type IV isotherm
characteristic of MCM-41, with pore volume of 0.62 cm3/g, pore size of 3.05 nm
and BET surface area of 709.45 m2/g. Concomitantly, a novel approach was
developed to load mesoporous nanoparticles under a pre-vacuum loading. This
increased the loading potential of the mesoporous nanoparticles from ~25 μg of
DFO/mg to ~65 μg of DFO/mg of MagMSN, an increase of more than 2.5-fold.
Additionally, magnetization measurements of both maghemite and MagMSN by
VSM showed a hysteresis looping with zero coercivity, which is characteristic of
superparamagnetics. Moreover, the hyperthermia test carried out under an
alternating magnetic field also exhibited a thermal response. Thus making
magnetic silica a great candidate for use as a “ON/OFF switch” for stimulusresponsive nanosystems which could be used as MRI contrast agents.
Similar to SPION and MSN-based nanoparticles, phospholipid-based
nanomedicines are widely investigated as drug delivery systems. The
phospholipid bilayer vesicles (liposomes) have broad potential because they can
mimic a cellular membrane and are capable of loading hydrophilic cargo in the
core or hydrophobic cargo within the membrane or can be surface modified with
various moieties. Depending on their composition, these liposomes can display
different thermosensitive responses and thus achieve cargo release above its
phase transition temperature. This characteristic is exemplified by DPPC-based
liposomes widely investigated for cancer therapy (Iyer et al., 2013) (O'Neill et al.,
2017) (Lu and Ten Hagen, 2017). Additionally, the composition can be modified
for different purposes, for example: incorporating polyethylene glycol (PEG),
which enhances biodistribution or prolongs blood circulation time while also
reducing phagocyte uptake and preventing blood protein adsorption. The release
kinetics of the thermosensitive liposomes can also be modified by incorporating,
for example MSPC to produce stabilised channels for more rapid cargo release
or by incorporating cholesterol to confer more stability to the membrane and
prevent premature release. Here, two liposome compositions containing
thermosensitive DPPC-based lipids were selected (with a view to their
application for tissue engineering and regenerative medicine). One formulation
had MSPC lysolipid and the second formulation contained cholesterol.
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The thermo-sensitivity of both MSPC-liposome and Cholesterol-liposome
formulations was initially investigated via DSC which showed phase transition
temperatures at 41.5°C and 41.2°C, respectively. Additionally, in vitro drug
release studies at various, distinct trigger temperatures were performed and
distinct behaviour was observed. MSPC-liposomes did not show any burst
release prior to the heat pulses at 48 hours, where the first temperature to show
an immediate triggered release response was 40ºC, but after the second pulse
samples subjected to activation at 39ºC showed a sharp release. Besides this, it
was observed that all samples showed alteration in their release profile following
the application of a pulse, indicating alteration of the liposome structure.
Additionally, it was observed that the release kinetics were proportional to the
temperature applied i.e samples activated at 42°C presented twice the amount of
release compared to the groups activated at 40°C and those activated at
45/50ºC had ~4-fold higher release. Moreover, MSPC-liposome formulations
showed that at 37°C no sustained release occurs before the 6th day, thus the
release (~ 20-25%) seems to be resulting from degradation. With regards to the
cholesterol-liposome formulation, a sustained release of the encapsulated drug
began at 24 hours, with no significant release following the first thermal pulse at
different temperatures; however, following the second pulse the thermoresponse was more prominent with responses seen at temperatures from 39ºC
upwards. Conversely, for the cholesterol-liposome formulation the release profile
indicated no significant alteration following application of the pulses, although in
the 41°C pulse group the release profile following removal of the pulse
suggested some alteration. Based on these results, it was possible to
understand that with or without a thermo-stimulus, the Cholesterol-liposome
formulation was more stable and underwent less structural degradation than the
MSPC-liposome formulation and more release by diffusion. These findings are in
some ways in accordance with recent studies carried out by (Lu and Ten Hagen,
2017). The studies in question showed the huge influence the DPPC/DSPC ratio
as well as cholesterol addition can have on both kinetic release and determining
the interfaces between solid and liquid phases at transition temperature as
presented in Figure 5.1.
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C

B

Figure 5.1 – DPPC-DSPC based thermosensitive liposomes studies with regard to
composition and kinetic release: A) themodiagram phases for DPPC-based liposomes,
B) profile releases of DPPC liposomes containing cholesterol in the composition, C)
schematic explanation about the effect of combination DPPC-DSCP liposomes on
membrane surface and how this responds to temperatures (Lu and Ten Hagen, 2017),
reprinted with permission

Once the components for the theranostic nanomedicines had been
extensively studied, we proceeded to manufacture. The majority of the current
methods employed to form a lipid/silica nanosystem, involves the mixing of MSN
with extruded liposomes, which is time consuming, involves a significant waste of
material and prolonged exposure to a non-clean environment. In order to
overcome these issues, a procedure adapted using sonication of concentrated
organic/inorganic suspensions based on (Meng et al., 2015) was adopted. Here
the effect of mesoporous magnetic-silica nanoparticle with both a negative and
positive surface charges on the formation of hybrid lipid/magnetic-silica
nanosystems was also investigated via measurement of Zeta potential. This
analysis confirmed the system had been developed. Then, in order to validate
nanosystem formation and to describe its behaviour under the application of
thermal stimulation, drug release studies using a hydrophilic model drug
(deferoxamine) were carried out. The release profiles were then fitted to four
kinetic mathematical models to elucidate the mechanism of drug release from
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this type of hybrid lipid/silica-based nanosystem. The MSPC-liposome
formulation with non-functionalised MagMSN was selected for the analysis. The
theoretical loading capacity was ~31 μg/mg of nanosystem, the theoretical
entrapment efficiency (uptaking and coating) was 99.9% and the entrapment
efficiency (uptaking and coating) efficiency was around 82%. At RT, the
nanosystems showed release of less than 1% over the first 48 hours and after 17
days ~78% of the loaded drug remained, postulated to be due to drug diffusion
and liposome membrane degradation. When the nanosystem was retained at
37°C, a higher burst release was observed of approximately 17% at 3 hours, with
~40% release by 48 hours, and after 17 days ~45% of the drug was still
entrapped. Consequently, contrasting results obtained of the nanosystem
retained at RT and 37°C, there was a rearrangement of lipid bilayers around the
MagMSN in the first 48 hours at 37°C, which was also observed by the Protocell
pioneer (Ashley et al., 2011). Moreover, (Folliet et al., 2011) studied the
lipid/silica interface

using DPPC lipid and showed that phosphate moieties are

not directly interacting with silanols, where the stabilization is in the presence of
a thin layer of water between the interfaces forming a H–bond network. (Jing et
al., 2014) also studied the lipid/silica interface using QCM, where the dynamics
and thermal activation of the bilayers occurring in response to temperature could
be observed and were shown to change the viscoelastic properties of the
liposomes. Therefore, in some cases, maintaining the particles at 37ºC is
enough to elicit some form of sustained release. With regards to stimulation at
both 40°C and 42°C, these produced a significant (p<0.0001) response during
the first 20 min thermo-pulse, with 6.6% and 14.5% release, respectively. At the
second and the third thermo-pulses, although some release occurred at 40°C, it
did not produce a significant response (p<0.0001) as at 42°C, with 23.2% (Pulse
2) and 9.5% (Pulse 3) release. No alteration of the release profile was observed
following the pulses. In summary, it was identified that the nanosystem presents
limited-temperature dependent stability and is susceptible to multiple thermopulses. Furthermore, based on the results for both RT and 37°C, the lipid/silica
hybrid

magnetic

nanosystems

tested

with

MSPC-liposomes

and

non-

functionalised MagMSN fit the Higuchi (diffusion process) model best. Moreover,
the release rate constant is almost doubled at 37°C (2.542) compared to RT
(1.292). However, application of the Korsmeyer-Peppas model indicated
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anomalous release, which means both diffusion and degradation are likely to be
occurring.
Previous work on magnetic-responsive hybrid lipid/silica nanosystem
candidates has been reported by Bringas et al. (2012) and (Rahman et al.,
2014), essentially both using DOPC liposomes and magnetite in the MSN
structure and loading them with methylene blue dye, as well as those formed by
the ordinary mixing process for the Protocell-type manufacture. However,
Rahman et al. (2014) also added Pluronic L61 and L64 into the liposomes
membrane to increase their permeability. Bringas et al. (2012) showed during
drug release analysis that following 4 hours at 21ºC or when subjected to an
AFM field, ~10% and < 90% of the entrapped dye had been released (no
statistical analysis reported). While Rahman showed that after 2 hours at 25ºC or
after 1 hour at 37ºC, ~75% of the dye was released. Consequently, in contrast to
these previously reported findings, in chapter 3 we observed the magneticresponsive hybrid lipid/silica nanosystems were more stable than those
previously reported. This was evidenced by the release data showing that at RT
less than 1% of the loaded drug had been released by 48 hours. Even at 37ºC
after 17 days ~45% of the drug was still entrapped. The complementary findings
by Bringas et al. (2012) can potentially support our future studies during in vitro
test, where they observed that at concentrations lower than 0.5 mg/mL
practically no cytotoxicity was observed; whereas at doses of 1 to 4 mg/mL
traces of cytotoxicity were observed for brain, nerve, lung, and heart human cell
lines. Our result for the magnetization saturation of the MagMSN was similar to
that study at ~14 emu/g. Furthermore, when our hybrid magnetic-nanosystem
was confronted with other nanosystems that had similarity in liposome
composition or method of manufacture, the drug release was closer to what was
observed here. For example, (Roggers et al., 2012) used DPPC:DPPE-based
liposomes with incorporation of phosphorylated lipids to developed a Cleavageresponsive nanosystem with functionalized MSN and loaded with Fluorescein.
These were manufactured using the layer-by-layer Protocell-type method, where
they found that after 4 hours and after 10 hours at 37ºC approximately 14% and
21 % of the fluorescein dye had been released. Moreover the cleavage-stimulus
was dependent on the concentration of the disulfide-reducing molecule
(dithiothreitol) and was tested in medium containing this molecule where
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approximately 70 to 85% of release was observed. In vitro tests on this
formulation showed that below 200 μg/mL the hybrid nanosystem has no
cytotoxicity and that overall the cytotoxicity is reduced when the functionalized
MSN is capped with liposomes. Another example is the study carried out by Choi
et al. (2016a), which used nanocapsula-Protocell-type, which here multi
functionalised MSN were added into a DPPC/Cholesterol-based liposomes core.
In this study by 48 hours at 37ºC and pH 7.4 these released ~10% of the loaded
cargo. Additionally when they tested the nanosystems at pH 5 these released
~16% (statistically significant results reported). Consequently, this shows that
DPPC/Cholesterol-based liposomes are also pH-responsive which means our
system can potentially present a “molecular gate” self-regulated or externallyregulated system, as well as a “logic gate” type OR. Inflammatory tissue has an
acidic pH due to inflammatory mediators, therefore if our nanomedicines were
subjected to acidic conditions they could potentially also present self-regulated
pH-responsive

release.

immunosuppressant

This

makes

nanocarriers

with

our

nanomedicines

potential

candidate

applications

in

for

tissue

engineering and regenerative medicine for immunomodulation studies.
In accordance with the literature (reviewed in Table 1.9), the studies
involving hybrid lipid/silica materials and their potential biomedical applications
revolve mainly around: (i) studying the interface interaction of these
organic/inorganic materials with regard to their potential application for
biosensors studies and development, eg. investigation of cellular signals or
surface-protein-interaction studies on cellular membranes; or (ii) developing
advanced multifunctional nanosystem platforms for drug delivery systems. The
majority of these nanosystems are the “Protocell” type consisting of an MSNcore and a liposome-coating. Moreover, rarely a third inorganic material was
incorporated into the MSN core to form nanosystems which could function as
imaging agents or for external stimulus-response purposes. For example, the
incorporation of quantum dots into the core MSN structure with the aim of
applying this system for molecular imaging for cancer cell labelling (Pan et al.,
2011); or instead magnetite was used for magnetic-responsive nanosystems
(Bringas et al., 2012, Rahman et al., 2014), or Au-nanorod core was used for
Photodynamic and photothermal cancer therapy (theranostic) (Qin et al., 2015)
or gadolinium-core for theranostic cancer therapy (Jin et al., 2017). Moreover,
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with a non-traditional Protocell configuration, but instead with the silica-coated
liposome tails housing quantum dots were developed as a multiplex system for
immunoassays and as biosensors by Beloglazova et al. (2015). Outside of this
the majority of studies involving hybrid lipid/silica nanosystems have focused on
distinct types of cancer therapies, but some also envisioned application for oral
drug delivery (Zhang et al., 2015), gene delivery (Dengler et al., 2013),
hemocompatibility (Roggers et al., 2012) and studies of immune synapses by
junkay cells (Crites et al., 2015). In conclusion, while all of the materials
(maghemite, MSN-based and lipid-based nanoparticles) synthetised and studied
separately, can themselves be employed as simple nanocarriers, they can also
combined to create one of the most advanced nanocarriers and multifunctionalmodular platforms for nanomedicines once engineered as shown in this thesis.
Furthermore, to date, lipid/silica nanosystems have never been formulated with a
view to using them for a tissue engineering or regenerative medicine application,
which is one of the aims of this thesis (Chapter 4).

5.1.3 Chapter 4: Functionalisation of Decellularised Arteries
using a Hybrid Magnetic-nanosystem with Theranostic
Characteristics
3D scaffolds with controlled and triggerable release of cargo are
imperative for future advances in tissue regeneration, presenting the possibility
to manage the timing of release in relation to demand and to orchestrate correct
tissue remodelling. However, to make this possible, 3D scaffolds combined with
stimulus-responsive drug delivery systems must be produced. In this chapter, the
full surface modification of ECM-derived scaffolds from decellularised carotid
arteries was performed allowing the anchoring of nanomedicines with theranostic
characteristics to the scaffold surface. Essentially, Chapter 4 linked tissueengineered vascular graft candidates and nanomedicines, respectively topics
involved in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. The investigation carried out in Chapter 4
was undertaken to test the feasibility of new perspectives for tissue engineering
and regenerative medicine, particularly for cardiovascular tissue-engineering.
The surface of decellularised arteries was functionalised with sulfhydryl
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groups to receive the maleimide-containing nanosystems. To avoid any possible
negative effect from the functionalisation process on the downstream biological
response, the amount of SATA used for functionalization was based on (LopezNoriega et al., 2014), they showed that the amount of liposomes attached to the
scaffold independ of the concentration of SH groups on the scaffold surface.
Initially, immobilisation and distribution of fluorescently labelled maleimideliposomes on the surface of the thiol-functionalised decellularised arteries was
contrasted with those with a non-functionalised surface, which showed significant
amounts of liposomes remaining at surface after washing (p<0.0001). Secondly,
in vitro drug release studies were carried out to investigate the thermo-response
of liposomes with the DPPC–MSPC–DSPE–PEG2000–maleimide formulation
anchored to the scaffold surface carrying DFO as a model drug, which only
released approximately 5% prior to the first pulse at 48 hours. Thermoresponsivity following application of pulses at 40°C on two separate occasions
was observed, in the first pulse ~38% (35ng) and the second pulse ~12% (11ng)
of the drug entrapped was released, in addition when the scaffolds received a
thermo-stimulus, all drug was released by day six. LipoScaffold subjected to a
constant temperature of 37ºC with no pulses, required four days to release a
comparable amount of drug to that released by the first pulse, and ~16% of the
drug was still entrapped by day 8. The amount of drug immobilized on the
LipoScaffold was estimated to be 90 ng/ 13 mm3 of scaffold. In summary based
on the results, it was possible to verify that the thermo-responsivity of liposomes
was retained when the system was transferred to the 3D environment.
Additionally, the results confirmed that beyond simply a 3D scaffold with passive
release, it is also possible to produce a 3D scaffold with active control of drug
delivery in response to an external stimulus to allow predictable release of a
therapeutic agent.
Once the immobilisation and formation of the thermo-responsive scaffolds
were confirmed, the studies carried out in chapter 4, moved to develop a novel
vascular graft candidate surface-modified by incorporation of a theranostic
hybrid-nanomedicine system which could be adapted to various applications due
to its modular design. Statistical analyses confirmed the immobilisation of
nanomedicines formed for mesoporous silica-based nanoparticles with both
positive (functionalised) and negative (non-functionalised) surface charges, with
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significance of p<0.0001. In summary, it was possible to conclude that the
successful modification of a decellularised artery surface using different hybridnanosystems, including superparamagnetic-nanosystems had been achieved. In
other words, we manufactured hybrid nanosystem-bioscaffolds with theranostic
characteristics that allow targeted release of therapeutics either passively or
actively, in response to an applied external stimulus, that can possibly aid in
some way the regeneration process with the balancing of immunomodulation,
wound healing and tissue formation/remodeling. Moreover, as the nanosystems
present a modular design that allows smart local delivery of multiple cargos and
a personalised platform with the possibility of post-surgical monitoring these can
drive future strategies for many tissue-engineered constructs.
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5.2 FUTURE WORK
In order to further investigate some of the issues encountered in this
thesis to complement the current results and possibly develop new hypotheses
for future studies, some selected points are highlighted below as future work:
v Further investigation of the radial-modified scaffolds by mechanical
testing: (i) without the longitudinal microchannels to investigate the
hypothesis that collagen fibres connecting the concentric layers are vital
to maintaining the arteries stability and that indeed the radial
microchannels are causing less negative effects than longitudinal
modification because the radial microchannels do not break the
connecting fibres; (ii) to investigate the mechanical properties of cellmatured modified scaffolds, mainly in order to verify the permeability of
the cellular repopulised tissue-engineered graft as remodeling could
reduce the scaffold permeability.
v The specimens modified with the radial microchannels for immediate
medical application could be adjusted by adding either an internal or
external non-permeable layer, or even a less permeable outer layer to the
engineered product, that would reduce or eliminate the excessive
permeability while remodelling of the vessel wall and closure of the radial
channels is taking place (Dolan et al., 2017). Such a layer could be
composed of a hydrogel containing cells analogous to that previously
reported by (Kasyanov et al., 2009). Subsequently, future experiments
may be designed to investigate this phenomenon, as well as in vivo
models to verify and determine the optimal position of an extra
impermeable layer if necessary.
v Additionally, the bioreactor-seeding prototype could be re-arranged for
conduits, the microneedle-device could be repurposed to deliver
chemotactic agents and specific cells that could be guided layer-by-layer
into tissue-engineered grafts to further enhance the repopulation.
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v With regard to chapter 3, the most significant analyses to be carried out in
the near future, are bioactivity tests involving DFO as a model drug in
order to investigate whether the drug released from the nanosystems is
still bioactive. Additionally, not only related to Chapter 3 but also related to
Chapter 4, the loading capacity for hydrophobic drugs could be
investigated followed by in vitro cellular tests of the nanosystems, initially
using dexamethasone an immunosuppressant and anti-inflammatory drug
as a model drug to assess immunomodulation. Furthermore MRI analysis
could be used to confirm that the magnetic-nanosystems and magnetic
nanosystem-bioscaffolds have theranostic characteristics.
v Chapter 4 has a wide field of possible future work in TEBVs, investigation
of which may lead to unprecedented advances in tissue regeneration and
regenerative medicine with theranostic stimulus-responsive nanosystembioscaffolds. For example, to modulate and load the nanosystem with the
specific molecular signals to build microenvoriment cue characteristics
that may drive and balance remodelling of each individual tunica.
However, the special attention here would be directed to studies on how
these smart nanomedicines could balance immunomodulation, which
could potentially overcome stenosis in vascular grafts, and consequently
improve wound healing and tissue formation/remodeling (Wissing et al.,
2017). Moreover, these therapies could be applied to various areas
outside of cardiovascular tissue engineering for example regeneration of
skin tissues and as a scaffold for cancer therapy.
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5.3 CONCLUSION
Focused on current essential requirements as well as some strategies for
future developments of tissue-engineered blood vessels, the studies and
developments carried out in this in this PhD thesis successfully enhanced radial
cell repopulation of the tunica media, independent of the seeding system, by
using microneedle device. Moreover, stimulus-responsive lipid/magnetic-silica
nanosystems with theranostic characteristics were synthesised, engineered and
developed, which later on were successfully distributed and immobilised on the
surface of decellularized arteries capable of passive or active response for
triggered drug release. Thus, involving tissue engineering and nanomedicines,
anovel 3D ECM-derived scaffolds from decellularised carotid arteries with
potential controlled and triggerable release of cargos and theranostic were
triggeres for future advances in tissue engineering and regenerative medicine.
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Figure 5.2 – Device built to perform permeability test: technical drawings
(top and bottom parts, respectively).
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